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HAD WONDERFUL VACATION

The Courier-Gazette

FOR REST
AND COMFORT

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, April 2, 1925.

Dr. F. B. Adams Tells of the Apache Trail, Mt Low, Cata
lina Islands, the Big Trees, the Grand Canyon, Etc.

TALK OF THE TOWN

MAINE, THE MECCA OF MANY ANGLERS

Spencer Drake has finished his
new garage on Jefferson street.

Waldoboro’s
new
combination
chemical flitted through the streets
yesterday bound for its future home.

"When Dr. F. B. Adams arrived this road the doctor found to be very
home Monday night from hls two good.
J S. Nilo Spear, who has been spendmonths’ vacation trip into the West
Dr. Adams had heard a great deal
| ing the winter in Florida, is headed
he expressed much satisfaction at about San Diego, and does not now
J northward, and due here almost any
the manner in which the time had think that anybody overestimated its
; day.
been spent, hut left no doubt that he charms. It Is a city of about 80,000
is still a loyal Maine booster. He population, having as one of its j
Wesley Stuart, a popular newswas frankly delighted with the won chief attractions the wonderful Bal- ,
w, ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• *** ’•*
i paper carrier at the Northend, and
— derful things he had seen; was boa Park, with its zoo and so many I
son of Rev. Oscar W. Stuart, is criti
•••
Do you never look at. yourself ••• |
charmed with the climate, and felt other things to interest the sight- 1
cally ill.
•— when ‘you abuse another person?—••• 1 that the Weather Bureau had been
AT YOUR DEALERS
seer. Of an afternoon, (Sundays in- I
••• Plautus.
••• j exceptionally ihdufgent with him by
eluded)
he
would
attend
the
concerts
King Solomon's Temple Chapter
•••
’•*
.«. .«. .«•
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• Mf. interjecting only one stormy day. given on the great Spreckles organ, |
has work tonight. Friday afternoon
And yet he says: ‘"Maine is the best and one Sunday he was royally en-|
I and evening comes that big meeting
all the year around State in the tertained by two former Rockland
of the Council.
z
MY HEART
L'niAn."
residents, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W
Dr. Ail a ms left home Jan. 31, and Cook. Mr. Cook is still In the same
The High School Seniors are to
[For The Courier-Gazette]
traveling by rail made a bee line for; business, having a cleaning, pressing
present “Midsummer Night’s Dream”W. P. STRONG
My heart is a cold, dead thing,
New Orleans or as near a bee line as I an<1 dveine establishment at 3961
during commencement week. Miss
That lies in a leaden breast.
the
railroads
make.
Beech
streetHe
Inquired
for
RockWATCHMAKER AND JEWELER
Doris Black will act as coach.
Once Love wrapped round wfch its sheet or
In
the
Louisiana
metropolis
he
de;
[
and
friends,
particularly
Allie
Gregflame
WALL PAPER
And filled and thrilled my joyous frame;
voted three days to sightseeing, be- ' ory v,-ho was one <(f his chqms in the
William Milligan who has been oc
But now the fire is dead and cold
ELECTRIC LAMPS AND'
ing especially impressed with City . ol<1 days 1>r Adams also met in San
cupying the Crockett-Crie house on
And my heart is filled with ashes old
Park,
St.
Anthony's
Cathedral
(th^l
Diego
a
jj
r
.
Gilmore,
brother-in-law
I
8UPPLIES
My heart is a co! 1. dead thing.
Summer street has leased the Robert
oldest in that section), the Old Ab-j c>f p,.. Hart of Caraden, and presi- j
Oh. .<Sr it not—remembering
THOMASTON. MAINE
I U- Collins house at 190 Ocean street.
No whit, lt lies at rest.
sinthe
House
erected
at
the
corner
dent
of
a
savings
bank.
_____
TuAS-tf
—K. H. Caaaens
of Glenville and Bourbon streets in . qU( of gan Diego there are many
Daniel Munro, who returned from
1758; the old Spanish Courtyard, the interesting drives, notably among
I Florida Saturday night is getting his
French quarters anti the St. Louis them those which lead to Coronada
| restaurant on Park street in readicemetery.
Beach and Point Loma. But there
; ness for opening the last of next
His next stop was in Globe, Ari- are mapy other things to attract—
j week.
Our Mutual Fire Insurance Policyzond. whence he made side trips o\ei ,he Ramona home, the wonderful
i the Apache Trail (120 miles) and saw . Radium, the aviation fieidi. Lily
The latest crop of notaries apholders Are Saving 25% of Their
that wonderful engineering project , ,on(, Mlssil>n cliff, and what.
sald
1 pointed by Gov. Brewster Includes
IT
the Roosevelt Dam. He stopped over ,o (j(l tj)e oidesl mission in the State,
Premiums on One Year Term Poli
! the names of Leonard R. Campbell
nigbt in PhoeSix, and took the morn- | T<J make thillgs evpn more ]ively
and Frank II. Ingraham of Rockland
cies.
; ing train for San Diego, Calif., which theye ’were present in the harbot
WILL
and Charles L. Boman of Vinalhaven.
was destined to be his first stopping many ships of Uncle Sam's fleet—and
place for any length.
I bluejackets looked very familiar to
PAY
Many persons stopped opposite
When Anyone Seeks to Scare You
Traveling over the San Diego and Hockland’s marine surgeon,
Strand Theatre yesterday and under
j Arizona Railway was an experience j
• . . .
From Our Mutual Fire Insurance
took to pick up an attractive looking
YOU
which he enjoyed very much. 1 he
Came next a fortnight's stay in Los
gold watch which lay on the pave
Proposition, Telling You That You
highest point on the line is called | Angeles, metropolis of the State with
ment In front of the pool room. They
TO
May Be "Assessed,” Just Remind
Hipass, and when the doctor reached i a mijlion soul® residing there—a
learned what day it was, If not what
it he was surveying the world from ejty
beautiful residences, and
time It was.
That Person That Our Company
READ
an altitude of 3660 feet. But it was I en0Ugh to keep one interested innot all uphill traveling, however, for definitely. With Los Angeles as his
Has Been In Business For 77 Years,
Fall’s coming. You don’t beHeve
aX one stage the tracks were 49 feet base of supplies. Dr. Adams visited
THIS!
lt, eh? Well, Just ask Supt. F. 8.
and Has Never Yet Asked For An
below sea level. The railroad cost Hollywood, Universal City, Mt. Low,
Sherman of the Eastern, who yester
“Assessment."
ipproximately $13,000,000.
funnels Catalina Islands, Long Beach, Venice,
day booked reservations for the Al
alone (and there are 21 of them, with Riverside and many other places.
ford's Lake Camp girls, who will be
an aggregate length of nearly three He dined among 200 movie stars,
leaving for Boston on that night.
miles), cost $1,760,200. The longest whose identity he could not even
How’s that for preparedness.
THE “AMERICAN COMPANY ONLY” AGENCY
is 2C04 feet. In connection with the guess, for they were in their war
Southern Pacific this forms a rail paint and costumes.
Doesn't look natural down around
road directly along the Mexican
Hastings dry goods store without
Few tourists go to Los Angeles
boundary from the Pacific Coast and without a side trip to the mission
the omnipresent proprietor, E. B.
the Gulf of Mexico, and at several play (California’s Oberammergan) at
Hastings. Mr. Hastings has been
points traverses Mexican soil, it San Gabriel’ Mission. The play is In
confined to his home on Talbot ave
General Agents
crosses the Imperial Valley, which three acts depicting the heroic strug
nue the past week with grippe, hut
was a desert waste in 1900, but gles and sacrifices of the Spanish
it gradually getting the better of his
425 Main Street.
Rockland, Maine
; which today is an agricultural em pioneers to gain a foothold in Cali
i enemy.
pire of 531,674 acres under irriga fornia; the Missions in their glory
tion on the Ameiican sale and and the sad but exquisitely beautiful
The Knox County Fish and Game
more than 200,000 acres on the Mexi- story of the Missions In ruin. The
Association holds Its monthly meet
i can side.
The service and food on seats are from $1 to $3.
Honestly Now Doesn’t This Picture Make You Feci Like Asking For a Day Off and Hitting the Trail For
ing tomorrow night in Odd Fellows
Some Stream Where You Just Know the Trout Are Biting. The Above Cut, Loaned Through the Courtesy of
hall. Supper will be served at 6.30Santa Catalina Island is 25 miles
the Maine Central Railroad Magazine (Oscar A Shepard editor) Has To Do With Portage Lake, Moosehead
I Four reels of motion pictures will be
off Los Angeles harbor and is a
LaJ<e and Kezar, But There's Lets of Good Fishing All Over This Blessed State Of Ours. Let's Go!
shown, one of the pictures dealing
year around resort with an ideal
with our famous Mt.Katahdin and
ANNOUNCEMENT
setting in the blue waters of the lYtone with a canoe trip up the West
citic. Adjacent to the island are the
beautiful and natural submarine gar ** Maine's fiohlngReason will souu be llavor of the game—-but the actual lent of on*- to every twenty square Branch.
dens, which are to be seen through in full swing—a fadt emphasized, in necessity tor It has passed. Even in miles- Those of the larger systems
This is to announce that
Emil Rivers of Park street was
the celebrated glass bottom boats. the lust few weeks, by almost sluing- j remote fishing regions it iw possible are in mountain regions and are fed
summoned: Into Municipal Court yes
Here one may view a great variety like days and an entire absence of to enjoy the comforts and conveni by mountain snows.
Mr. Clarence F. Joy, formerly
ences one would expect in his own
Favorite fish? Well, there are the terday as tihe result of the seizure
of marine growth and many species snow.
the i at his' place of five gallons of alcoemployed in our Life and Ac
of strange and beautiful fishJust as the Maine woods—.three home, for in addition to Maine’s reg famous land-i-ocked salmon;
When you begin to earn
The Mt. Laine trip was another times as extensive, by the way. as the ular summer hotels, and lo its great : aiall-moiillo d black bass; the trout I hoi. The officers concerned in .the
cident Department, is no
You should begin to save. real feature, with Ye Alpine Tavern fumous liiaek Forest nt Germany— variety of available prtvate homes spi-cii s. found in both streams and I raid were Deputy Sheriffs Orbeton
to afford hospitality for the tourist abound with wild life and big game. there ate at least a thousand camps lake.* ; tile togue. cross between trout and Hokes. Rivers pleaded guilty,
longer associated with us.
In Los Angeles Dr. Adams met so Mhine’s 5000 rivers and streams, —probably many more. They range and salmon, which can give any and In consideration of that fact
Robert Messer, a grandson of the late and its 1600 lake* and ponds, are all tile way from those luxuriously angler the fight of his life; the Judge Miller imposed a bargain day
Robert W. Messer of Rockland, and tilled with game fish: front huge equipped and furnished to the most coi'lal salmon, found in the St. sentence—two months in Jail and a
MAYNARD S. BIRD & CO.
Croix. Dennys and Penobscot rivers-I fine of $400.
his mother. The young man is and really wonderful land-locked modest and humble "lean-to.”
Specifically—and we are not go The llavor of Penobscot salmon Is
■ —
teaching in a High School.
salmon, which have been known to
14 SCHOOL STREET
429 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
In Pasadena the doctor overtook tip the scales at 20 pounds, to be-au- ing to bore you at this time witli incomparable; its fame is world- , A. M- Connon, who resides with his
Mr. and Mrs. Fred R. Spear of Rock- tiful white perch wljieh weigh some- very much • detail—there are five wide. Incidentally, the miracle of ' daughter, Mrs. Maynard Crockett at
chains of lakes. Tile Rangel* y the loaves aiai fishes is suggested Rockland Highland®, shows The CouROCKLAND,
MAINE
A strictly mutual savings land, and attended a Rotary meeting times, as little as a half pound. If great
with the former. He ulso met Mrs. Maine is the mecca ,of American series, with an area of ninety square each season; for, on .tin- day after the rier-Gazette another interesting Dix
.
bank
A. W. Fenner and Mis® Lucie hunters, it is no less the paradise of miles, drained by the Androscoggin first salmon is hauled from Bangor Island photograph, showing a group
River; the Moosehead series—Moose- pool, “Penobscot river salmon” is of t'he stonecutters. Mr. Connon,
Winslow, who formerly resided in American fishermen.
Just how many of Maine’s annual head Lake, by tile way, sprhads over featured on the menus of many fash who says he is 83, but doesn’t- look
Rockland. In Compton he was en
DEPOSITS
40-42
tertained by Mrs. W. 3. Healey. Mr. army of summer guests come here 12(1 square miles and is (he largest ionable restaurants in Boston and It by a long shod, came from St.
primarily for fishing, or make fishing inlan.l body ct water in New Bug- New York. But your true native of Paul In the 70s, along with the late
Made during the first four Healey l>eing at the time on a trip lo an
interesting part of their vacation land—forming the headwaters of the the Penobscot region is never de James Anderson of South Thomas
Fresno.
•• • • •
days of the month will
pleasures, will never be really known. Kennebec, the Penobscot series, in ceived. He knows that the ’’Penoh- ton, and they worked together on
In Alameda he was entertained by There Is something more than a sus cluding Chesuneook and its sur scot River salmon” in most big-city Dlx Island In the days of the 15 per
draw interest from the first
Capt. and Mrs- Walter Tibbetts, and picion that the number of non-resi rounding lakes on the west, Allc- restaurants never got farther than cent conttacts.
day of that month.
during his two weeks' stay in San dent licenses is not an infallible in gash. Chamberlain and others on tin- the St. John.
The tug Eugenie Spofford made a
The Maine Central, whose gleam
Francisco he met Miss Gwen Perry dication. But Maine lakes and east—with the Seboeis still farther
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT
of Rockland, who is doing extension streams arc alive, nt certain seasons, ear'., hut flowing into the Penobscot ing rails cut deep Into the heart of special trip to this port Tuesday
Maine’s great woods, annually car afternoon bringing Mrs. H. D.
work for t'hg University of California. with fishermen—from all parts of east branch; the Bchooilic. in tile
southeast, drained by the St. Croix; ries thousand* of fishermen, native Eaton of Stonington for treatment at
As her guest he was shown through America and in all stations of life.
Nor is it longer necessary to and the chains of lakes forming the and visiting, to vantage points along Knox Hospital. The Incident gave
the University, and attended a Greek
Did you ever hear of anybody retiring
“rough it" when you go fishirx. al headwaters of the «t. John and Its the five great waterways named rise to a fortunately erroneous re
I Theatreabove. — Maine
Central
Railroad port that there had been a had acci
on the money they had spent?
Of course he saw the big trees at though of course many do. Rough- tributaries. And there are smaller
Magazine.
dent in a Stonington granite quarry,
Redlands, and then came a memor- ing it is really part of the fun and lakes in every county—the equiva
jyith several persons Injured. The
I able day when he visited the Grand
Davis motor ambulance, summoned
Canyon, the wonders of which are EDUCATIONAL CLUB MEETING clerk of Portland three years; essistHANKER FOR KHAKI
by the Burpee Furniture Co * 1n the
not
to
be
described
by
word
or
by
ant
secretary
of
Portland
(
’
hamber
of
/Member
absence of their own ambulance,
in INTEREST has been paid by this
!
paintings.
Nature's
most
lavish
Commerce;
member
of
Un'versity
of
Consolidated Stock Exchanoe'
Talk on “Helping Our Home
Major General Brewster, rnmmanil- made the trip from Thomaston In
display must be seen to be appreci
Maine faculty live years, in agricul
institution to the people of Knox County
of /Jew York'
State,” with the Know Maine Pro
seven minutes.
ated. br. Adams speaks of it in
tural extension service and as teach ing the First Corps Area, lias re
ducts plan, is to preface A. I- T- er of journalism, now secretary er.d ceived instructions from Washington
during the past twenty-one years.
i
tones
of
awe,
as
do
all
tourists.
STOCKS and BONDS
Speeding back across the contl- Gummings’ famous lecture fur 1'ri- manager of State ChamUeof Coni
which now make it possible for men YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Publishers of the
, nent ffie view from car windows had day’s Educational Club on "The merce and incidentally secretary of who served as enlisted men during
If I had to lire my life *i«ln I would
a never failing interest, but it seemed French Canadian and hie Dialed.” general committee in Know Mr.ine the World War to become officers in
WEEKLY FINANCIAL DIGEST
made a rule to read some poetry and
commonplace enough after the surMr. Cummings says'there’s nothing Products campaign.
the Officers’ Reserve Corps.
This I have
which is sent free to
listen to aome music at leaat once a week
opportunity is made by a change in | The lose of these tastes Is a loss of bappl
investors upon request
■ felt of wonders which had been very exciting about his own tiers mal
An idea of the exceptional treat in
nets —Charles Darwin.
j crowded into Dr. Adorns Itinerary.
career, but It surely spells c-intinstore for members may be gained by the regulations anil requirements for I
10 STATE STREET BOSTON
He did not know that Gen. H. M nous Progress with a caijjtal P. lie
candidates
of
the
Blue
Course
at
the
this poem in French Canadian dia
ROCKLAND, ME.
Lord boarded the same train in Fort 1 was reporter and editor in Biddeford,
’ Military Training Camps THE PRIEST AND THE MULBERRY TREE
lect composed by this
talented Citizens
Civilians who have had previous mil- j Did you hear of the curate who mounted his
Wayne. Ind., and the two Rockland; Western Maine correspondei t of
speaker:
VINALHAVEN
UNION
WARREN
CAMDEN
itary experience, such as two or three | And
troWed a,one to .h<
men did not meet until both alighted' Boston Herald a number of years,
‘•The Maine Hello”
in the station at Washington, I). C. with
Portland headquarters; city
years in the Army during the war, | Of creature more tractable none ever heard.
In the latter city the doctor wa® the ----------- - ------------------------- '----------------- Dere’s wan t'lnc, sure, ma bo.v ’Poleon was are now eligible, provided they have I In tlie height of her speed she would stop
at a word;
quick for inak’ tie frlen’
passed their l!‘th birthday and are I
recipient of many courtesies from,
But again with a word, when the currte said,
Since he be’n go on U. of M.. hees fader’s not over 31 years of age.
Gen. Lord and his assistant Fred W. I
They
must
”H«y.”
inon’ for jqieo’;
Wight. He was much impressed1
He’s tip dere now jes’ two, free week, bit! have a high school education, or its She put forth her mettle and galloped away.
with t'n» Lincoln Memorial, and re-'
w’en I go wan day
equivalent and for technical branch
For visit lieeni on tie campus—an' let-tie bill es, the necessary technical educa As near to the gates of the city .te rode.
grets thalt everybody cannot have an
Millie the sun of September all brilliantly
for pay—
opportunity to see it. He visited
They must also have the per
glowed,
I’m inocli surprise bow many boy an’ girl was tion.
say "Hello!”
sonality, appearance, tact, bearing The good priest discovered, with eyes of de
i Smithsonian Institute and the Pan
sire,
Mus’ be a t’ousan’ wo was pass, but ev’r.v and general adaptability which will
American building among other inA mulberry-tree In a hedge of wild briar ?
wan he know.
Quality ice cream
eresting places In the National
Jit them, after further training, to On bought long and lofty, In many a green
Agents fyr—
shoot,
Capital-.
I ax heetn bow be git do chance for met dem he officers of the Officers’ Reserve '

Nsd

Beds
Springs, Mattresses

WIRELESS SUPPLIES

E- C. MORAN & CO. ■

START
SAVING NOW

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK

Be Thrifty...

r“i
CHAS, P. DOW & CO.

$940,011.31

I

Resources $3,700,000.00

Security Trust Company
—“At Your Service”—

I

I

John M. Gamage
& Sons, Inc.
MARINE RAILWAYS
MARINE ENGINES

The Philadelphia Storage Battery Company was
the largest builder of replacement batteries in 1924

Boat Brokers
Boat Building
and Repairing

FRED S. MARCH
Cemetery Memorials

Telephone 702-W

«

36-tf

PARK STREET,

ROCKLAND

For The

AUTOMOBILE AND RADIO

The Latest Dark Shell

While most batteries have advanced in price

Frames and Correct Lenses

PHILCO remains the same

Only $10.00

643 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND.

OREL E. DAVIES

TEL 661
38tf

Look ro» the S»H kicm

34-tf

We have just received a shipment of these battries and can meet your requirements for your

F. W. FARREL COMPANY

Make it Your
Daily Desert:
It’s Healthful.

301 Main St., Opp Park St.

Sporting
News
. Read The

Boston Globe

all on school,
He sa.v firs’ t’lng de freshman learn was
’’bout de "Hello!” rule:
iMus’ lif de cap to all de girl, an’ all de
teacher too,
So if dey don’t know you before, it’s all right
now dey do,
No wan was ax If he’s riche man, w ldl way
bees fader vote,
W’at kin’ o’ church lie’s (diristen on dey all
was on sain’ boat

Dey niak’ beem wear some fonny cup, two
color, blue an’ w’ltc;
Anotler fing can’t spark tie girl on campus—
guess dat's right—
But bes’ of all I lak de mos’ dat rule for
\ say "Hello!”
Each tarn he’s passin’ any wan was on/de
road be go.
*
For git acquaint an’ kip de frlen’ dat's sure
de fines’ way ;
Will niak’ good neighbor all de tain, lak tp.
on Frenchman Bay.

Emery B. Howard, D. D. S.
DENTIST

DENTAL XRAY and DIAGNOSIS

Above Huston-Tuttle Book Store
ROCKLAND, ME.

39t(

Corps.

They must also have the • Hung large, black and glossy, the beautiful
fruit

same physical requirements as those !

required of officers of the Reserve ' The curate was hungry and thirsty to boot;
He shrunk from the thorns, though he longed

Corps.
!
Many of the soldiers of the lute }
War have a hankering to put on the
khaki for a month during the sumntcr, get hack into the mess hall where
they recall their campaign days with
their friends they made during the
War, into (he saddle with the cavalry
anti fed tin- weight of the rifle again |
on their shoulders.
This new rulI,,,,
,1. . I..,,,. n„,_ ___
ing f the \\ at Department now
makes all this possible and it is expected that quite a number of these
War Veterans will enroll for the Citizens’ Military Training Camps this
year, which will be held at Camp
Devens. Ayer. Mass., Fort Ethan Al-

a wor(j jie arrested his courser’s keen
speed.
And he
“P erect °n the ’ ,ck
hls
On ttir',»ildle he mood white the creature
stood still.

And he Wtfiered the fruit till he took hie
eoo<l 1,11
"Sure never,” he thought, “was a creature so
r*r<-

So docile, so true, as ray excellent mare:
here now , stand
and i„ gazed all
around.
“A* “(* *nd “ s'cedy as if >11 the ground;

Yet
I""1 “ •*e"’ “ “*”* ,r”eUer *hta
Had. dreaming
**
no mischief, but chanced to
cry, Hey!”

Mw)d

„„

tJle mulbl.rr5Mree,

And be spoke out aloud in bis fond reverie.
At die sound of the word, the good mare made

len, 1 ,ui lington, \ ci mont, Fort MeKinley, Portland, Maine, Fort Ad-

a ms, Newport.
Rhode
Island,
and Fort And
. . down
.* went the priest In the wild-brlar
us..
'
.
,
,
’
rerry, near New London, ConnectitbUgh.
/
cut.
He remembered too late, on hls thorny green
_______________

j

Try Three Crow Paprika In the .
new patent sifter top can.—adv.
)

bed,

m‘y **

‘,anno‘ *lsel)f
—T. L. Peacock.

Every-Other-Day
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The Courier-Gazette
THREE TIMESA WEEK
CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

Kaster Apparel

Rockland. Msilnv, April 2. l'V2"».
Personally appeared Frank S Lyddie who
on oath declares that he Is pressman in the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
the issue of this paper of March 2S,
there was printed a total <«f 6.554 copies.
Before me,
FRANK I’. MILLER.
Notary Public.

There is such a wealth of spring
like beauty in this season’s apparel.
The brilliant colorings, the exotic
designs. The unusual effects in
coats, ensemble suits and dresses
seem more alluring this spring than
ever.

Jesus said unto her. 1 am the res
urrection and the life: he that be
lieveth in me. though he were dead,
yet shall he live; And whosoever
liveth and believeth in me shall never
die.—John il:2".

- -Scattered about t*he country, in
possession of relic lovers, are vari
ous bits of the interior finish of
“Montpelier.” the handsome chateau
built in Thomaston by General Knox
in the closing years of the 18th cen
tury and finally torn down in 1871.
As out readers are aware, it is the
purpose of the Thomaston chapter
of the Daughters of the American
Revolution to reproduce this chateau
in close detail by way of a perma
nent memorial to the man who was
so conspicuous a national character,
gathering into it the numerous ar
ticles associated with Knox that are
known to exist, in the creation of a
national shrine after the manner of
the Mount Vernon memorial to
Washington- An object so full of
appeal to sentiments of patriotism
and romance wiki, we believe, in
creasingly engage the co-operation
of our people as the plans of the en
terprising Thomaston women take
definite form Coupled with the in
teresting announcement that the ar
chitect is proceeding with his plane
is the earnest request that he be
furnished with these relies above al
luded to in order that the details of
these plans may be developed in ex
act accord with the original struct
ure. It is not intended that the pres
ent owners of the relics—pieces
of moulding, cornice, pilasters, or any
other details of finish—make perma
nent gift of them, but merely loan
them for the architect’s observationThe editor of The Courier-Gazette
has in his possession two or three
bits that he will take pleasure |in
placing at the committee’s disposal,
and we are confident that every other
owner of a relic will he equally glad
to share at least to this small ex
tent in the ambitious purpose of the
Thomaston D. A. R.

While on the subject of Knox, we
arc moved to express gratification, as
all our readers will do, .that this
same group of loyal women is to
take in hand the business of restor
ing the < )ld Meetinghouse on the
Hill, which Knox helped to build and
in whose steeple still hangs the bell
cast by that famous patriot Paul
Revere. We rarely *i>ass by the old
church—as we frequently do—with
out a swift inward vision of the peo
ple of those remote days gathering
at the call of that now historic bell
for Sunday worship, and standing
grouped about the church door in
observation of the General’s carriage,
jdrawn by a pair of fine horses, with
the Madam seated in grandeur by
his side, making its stately ascent
of the steep hill leading up from the
river. The old building has long
been a charge of the D. A. R., who
with limited funds have made a
courageous fight for its preservation.
A good deal of restorative work is
called for at the present time and we
are glad that Monday’s town meet
ing lent its aid to the extent of a
handsome appropriation. The pres
ervation oft so notable a monument
as this anclen> church is a matter
that should enlist the practical sym
pathy of all citizens of this section of
Maine.

Remember Easter is near at
hand. Only tert days away.
Ensemble Suits for Easter—
$29.00 to $62.50

Sport and Dress Coats for Easter—
12.00 to 92.50

Silk and Wool Dresses for Easter—
10.00 to 59.00
WOULD

IT IS

A

NOT EXPENSIVE TO

KITCHEN

LIKE THIS PLEASE YOU?

OUTFIT YOUR

KITCHEN

LIKE

THE

ABOVE

PICTURE

The Porcelain Top Table is a necessity and costs very little.
KEY TO PRICES

The Kitchen Cabinet is the greatest labor saver of the day.
Everything in place and absolutely dust proof.

No. 1

The Stool is only a stool finished in white enamel and very strong, but
think of the comfort.

“COMMUNITY PARK’’

IT’S NOW

« . . ......................

The Association Settles a Momentous Question and De
cides This Season’s Improvements.
Plans for the betterment of Commu
nity Park (heretofore known as the
Broadway Athletic Field) were dis
cussed at a lively meeting of the
Rockland Community School Im
provement Association in the Thorn
dike Grill Tuesday night.
Twentyone of the 30 members were present
and there was a very free and frank
discussion a^ to how the money on
hand could be expended to best ad
vantage.
It was learned from the report of
the treasurer. William H. Rhoades,
that the Association had a balance of
$157.34 from last year, and that its
share of the receipts from this year’s
Community fair were $1.634 03, leav
ing on hand the pleasing sum of
$1,791.43.
John M. Richardson, the new pres
ident of the Association, called first
upon Albert C. MeLoon of the execu
tive committee, who came into the
meeting armed with formidable blue
prints and a generous complement
of facts and figures.
He said that
grading of the athletic field last year
had progressed to the extent that it
is now possible to have two games
of baseball simultaneously.
Ther?
is some grading yet to be done in
right field.
A fence completely en
closing the grounds would cost $9600.
Other things needed beside grading
and fence were tennis courts, a
grandstand, additional bleachers, and
a scoreboard.
Mr. MeLoon outlined plans for n
grandstand 50x25 feet, ornamental in
design, with room underneath for a
ticket office. Parent-Teachers’ booth,
two dressing rooms/ shower baths
and storage space.
Such a struc
ture could be built for around $2000
with certain materials furnished free
A fence from the Benner lot to Gay
street extension and up Gay street
to the Kent house would cost $960, it
was estimated.
Henry C. Chatto of the executive
committee had a budget which
called for grading in the outfield at a
cost of $200: doubling the seating
capacity at a cost of $400,' and the

And also while Thomaston Is at the
moment in our thoughts—as it fre
quently is, with the pleasantest as
sociations—and the town meeting
•has been alluded to. may we venture
lo express a note of regret that, as
the warrant item by item was dis
posed of by the meeting, the total
appropriations should have grown to
6o large a figure that when tne ar
ticle suggesting an appropriation
“for advertising Maine’’ was reached
there was a natural disinclination to
! do anything but pass over it. We
' wish it had been so that our neighj bors might in this fashion have* had I
a little hand in the present r.iove( ment to publish to the world the ad
vantages of our State as a place for
summer living, which in our opinion
is destined to benefit no portion of
i;
It more highly than these regions
lying east of the Kennebec River, of's
which Knox County with its pietur-1
esque ocean coast and livers and y*
lakes is the permanent gem. Many
towns of the county in their spring
meetings were at pains to join with
•the movement that is statewide—
Camden $200, Rockland $250. Rock
port $50, Owl's Head $50. Union $25.
Vinulhavcn $25. Cushing $25. WniTen MWr
$20, Hope $10—not largo amounts to
be sure, bu, sufficient to secure
operation is a movement that is <*or- ML
tain, we believe, to return handsome
dividends to our communities1^'

construction of a factory wire fence
at $800. The fence would he six feet
high with barbed wire superstruc
ture. and three gates.
He said that
at the rate the dust is now blowing
off this field the grounds would
soon he down street.
Postmaster G
Blethen, also of
the executive committee, thought the
first thing needed would be the sur
facing of the field, arid a suitable
roadway ought to be built for the
automobiles.
The fence, as pro
posed. would cost $360.
President Richardson next called
upon two members who make an es
pecial study of the boys’ needs—
Alden \V. Allen, principal of the High
School; and Phil Jones, athletic di
rector.
Mr. Allen said that a track
Is really needed, but the cost wou’d
be prohibitive just now. The money
should be spent on fencing, grading
and seating.
Coach Jones, looking
ahead to the future development of
the plant, e^ressed the opinion that
it should be so mapped out as to
eventually include a track
“We
can’t lay all our stress onto winning
championships,’’ said he. “What we
want is to get a*good crowd out and
to fix the field so that we can handle
that crowd.’’ To emphasize his point
he told of the big football and base
balls squads which had been out for
practice.
There was much discussion in fa

SENIOR SUPPER
All That’s Good To Eat
Come Everybody

Congregational Vestry

Saturday, April 5
5:00 to 7:00 P. M.

C’mon Up
•

: : Music by the : :

Senior Orchestra
39-41

Easter
SHOE SALE
stock for Easter and are now
ready to serve the public with
the newest style Footwear for
the entire family at very low

prices. Plan to come in today

to make selections from our

very many different styles
which are now on sale at

great savings.

ay

Community Park is a good name
for it. Already the boys are busily,
making use cf it.

Hub Shoe Store
286 MAIN ST.

Painting the bouse thlrs spring?
is paving the surface that saves
house.

OPP. V. F. STUDLEY, INC.

No. 2........................ . 49.50
No. 3........................ . 45.00

The Refrigerator is a White Mountain and because of its elegant ap
pearance and wonderful insullation fits into the kitchen where it really
should be.
'

vor of turfing the field so as to pro
No. 4...................... . 2.50
tect the soil.
It was admitted to bb
too big a project for one season,
No. 5........................ . 2.00
and under the direction of the execu
tive committee it will be done a little
No. 6 a square yd. . 2.25
Last but not least is the Linoleum. While we have a big variety of
at a time.
The discusion eventually resolved
patterns the one shown here is unusually attractive. Read the prices.
itself into the unanimous opinion
that the Chatto plan be adopted for
this year and that the money be ex
□
pended on grading, fencing and ad
23',' OFF
You Should
ditional bleachers.
Mr. McLodn
’ $
gracefully withdrew the grandstand
All our goods
Sea Our
proposition.
figured
Line of
And then came an even livelier dis
cussion as to the future name of the
From the
BABY
Athletic field, everybody admitting
marked prices
that Broadway Athletic Field is too
CARRIAGES
|o
cumbersome
Ballots were cast for
ROCKLAND —
MAINE
|n
20
Discount
20G
Discount
about a dozen names with the result
______ ______ _____
_
lu
♦BancGaaBHBBaaannaannaacaaaanDoannnnnoaaanaaaaaaaaaan*
that there was no majojritv.
All
names were elimirfated on the second
ballot except the three leaders—Com
munity Park. Memorial Park and
Broadway Park. Still no choice, and
he will take steps to f ace a change
‘CANNED HEAT" BANNED
Broadway Park was eliminated. On
in the formula from which the prothe third ballot Community Park won
du< t is manufactured. He said that
by a vote of 8 to 7.
By Portland Municipal Judge Who
Rules That It "Ms Intoxicating officials from Washington are watch
Such a strenuous and protracted
ing the else because a government
session would not have been possible
Liquor.
formula is involved, as far as alcohol
if the members had not first been forU: si in the preparation is concerned.
t!tiecLjA’ith the turkey supper, served ' Canned heat Is an intoxicating
in true\ Thorndike style.
,
liquor. Justice Peabody ruled in the
Portland Municipal Court Monday in
what officials regard as a test case
ROCKPORT MINSTRELS and
he found Luigi Depulios. drug
gist, guilty ot unlawful possession of
Everybody Is Praising Last 197 cans of the seml-sollil heating and
EVERYTHING in FOOTWEAR
conking substance.
Night’s Show At the
After Depulios appealed from a
of $200 and a jail sentence of 8
Strand-Repeated Tonight. fine
months, and furnished bail of $500 for
appearance at the May term of the
To say that the Rockport Min Supierior Court, Sheriff King K. Gra
You want polite, speedy, efficient service,
IF YOU WANT
strels went across big at Strand The ham declared a ban against further
don
’t you?
sale
of
the
canned
heat
in
Cumber

Some
Good
Reliable
atre last night is putting the state
land
county.
We
give real service.
ment very mildly.
Krum start to
State Prohibition Director Seth May
finish the two-hour entertainment
We are equipped to supply you with what
was full of pleasant surprises, and declared that If Justice Peabody's de
you want at a fair price. We want you to come
those who fail to see the second and cision is upheld in the higher courts.
again.
last performance tonight will miss
one of the best amateur offerings
Take lubrication, for example. We are Correct
ever staged In this city.
Lubrication
experts. Let us tell you the correct
In New and Up-to-date Models,
The show was reviewed at consid
grade of Gargoyle Mobiloils to use in your car
Stylish, Good Fitters, backed up
erable length when first put on in
by the Manufacturer’s Guaransummer and winter. The Vacuum Oil Company’s
Rockport a few weeks ago. but for /
antee of Quality and Service,
Chart of Recommendations specifies the correct
he benefit of local readers it is well 1
Don’t Fail to See the New
to refer to some of the high spots.
grade.
Dairy Butter, from No.
Numbers That We Are Show
One of these Is the interlocutor (
ing for Spring. Big Stock to
We have the Chart and we have the oil.
Waldoboro,
lb.
..
48c
Harry C. McDonald, who holds the
Select from for
reins in the melodious and mirthful
Let
us give you the service and the satisfaction
Peaches, Del Monte, No.
first part, and who docs it in near ‘
$2.98
that you arc looking for;
professional style.
The end-men.
3 can...................... •. 27c
Better Grades For
Walter Xutt, Twin Richards, True
'Peaches,
Benefit
No.
3
$3.95
Spear and Leon Poland crack endless
can............................... 23c
Jokes in true minstrel style, and |
Including the New Light Tan
1C4 PARK STREET. CORNER BROAD
tread gently upon the corns of many
Shades
Plums, Cal. Green Gage,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
local celebrities. In fact never was
SPECIAL
there a minstrel show in Rockland in j
can............................... 10c
Free Crank Case Service—Air and Water
which so many home people Rot the
Discontinued Lines of PUMPS
Corn Meal, 4 lbs.......... 19c
axe.
an^ OXFORDS that we have
Sauer Kraut, delicious,
The opening chorus is tilled with
bought to sell for
familiar and tuneful songs, and is
Waldoboro, 3 lbs.. . 26c
$1.98 and $2.49
followed by solos in which Avis Cox.
Values up to $6.00 and $7.00
Hecker’s Buckwheat or
Cuddy Curtis, I.eon Poland. Myrtle
Also Many of Our Own Higher
Millbrook, Bertha Thurston. Herbert
Farina................. 12*/^c
Grade Shoes included in this lot
Maxey. Mary Brann, Lawrence Rich
Flour, all round, guaran
ards. True Spear and Walter Xu’t
YOU CAN ALWAYS
earn storms of applause.
Each
teed ............
$1.39
DO WELL AT THE
young lady singer last night was
Oranges, large, sweet
remembered with a handsome bou
quet.
Floridas, dozen ... 47c
278 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Between halves Billy Burke enter
<5 We’ve had some awfully pretty suits for boys
tained the audience with Irish melo- 1
437 Main Street
dies, sung in rich and pleasing voice
■■■■I—
come in lately. Yes, they’re more than pretty;
to his own accompaniment on the ac
cordion with which instrument he
they’re beauties. We would be pleased to, have
seems to be quite adept.
In or
you see them. Just the thing for Easter.
der to fill in the necessarily long wait
for change of scenery Billy was com
pelled to draw upon his generous rep
ertoire. and took his audience all the
Juvenile Suits, ages 4 to 8 ................................................. $3.75, $5.00
way to the River Shannon, not for
Juvenile Top Coats, ages 4 to 8 ....Ht................................ $5.00, $6.00
getting that hard working lady, "The
Boys’ Suits, all with two pairs pants, 8 to 18 years .................
Irish Washerwoman."
.............................................................. . $7.50, $10.00, $12.00, $14.00
Dr. .1. A. Rlchan acted as announ
Boys' English Broadcloth Shirts artd Bloti-.os ........... $1.00, $1.50
cer for the Rockland. Me. Strand
Theatre Broadcasting Station, inter
Coys' Golf Hose, new patterns, handsome ......................... 50c, $1.00
spersing the humorous remarks
Boys' Golf Pants .............................. ....... .......................... $3.Q0, $3.50
which are the prerogative of such an
Boys’ New Spring Caps, fancy patterns ..................................... $1.00
official.
He announced 11 numbers
Boys’ Cloth Blouses, brown or tan ............................................ $5.00
for the olio, and they were all very
Boys' Fancy Sweaters ...............................'.........4............. $3.50, $5.00
good, with the dance sketch by the
Belyea sisters approaching the real
We have a whale of a line of beautiful Shirts for men—all
professional vaudeville class.
kinds and patterns.
z
Ted Perry and h1s girl» got a very
English Broadcloth Shirts, with or without soft collars ....... $2.00
insistent recall; John Dan Shepherd
Negligee Shirts, white, blue, grey of tan ...a.................. $1.00, $2.50
was compelled to repeat his clever
Dress Shirts, with collars to match . ..
................................ $2.00
H'log dance, ana I’atcHy Saville, Cud
Snappy Ties, that almost put your eyes out ................... 50c, $1.00
dy Curtis and I’rent Aylward would
Sale conducted same plan as 1 Cent Sales. Buy one at regular
have been obliged to keep up their
Spring Hose, crazy designs, beautiful patterns ....... 50c, 75c, $1.00
price and get one for 9 Cents
remedy trio til! midnight if the- auEaster Caps cr Hats ....................................... $1.00, $2.00, $3,75, $4.50
tdence could have its wav.
100 to be sold each day
Golf Hose, beauties ..................................................... $1.03, $1.50, $2.00
The Rockport and Camden enter
Oh, yes, we have Ladies’ Silk Stockings—the Pigeon Stand—
tainers were almost letter perfect,
COLUMBIA GRAFONOLAS at
and the writer is going to leave it to
the kind that don’t wear out, and have the fit and loeks to please
x
REDUCED PRICES TO CLOSE
tonight's audience to say who ex- '
the most fastidious. Gee, but you ought to see the colors, at $1.50
celled.
1
>
The Rockport Mins’rels are ban
died by Manager Earle Dow, the
young man who hands you the pro- J
gram as you enter, lie wa, identi
ROCKLAND
410 MAIN STREET,
fied last night only by his closest
THESE
PRICES
CASH
—
NO
EXCHANGES
triends, due to having just eroppel
rf ’

1

FURNITURE CO.

Boston Shoe Store

LADIES!”

CLOVERDALE
SPECIALS

You’ll Come Again!

PUMPS AND
OXFORDS
For $2.98

THURSTON’S SERVICE STATION

Boston Shoe Store

We have completed our

................. .$10.50

AYER’S

Removal Sale

AH Giftwares, Pictures, Mirrors at
Reduced Prices

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY
.

ONLY
NEW COLUMBIA RECORDS
NINE CENTS 9£TS. NINE CENTS

CRIE’S GIFT SHOP

WILLIS AYER

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, April 2, 1925

'FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EENT8
MSrch 31, April 1-3—Farmers’ Week at the
Collect* of Agriculture.
April 1-2—Rock|>ort Benefit AMnstrels at
Strand Theatre
April 2 Thomaston—Easter Fair at Con
gregational church.
April 3—Knox County Fisdi and Game As
sociation banquet Odd Fellows hall*
April 3 (7.15) - Address by A. L. T. Cum
mings txf Portland, Staite Secretary of Maine
Chamber of Commerce, Mcrtiodist vestry, aus
pices of Woman’s Educational Club
April 3—Rockport—"Cheer
Up Chad,”
auspices of Dutnalquas class of Baptist 8. 8.
at Union hall
April 5 Palin Sunday
April f. Baby Clinic at G A R hall
April ('. Lady Knox Chapter, D. A R.,
peets with Mrs. Harry Buffum, Grove street.
April 6—Monthly inccfolng of City Govern
ment
April 7—Knox County Supreme Court con
venes.
f
April 13—Jazzamonious High School Benefit
Dance Thorndike Hotel dining room.
April 12—Easter Sunday.
x
April 15 Baptist Men’s League observes
Grand Army night.
April 16 Annual ball of James F. Sears
Hose Co. in Havener ball.
aihii n—"Mah Jong’’ in Camden Opera
House.
April X7—Address, "The Care of our De
fectives, Delinquents and Dependents,” by
Grube P. Cornish, auspices Woman’s EducatiorfST Club at Methodist vestry.
April 19—Singing of "The Redemption ’ at
First Baptist church.

Are pleased to announce
their semi-annuhl Opening of

Dresses
On SATURDAY, APRIL 4th
MR. CHARLES A. LITTLE representing Betty Wales
will exhibit an entirely new line of dresses in silks, both
>for dress and sport wear—together with our own large
stock you will find it an easy task to select your dresses
for Spring and Summer.
Mr. Little will also exhibit Betty Wales Coats.

Dress Department
Second Floor

The Veteran Firemen's Association
has an important business meeting
Friday night.

Young Edward Barnard is at Knox
Hospital recovering from an opera
tion for appendicitis.

Monday’s meeting of the Forty
Club will he without guests or speak
er due to accumulated business.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
Sold at this
•tors
^exclusively^

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Rev- W. M. Brewster will preach at
Port Clyde next Sunday, with serv
ices at the Advent Christian church
at 10.30 a. m. and 7 p. m.

There were SO High School boys
out for baseball at the Tuesday night
practice with another big squad try
ing out for track.

Rockland firemen" will have less
out of town trips in the future with
Warren and Thomaston supporting
chemical pumping engines similar to
our own Combination Chemical 2.
Residents of Washington and Front
streets find difficulty In getting about
due to the passing of the limero-’k
teams which keep the thoroughfares
badly rutted.
The objectors have
headed up a petition to the city
fathers #br assistance.

April G i:s the/lay for every mother
to bring her baby to the clinic for
weighing and examination. Dr. War
ren Sanborn, the Augusta specialist,
will he present and talk to each
mother.
I). A. R. hall. Postoffice
Square, 1 to 3 o’el ek, the place and
time.
Alterations on the Crie Gift Shop
store at The Brook are proceeding
apace.
The concrete work is done,
a superfluous chimney has been re
moved from the block' inte-ior fit
tings have been removed ami the new
front will soon be ready. The busy
Spear crew was augmented by Ev
erett L..hlroseir yesterday, who went
tit it in shift sleeves and did two
men's work.
A Courier-Gazette reporter stared
pop-eyed yesterday in the John A.
Karl & Co. offive when he saw a slip
“Vo painting Vinalhaven.—gallons.—
hours.”
He had heard about paint
ing a town, but had run of the idea
that the paint came in other than
tin containers and that neither so
many gal’otis nor hours were re
quired. Adroit questioning produced
the fact that it was the rebuilt
steamer. Vinalhaven, not the town,
which was rer«ving treatment.

Rockland candy lovers will he In
terested to know that Miss Mabel
Pillsbury's famous "Merri-Munch"
candies may now be obtained at
Crie's Gift Shop.—adv.
“America was born of a
love for liberty. Forget it
mj nor depart from it if
you would be an Ameri
can.”
—Ku Klux Kian.

This is the night of the RotaryE. J. Morey, bookkeeper for FullerCohb-Davlg has been off duty the Forty Club bowling challenge match
Interest Is
past week owing to trouble with one at the Thomas alleys.
of his knees.
He expects to be at sueh that spectators will not be lack
ing.
y
his desk today.
There will be an auction party in
A meeting of the commission ap
pointed by Mayor Snow to investi the B & P. W. rooms tomorrow
gate the situation regarding a Com night, hostesses, JIrs. Lena Sargent,
munity Center for Rockland is called Mrs. EmmA Carver and Mrs. Ella
for tonight in the Mayor's office at Crie.
7.30.
I
April 16 is the date selected by
There will not he. as planned, a the James F- Sears Hose Co. boys
rehearsal for “The Redemption” at for their annual benefit ball. There
the First Baptist church Friday even will he a parade with Rockland Rand
ing, hut on Monday evening at 7.15 at the head followed by a concert and
there will he a full rehearsal lor then a dance in Havener hall with
music by Marston.
soloists, chorus and orchestra.

At the special meeting of the'
American Legion Auxiliary Friday
evening plans will be made for a Joint
meeting with the Post and important
business will be discussed.
Every
member is urged to attend.

THE BROOK’S LATEST
Kennedy’s Handsome Store
and Soda Fountain Un
veiled To Public.
The big event at The Brook yes
terday was the opening of the new
W. A. Kennedy store in the Pierre
Havener block.
The good impres
sion made by the all glass, recessed
entrance front was in no way hint
when the curtains were raised and
the well stocked, glass-enclosed dis, play wondows seen
Inside one finds all new fixtures,
the cases being of the newest silentsalesman, full display typr and the
mahoguny wall cases and tobacco
display racks are very attractive,
‘steel ceiling is white and *he walls
art done In robin s e.tg blue.
The
floor is linoleum covered. A counter
is provided for handling newspapers
and magazines.
The rear section of the store serves
a dual purpose. It is an iee cream
I trior where Mrs. Thurtow's ices
may be eaten at several small tables
I The southern wall is taken up by a
lftrge glass case in which are dis
played many masquerade costumes
on which Mr. Kennedy plans to make
a' special drive, carrying everything
in the costume, wig and make-up
line.
Beneath the center of the
store Is the cellar where the maehinj ery of the automatic refrigerating
plant and the soda tanks are stored.
This leaves for discussion only
the handsome soda fountain which is
the latest type obtainable. There is
a 10-foot apparatus counter with a
| finish In Monte Azura marble.
The
front, ends and dispensing slab are
of the peerless Maurin marble im
ported from Italy.
The base and
moulding is also of imported marble.
There are 10 syrup pumps, silver
plated with porcelain jars.
The six
6-gallon ice cream containers are
mechanically refrigerated with a
complete absence, pf salt and water,
kept constantly at 7 degrees above
zero.
A large cold closet for milk.
1 cream and Hhttled goods Is at one
end and there is a set of porcelain
j bowls for crushed fruit.
An auto
matic tumbler washer with hot and
cold water sink provide for absolute
sanitary cleansing
There are two
soda draft and one water draft tubes.
1 The back bar is mahogany tmish
base, Monte Azura marble slab, with
mahogany finish on the handsome
plate glass mirror and shelve. The
whole plant is automatic refrigerated,
with no iyg to handle and no details
to-bother.

The Oil Stove Record
WE HAVE ON OUR FLOORS TODAY THE LARGEST AND MOST

THOROUGHLY COMPREHENSIVE LINE OF OIL STOVES AND OIL
RANGES EVER ASSEMBLED IN THIS SECTION OF MAINE.

Every type aad design, every size and arrangement made' in the great
Standard Oil NEW PERFECTION Factories are to be seen from Camp Stoves
to 4-Burner Ranges.
•
Ovens, too, are here in quantity and all sizes, with or without indicators,
suited for every type of stove.

You wouldn’t let your

Engine Miss—

Giant strides in Fuel Economy have been made on the New Perfection this
year. See the new Giant Burner and operate it in connection with one, two
or three small burners. See the handsome appearance made by the 1925
models—wide shelf, heavy frame, full shelf at the botton—so—

»

What you are Missing now
It's Spring! Anti all men and

motors should be hitting on all
SEE THE 1925 NEW PERFECTION

sixes.

You should be up on what’s

new in suits.

V. F. STUDLEY INC.

You should have the Spring

Rockland, Maine.

hat situation down pat.
You should know what’s the

vogue in shirts and what’s the

The fair in Belfast last week run
Jointly by the Belfast National
Guardsmen and “Reddy” Phllbrook of
RocklAnd, proved very much of a
success. And now the ambitious Bel
fast folks are talking Old Home
Week.

rage in neckwear and if you

have missed this information

we want you to come in and
your ideas.

PURE WOOL
FABRICS
im'mxutAyLOtiox

Michaels-Stern Spring Suits
$33 to $50.

Mallory Spring Hats $5 to $7.

+

KNOWLTON’S5"™""

DANCE

THIS

Saturday, April 4
Bean’s Orchestra

WEEK

BONELESS SIRLOIN...............................................................

.......... 47c

RUMP STEAK......................................................................... .............. 49c

Cars to Rockland after the Dance

BOYDEN’S

GARAGE

Custom Tailored Clothes
Suit or Overcoat, as low as
$25.00

70 Tillson Avenue

SPINACH, Peck......................................................................... ....... 23c

AUTO REPAIRING
WASHING & STORAGE
GASOLINE AND OIL

.............. 29c

WONDERFUL SPINACH, PECK....................................... .............. 23c

: : IN VEGETABLES : :
ARTICHOKES,
CELERY,
TOMATOES,
CUCUMBERS
PEPPERS, BRUSSEL SPROUTS, LETTUCE, NEW BEETS
NEW CARROTS, NEW CABBAGE, SWEET POTATOES
STRAWBERRIES, GRAPE FRUIT, ORANGES, GRAPES
ASPARAGUS, TANGERINES, APPLES, BANANAS

EVERYTHING NEW IN FLOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEDS

FRESH MADE

FUDGES
40 CENTS

‘

Chocolate Walnut
. Chocolate Mallow
Maple Walnut
Delicious Peach Sundae
15c

CHISHOLM BROS.

KNOWLTON’S

80 TILLSON AVE.

Leg of Lamb lb 28c

ROCKLAND, ME.

STRICTLY FRESH—VERY ECONOMICAL

Lamb Fores 23c | Lamb Chops 40c
1925

1855

:: Memorials::
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
WALDOBORO, ME.

*

BORN
MoimI.v -SknwIii'BHn. March 1!'. ti> Mr anil

Mrs. 1 cart .\l<iod>. a son.
Howard I'lilnn. March 2!b
'*r,^J1'*
John t Howard, a daughter—Mttli Marietta

married
Bryant-FoW-AVest Aiuhdnn. March 2S hy
Rev Frank Hooper, .1 S Briant and Mrs.
Carrie Fogg, both of Aiad • "iv
iplarli-Edwards- --LilaTtv, March ;9, hi "r<
Edith A. OverTock, Malco’m T. < lark < t
RazorviUe and Miss Arlene H Eduards of
Washington Mills.
Fickett■ Huntley—K«H-lt|>uid. March -.l.vt»
Rev. J. W. Palmer, Lean Flekett <4 Etna and
Miss Marion Huntley of 'Rockport.

DIED
Gross- Swan'•< Island, March • , Mrs. Au
gustus 0. Gross
Rackliff— We.-tbronk. March
Ernest It.
Rackliff. formerly of South Thomaston, aged
62 years
w
.
Grav Waldoboro. March 27, Mr:’. Lydia .1.
Gray, aged 83 years, 8 month:;. 12 days.
Hunt—Mark’s Corner, W.ildob-’ro, March
—.Susan (Jordan) widow of BeLimhi Hun’
•Watts—Alar’.lmro, Mass . (March —, Alice
(Spear) wife of Edward Watts, aged 67
years
Interment In Warren
iBiittomer Rockland, March 29. Mary W..
wire of John Buttomcr, aged 61 years, 5
months, 3 days/
'Miller Rochester, Minn . Mart'll 28, I)r.
Bvron Young Miller, aged 10 .'ears, 9 month4,
3 <lays
Burial in Sout'h Thonmston.
Decrow- Dorchester. 'Mass , April 1, Carrie
(Russell) widow of Israel Decrow.
Inter
ment in Camden
Elliot New York City, March —, Join
Elliot.
interment In Thomaston.

IN MEM0RIAM
Of our loving husband and father, who
passed out April 2. 1924.
Gone, but not
forgotten
x
We have met and we have rushed :.;m.
There is still a vacant chair.
But we hope that he is happy
With his dear ones over then,
Cora Roberts, Ellen Hammond. Alice R’cli.

CARD OF THANKS
Mrs. James Timer wishes to thank tite
many friends for their kindness to her dur
ing iter sickness and for the beautiful plants
and nice fruit sent to her by her many
friends.

Sour Pickles, lb.,
Soup Bone, lb.,
.05,
Jell-O, all flavors,
Ivory Salt, box,
Jam, 5 lb. pails,
Cream Tartar, lb.,
Prunes, large, meaty,
Water Glass, can,
Slack Salted Pollock lb.
Pink Salmon, can,
Finan Haddie, lb.,
Cod Bits, lb.,
Sweet Oranges, .40,
Sweet Potatoes, 2lbs.,
Graham Flour, 51b bag
Pure Lard, lb.,

Beef or Pig’s Liver lb., .15
Grapefruit, each, .05, .10
Large Lemons, each, .04
New Cabbage, lb.,
.08
Iceberg Lettuce, head, .15
Cukes, long green,
.25
Shredded Wheat, pkg., .11
Macaroni, best quality .09
Bulk Dates, 2 lbs.,
.25
Corned Sparerib, lb., .18
.15 Oats, medium size,
.10
.15 Oats, large size,
.24
.53 j Baker’s Cocoa, can,
.15
.25 Eagle Milk, can,
.19
.30 Dixie Bacon, lb.,
.30
.21'Baker’s Choc., cake, .18

Beef Steak lb 18c
ALL LEAN—TENDER

Potatoe^, pk., 20c
AU Sound, Fine Flavor

Sugar, lb.

7c

Any Amount

PEA BEANS 18c qt
PEANUT BUTTER
SALT PORK 22c lb.
25c lb. '■
Y.E. BEANS, qt 25c
Finest Quality
Fresh Stock

SHOPPING BAGS each Sc
Cream of Wheat, pkg., .
Pancake Flour, pkg., .
Bulk Oats, 5 lbs.,
Sardines, can, <
15-.
Campbell’s Soups, can,-.
Salada Tea, pkg.,
Ammonia, bottle,
S^pw Veal, lb.,
Baker’s Choc, cake,

Karro Syrup, can,
.13
Wheatena, pkg.,
.25
Bulk Meal, 6 lbs.,
.25
Fresh Eggs, doz.,
.37
Excelsior Coffee, lb., .45
Crab Meat, can,
.35
Whole Ham, lb.,
.32
Stew Lamb, lb.,
.15-.25
Frosting Sugar, lb.,
.10

ALL LEAN
CORNED BEEF Look
It Over

Swift’s Premium Ham, whole or half, lb. . . 35c

BUTTER
42c Lb

POT ROAST
15c Lb.

Native Fowl, lb...............................................
35c
Legs Lamb, lb.......................................................... 35c

Cut From Tub

AU Lean, No Bone

Spinach,
Dandelion Greens,
Beet Greens,
Iceberg Lettuce, Celery, Cucumbers
Cauliflower,
Radish,
Sweet Potatoes

FLOUR
$1.23

FLOUR
$1.40

Sack
NORMAN R.

Sack
PEERLESS

(15 to 18 pounds each)

Swift’s Premium Ham, whole or half, lb. . . 35c
(8 to 10 pounds each)

40»lt

EVERYTHING THAT’S DESIRABLE IN MEATS AND FISH

428 MAIN STREET

Ten Days’ Delivery
22 Masonic Street
Tel. 304-J

Wooster’s

RUMP ROASTS....................................................................... 25c and 30c

FRESH KILLED NATIVE FOWL AND YEARLINGS

PERRY MARKETS

G. K. MAYO

Gregory’s

COBB’S

It pays to pick up a pocketbook
even on April Fools’ Day. Horace
Maxey had the courage yesterday to
do so, on North Main street, and
found that it contained money. The
C'.UI ier-Gaze' te has his unexpected
p-.’.'M-

let us take the carbon out of

* Maynard L. Marston has bought
E. T. Payson’s interest in Flye's Ga
Bates Street Spring Shirts
rage, and is now sole proprietor of
USE MORE LIME
that
well known
establishment.
$1-75
to $3.
Messrs. Marston and Payson took
over the property a year ago. and Albert K. Gardner Explains
New Bows and Foulards.
have catered carefully to the pub- 1
Its Benefits To Maine
lip's
needs,
a
policy
which
Mr.
Mar

The new Jazzmonious Orchestra
Farms.
has come In for some very pleasing ston will continue, with interest.
publicity through the artistic posters
During the last three years it has
made by Esther Brock Bird. 1 The
Did you ’ever hear of a four course ,
event advertised is the CXeil baked bean supper? That is what the I cost the average farmer in the State
Knowlton High School benefit dance Sehfor girls will serve at the Con- | of Maine about $11.00 to lime an
to be given in the Thorndike dining gregational church Saturday night : acre of land." declares A. K. Gard
ner, Crops Specialist of the Exten
room April 13.
with Marion Richardson, chairman. ( sion Service at Orono in discussing
The final supper of the Baptist Cir- I
the necessity of lime on Maine
Phil Thomas opened the door of ele last night proved one of the farms. “This includes the cost of the although both corn and beans glow
best
of
the
year.
About
125
were
|
The Courier-Gazette office bright and
lime, hauling to the farcp and apply equally well in sweet soils, the rest '
early this morning. "Ixioker that !” served an excellent supper under the ing," continued Mr. Gardner. 'Thr of the vegetables do (>est where the
said he. "That” proved to he a good chairmanship of Mrs. Evelyn Bernet Increased return per acre due to the soil is fairly neutral or slightly
Her committee Included greater production of clover for two sweet.
*
sized salmon which he had caught Crockett.
“The acidity determination is
in Mirror Like 15 days before salmon Mrs. C. H. Morey. Mrs. Harry Biek- , years has been about $10.00 per
are usually caught there. Mr. Thomas more. Mrs. A. S Peterson, Mrs. F. acre over the eoat. In other words, the based upon—sfiil tests such us blue
was pleased, and didn't care who A. Carter. Mrs. Basil 'Stinson. Miss application of a ton of lime per acre litmus, truog and Rlch-or-Poor (with
knew It. "I'd rather catch one salmon Eda Knowlton. Miss Elizabeth Hagar. ' has been a profitable practice on the dry soli); the growth of legumes;
and the growth of weeds such us
in Mirror Lake than a dozen at Miss Carolyn Allen. MUss Audrey average Maine farm.
Moosehead.” said he.
It is now fin Blackington, Miss Marion Packard. ■
"One of the big needs of Maine whiteweed. goldenrod and moss“Lime requirements may
vary
exhibition at the Rockland Hardware Miss Lenore Benner, Miss Cflartha agriculture is the production of
fast folk are talking Old Home Week. Burkett and Miss Gladys Brown. The more legumes such as red clover, al- from no lime to four tons i>er acre
program was exceptional In charge ' sike clover, soy beans, alfalfa and but it is seldom practical to use more
Co.
of Mrs. B. P. Browne and Miss Alice sweet clover. One or more of these than one ton except in the case of
The opening number was crops can be grown under all condi alfaifa and some of the vegetables.
James H. Powers s/aff corres Erskine.
"Either land lime or ground lime
a song sheet, “Way Down Upon the tions in the state and are limited
pondent of the Boston Globe, and
Suwanee River." sung by nine young only by drainage, soil acidity, qual stone are recommended for Maine,
E. E. Bond, staff photographer for
ladies follfiwed by a medley chorus ity of seed, length of crop rotation, the final selection being based upon
that newspaper, were in the city
price per pound of effective oxides.
by the same group.
Miss Winola and weeds.!
this morning, armed with sharpened
Richan sang a vocal solo; piano solo. . “Soil acidity is a factor that lim Land lime is usually guaranteed SO
liencils and loaded cameras, re
Miss Elizabeth Hager; reading. Mrs. its the production of the above crops per cent though it often runs as high
spectively. Mr. Bond needed no
Selwyn Kershaw; piano solo, Miss more often than any other and is as 65 per cent, labile ground lime
guide-board to find his way around
Kathleen Haskell; reading.
Mrs. not confined to any one area of the stone varies from 45 to 55 per centRockland, for he was in the photog
Kershaw.
state. Soil tests made In most of The price tier ton is not an index to
raphy business here some 30 years
the counties have indicated that the best source unless the percent of
ago, and will he remembered by
“Oxides is c'onsidercd,
many residents as prominent in local
A11 babies should be seen by slight to medium acidity, prevails
"Lime should be applied to the fur
the family physician at regu generally.
theatricals. His varied experiences
"There are several reasons for the row and harrowed in. It may he
lar intervals during their first
as Globe photograplwr have carried
use
of lime: first, to correct this ac broadcasted on the furrow in the
him 20.000 feet above the earth in
year of life.
idity
which is detrimental to the fall and allowed to remain over win
Rockland iRed Cross.
an airplane and 20,000 feet below the
legumes
above mentioned as well as ter without harrowing where Jt i:
earth In a coal mine.
most vegetables, timothy and some desirable to apply it as far as possi
of the other grasses; second, it is ble from some crop such as potatoes
"More lime should be used on
needed as a fo»d for plants even
though hut small quantities are re Maine Farms," is Mr. Gardner's
quired; and third, ft tends to improve parting shot.
the soli structure.
"Alfalfa, sweet clover and red
clover have higher lime requirements.^
than soy beans and alsike but all are
benefited by liming when the soil is
medium to strongly acid.
—At—
“Of the vegetables, asparagus,
beets, celery, lettuce, anions, pars
K. P. Hall, Camden
nips. peppers and spinach require
the most lime; cabbage, cauliflower
and melons form a second group
needing nearly as much; beans, corn,
potatoes, tomatoes and berries do
: : Music by : :
well when there is a slight acidity

SPECIALS*
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Strawberries are in today
New Maple Syrup
Maine Maid Pie Crust, package...................... 25c
Hatchet Brand Canned Goods at 10 per cent off
regular price if bought in dozen lots, assorted

SATURDAY ONLY
3 Large Loaves Consolidated Bread for 25c

GEORGE A. WOOSTER MARKET
Telephone 600

Free Delivery

Plums

Large Can
Heavy Syrup

25c

CASH AND CARRY
SAVE AND ENJOY THE DIFFERENCE

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, April 2, 1925
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EAST WALDOBORO

AT THE CAPITOL

Vinalhaven and Rockland

|

Steamboat Co.
School began Monday with Mrs. I
A State tax rate of seven mills
Ethel Hanna as teacher
for each of the two coming fiscal
The direct route between
Mr. and Mrs. John Witham and
years is the present outlook yithout
ROCKLAND, VINALHAVEN. NORTH HA*
son of Warren were weekend guests
taking into consideration any new
VEN, STONINGTON AND SWAN’S
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Orff.
construction for State institutions.
ISLAND
HOW TO 6OLVE A CRO8S-WORD PUZZLE
Mr. and Mrs. Eaton of Isle au Haut
This is shown by the figures com
When the correct letter* nre plnced In the white *pnce* thia pnaruln
WINTER ARRANQE£S«?
are at Capt. Archibald’s farm that
Will npell word* both vertically and horlsontnlly. The ilr*t letter In eneh
piled by the committee on appro
(Subject to change without notice)
was formerly owned by John SidenWord In Indicated by n number, which refer* to the definition Hided below
priations in their work of preparing
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. WEDNESDAY, OCT.
sparker.
the puxzle.
Thun No. 1 under the column bended “horlnontnl** define* ■
8. 1924.
the appropriation bill for the Legisla
Frank M. Johnrnn was in Portland
Word which will fill the white Mpr.ce* up to the first black Mqiiare to the
Leaves Swan’s Island dally except Sundays
ture.
at 5.30 AM.
for Stonington, North Haven,
Friday and Saturday.
right, nnd n number under “verticilI” define* a word which will fill the
Vinalhaven and Rockland.
According to the tentative figures,
white nqunren to the next black, one below.
No letter* go In the black
Miss Priscilla Hanna has returned
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.
it appears that the total State ex
apace*.
All word* used nre dictionary word*, except proper name*.
from visiting relatives at Round
for Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington and
Abbreviation*, *lnng. Initial*, technical term* and obMolete form* nre
penditures for each of the ’wo years
Swan’s Island.
Pond.
Indicated In the definition*.
B. II. STINSON,
will be over $‘.1,000,000, without any
Albert Shuman of North Waldo
General Agent. •
deduction for income from depart
boro visited his grandparents, Mr.
Rockland, Maine, Oct. 6. 1924.
ments and institutions.
The esti
and Mrs. Alonzo Sidensparker Sun
mated incomes for each of the two
day.
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD ’
years is $4,380,000, without ‘taking
Mr. and Mrs Harry McIntire and
Eastern Standard Time
<
into consideration any change that
‘
Trains Leave Rockland for
Ray Simmons of Rockland were at
might lie effected by the Legislature
MOTHER:- Fletcher’s
Augusta. A 57.00 a. m., t7.3O a. tn., tl.10 p. m.*
their farm Supday.
Bangor. A57 00a. m., t7.30a.in., R 10 p. m. 1
in the levying of excise taxes on
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Coffin of Gar
Boston. A57.00a. in., t7.30a“m.. tl.lOp.m. |
Castoria
is
especially
pre
railroads.
Even without any new
diner were weekend guests of their
Brunswick. A57.00 a.m., t7.30a.m., tl.lOp.m.,
construction it is a question whether
pared to relieve Infants in
15.30 p. tn.
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Cofiin.
Lewiston.
A §7.00 a. m., f7.30 a. m., |1.10 p. m.
the State can keep within a seven
Alton Mank was in Rockland
arms and Children ail ages
New York, tl.10p. m.
mill rate, considering the deficiency
j Portland. A {7.00 a. m., J7.30 a. m., tl.10 P- in.,
Th ursday.
of Constipation, Flatulency,
•15.30 p. ni.
bill passed by the Legislature
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Flanders spent
W Waterville. A57 00a m., f7.30a.tn., tl.lOp.m.
amounting to $277,000.
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Leland
Wind Colic and Diarrhea; allaying Feverishness arising there
Woolwich. A57.00a.m., t7.3Ua.in., tl.lOp.n.,
The towns will get back a consid
|5.30 p. tn.
i
Orff. North Waldoboro.
from,
and,
by
regulating
the
Stomach
and
Bowels,
aids
the
erable percent of the money paid
t
Daily,
except Bunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wilson have
A Passengers provide own ferriage Bath to Wool
to the State. The towns will receive
assimilation of Food; giving healthy and natural sleep.
returned home from Bremen where
wich.
cavil of the two years through the
he has been employed during the
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. HARRIS,
school fund $1.8710,693, while for ways
D-2H 24 V. P. & Gen’l Mgr. Gen’l Passenger Agt.
winter.
and bridges the towns will get
To
avoid
imitations,
always
look
for
the
signature
of
Mr and Mrs. J. M. Mank were in
MRS. ELIZABETH STANTON
through the highway department
Absolutely Harmless - Xo Opiates. Physicians everywhere recommend it.
Rockland Wednesday.
about $1,000,000 each year.
Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Burrows and
Poughkeepsie,
N.
Y.
—
“
In
my
early
The University of Afaine appro
Mrs. C. T. Jackson of South Waldo
priation resolve calls for $400,000 married life my health was not very boro called at L. L. Mank’s Thurs
Always call a physicianMAY FOLLOW MAINE
RAZORVILLE
good.
I had inward weakness and
for each of the two years, with an
day.
Until hi3 arrival use
Missionary Overlock went to North
addition ot $87,217, for experimental suffered with pains at times, also with
Mrs. Efthel Hanna and Mrs. Clar Union Sunday to officiate at the fu
backaches and nervousness.
Dr.
“emergency” treatment
Connecticut Sees Its Salva
purposes.
Pierce’s Favorite Prescription did more ence Hoffses were in Rockland Wed neral of the late Joseph C- Slater.
with Vicks. This does not
In addition to the $277,000, provided for me than I could have believed pos nesday.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. W. E.
tion In Lobster Laws Like
for in the deficiency bill, the Legis sible had I not had the actual experi
interfere with anything
Millard Mank of Gardiner spent Overlock was the scene of a pretty
lature has up to the present time ap ence. One bottle was all I found the weekend with his parents, Mr.
he may prescribe.
Ours.
little
wedding
Sunday
afternoon
propriated only about $350,000 for necessary to take at that time to be and Mrs. Leavritt Mank.
when Miss Arlene Edwards of Wash
the various purposes.
t
Miss Dorothy Creamer of Waldo
fully restored to health—all signs of in
A few weeks ago certain Maine
It appears that the sentiment of ward weakness disappeared. I am glad boro was u recent guest of Mr and ington Mills became the bride of Mal lobster fishermen were seeking to
colm
T.
Clark
of
Razorvllle.
The
the Legislature favors the construc to recommend Dr. Pierce’s Favorite’ Mrs. John A. Rines.
ceremony was performed by Mrs. bring about changes in the Maine
tion of one new institution building Prescription to every woman who is
Mrs. 1. A. Mank and Byron Whit Edith A. Overlock making use of the laws relative to the length of a legal
—an additional wing ut the Bangor ailing for it is a reliable and trust taker were in Rockland Saturday.
beautiful double ring ceremony. On lobster but the members of the legis
Over 17 Million Jara Uaad Yoarly
State hospital to take care of the worthy remedy."—Mrs. Elizabeth Stan
Mrs. L. L. Mank and Mrs. Charles Thursday evening they held a recep lature were too wise to permit such a
overcrowded condition there.
The ton, 45 Union St.
Bowers were in Thomaston Thursday tion to invited guests at th«» home of change. How wise that refusal was
((g, by Western Newspaper Union.)
committee on insane hospitals has
Your health is your jnost valuable to attend the funeral of Mrs. Emm*. his mother, Mrs. Charles E. Savage is now being demonstrated by the
CITY OF ROCKLAND
Vertical.
Horizontal.
reported “ought to pass” on the re asset. So, why not get this Prescrip Barlow.
and aigood number were present.
A news that in other New England
solve calling for $150,000 for each of tion today from your druggist, or write
3— Capable
1— Roman numeral 10
Mrs. Sadie Black is at her aunt’s bountiful treat was served and the States there Is likely to be a change Regulations and License of Dogs and Protec
4— Part of foot
2— Times .
the two years for this building. The Dr. Pierce, President of the Invalids’ Mrs. D. McLoud’s, Rockland.
tion of Sheep.
happy couple have the best wishes of in the laws to bring them in har
6— Every
6—Hair on horses’ necks
estimated cost of the new wing is Hotel, in Buffalo,
Y„ for free tnedi-,
Every owner or keeper, on the first day of
Miss Leona Rines has returned ) their host of friends, for they are mony with those of Maine in respect
7
—
To
terminate
or
border
,
10— Roman numeral 100
April,
of
a
dog
more than four months old,
$280,000,
with
$20,000
additional
for
cal
atlvice,
or
stud
lUc
fur
a
trial
pkg.
to the lobster fisheries.
from Hinckley.
8— Slang for ’•not"
11— Neckpiece
( very popular.
shall annually before the tenth day of said
equipment
This would be an addi of tablets.
9— Short name for Henriettr
Mrs W. «H. Keene was called home j
12— Past of bite
Director Crie recently visited Con April, cause it to be registered, numbered, de
Missionary Overlock went to South
13— Childrens favorite
tion of under a quarter of a mill on
14—Choose
from Gardiner last week bv the ill Somerville Tuesday where he officia necticut and was told that in that scribed and licensed for one year commencing
14— Bestow
tile first day of April aforesaid, in the
16—Thick paste
the tax rate for each of the two
ness of her aunt. Mrs. Lydia Gray.
State the lobster fisheries have been with
ted at the funeral of Frank Cooper.
office of the clerk and shall keep around its
15— Instruct
Seniors are making plans for pre19—Girl s name
Sears.
The
Social
Club
met
with
Mrs.
steadily
declining
and
that
the
fish

neck
a
collar distinctly marked with the own
Mrs. Lester Black is very sick with
16— Showing self esteem
21—An organ of the body
The committee on Insane hospitals senting ar,other play sometime in George Martin Thursday. March 26
’s name and its registered number, and shall
17— Length of time (plural)
23—Pertaining to air
measles.
Quite a few in town are ermen, us well as the officials, have er
May.
pay
to
said clerk for a llcelse the sum of
has reported "ought not to pass” on
with 13 members and six visitors having them.
18— Cosy
become convinced that their only sal one (Pillar
25— Incline the head
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bunker,
and fifteen cents for each male d<>g
Ute resolve'providing for a new wing
20—Conjunction
26— Trouble
present.
Clippings
and
items
of
in

vation
is
to
adopt
the
Maine
laws.
and for each female dog incapable of produc
High School resumed work again
22—Trouble
27—To point
to the Augusta State hospital, but have been guests of relatives in town, terest were read, with program of Monday after the Easter vacation.
ing young so kef», and five dollars and fifteen
Connecticut,
as
well
as
other
New
24—Vehicle
28— To let fall
cents for each female dog capable of produc
has not yet reported on the resolve have returned to North Haven.
29— That which is exhibited to th<
Mrs. Stephen Gould of Auburn ar readings by members and victrola This will he the last term of the year England States, except Maine, and ing young. Any person becoming the owner
30—Spy
for the construction of a nurses’
music.
Refreshments were served.
eye
B. K. Ware came near meeting New York also, permit the catching or keeper of a dog after the first day of April
32— Force onward
rived
Monday
and
is
guest
of
her
home for that institution.
30—To chide sharply
duly licensed as herein required, shall
33— Relative adjective
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Porter Lawry- Next meeting will be held with Mrs. with a serious accident Sunday while and sale of nine-inch lobsters. The not
The committee on appropriations
31— Engine and cars
expert authorities have determined within ten days after he becomes th* owner
35—Gown
J. A. Rines; picnic lunch.
on
the
way
from
the
funeral
services
Mrs.
Alfred
Raymond
and
Mrs.
or
keeper
said dog, cause said dog to be
32— Those who use
37— Trouble
and financial affairs is holding fre
Funeral services for Mrs. Lydia to the Levensaller cemetery with the that lobsters do not breed until they described of
and licensed as provided above.
Elmer Simmons were in Rockland
34—Girl's name
38— Form of verb "to be”
quent conferences with Governor
•re
nine
inches
In
length
and
thus
J.
Gray
were
held
Sunday
at"
1.30
at,
Every
owner
or
keeper of dogs, kept for breed
remains of Joseph Slater.
On the
36—Epoch
•
40—Bible song
Brewster and the chairmen of other Tuesday.
the taking of these small lobsters has ing purpose may receive annually a siieeial
29—Male cow
42—Head dress
Star of Hope Lodge. I. O- O. F., the home of Mr. and Mrs. William 11. road from Jesse Overlock’s across
committees in an effort to gft the
greatly depleted the supply. Maine kennel license authorizing him to keep said
40— Instant danger
45—A piant
conferred the second degree on Carol Keene with whom she luid made her to Stickney’s Corner his horse broke
dogs for said purpose, provided he keeps said
appropriation resolve into shape for
41— Rewards
home for several years, as she had through a plank in a bridge and the lobster fishermen have recognized this dogs wlliin a proper enclosure. When the
47—Devil
Burns
and
Kenneth
Raymond
Mon

42— Sum
49—Vehicle without wheels
resentation to the Legislature, ani
beer, an invalid.
Rev. W R. Pat hearse came near going off the end situation for years and it is said that kennel licen.'e authorizing him to keep said
43— Change
number of dogs so kept does not exceed ten,
51— Organ of hearing
another conference was scheduled for day night.
The horse, however, with very few exceptions the short the fie for said license shall be ten dollars
Mi s. Leroy Coombs entertained the, terson officiated. O. V. Hassner was of the bridge.
4 4—A snake
52— To chew and swallow
yesterday afternoon.
came to his feet without help and lobsters are thrown back into the and fifteen cents ; when the number of dogs
46—To tap
Apron Club at her home Wednesday. undertaker.
53— A small child
The spirit of harmony seems to
48—Angry
by so doing swung the hearse into water. Time was when many of the so kept exceeds ten. the fee for such license
64—An event
There was an attendance of 140’at
fishermen regarded the warden as a shall be twenty dollars and fifteen cents, and
prevail and the Legislature as a Union Church Sunday school last
60—Organ of hearing
66—Ancient Scandinavian
book
the road.
fees shall be required for the dogs of
55— Clever, keen
common foe and sympathized with no
(plural)
whole is in accord with Gov. Brew Sabbath. t\Irs. Halph Brown was ap
MANK’S CORNER
The
many
friends
in
this
place
of
such owner or keeper under the age of six
56— Fishes
68— At this place
the person caught with short lobsters, months.
ster and endeavoring with him to
Dogs covered by kennel license
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
L.
Htyvard
of
pointed
first
assistant
and
Mrs.
Frank
Mrs. Everett Hunt received the
57— Not in danger
69— Musical Instruments
but sentiment is altogether different shall be exempted from the provisions of this
keep the expenditure to the lowest Rogers second assistant of the pri
68—Group of animals
61—More disabled
sad news of the death of her only sis Union formerly of this place will be today. There is scant sympathy felt section requiring registration, numbering, and
figure possible.
60—A metal
63— Abbreviation of "until"
mary department.
ter. Mrs. Josiah Harvey of Swans- pleased to learn that a nice baby girl among the fishermen for the offender collaring—Bection 102. Chapter 4. K s
62—Grown-up boy
64— Away off
was born to them last Sunday morn
33-40
* E “ KE,XE’ Clty C'erk
It was a singular coincidence which ville a few days ago.
and when it is known that a man is
65— Roman numeral 600
At Monday’s session of the House happened when Thad C. Carver of
They have named the little
(Mrs. Florence Starrett. and Mrs. ing.
j
dealing
in
shorts
the
information
is
66— Grammatical term in verbs
the majority report, ought not to Pratt, Kansas and Vinalhaven ro^t
Carrie Whitney spent Sunday with miss Edith Marietta.
67— Loans
very apt to reach the warden for the
pass, of the committee on Labor on his cousin, Lieut. Vidor Shields U’.
Solution wilt npp.ar in next lone
68— Roman numeral 1,000
relatives in Warren village.
fishermen feel that the dealer in
DR. JAMES KENT
the resolve ratifying the child labor S- 'N., also of Vinalhaven, on th£
fBertland Blackington and Eugene
MOODY MOUNTAIN
horts is acting directly to lessen th?
amendment to the federal constitu street in Los Angeles. Calif. Mr.
Feyier
are
working
for
Mr.
Trask
on
A
surprise
party
was
given
to
Aif.
supply
and
hence
against
their
in

. Osteopath
tion was adopted in concurrence with, Carver was enroute to Oregon to
Solution to Tuesday's Puzzle
the Charles Simmons lot.
Tibbetts Saturday night. He was terests.
the Senate’s action on Friday- Ham- visit his daughter, Mrs. Jack Lemon
FRIENDSHIP
Rachel Orff spent Friday with her instrumental in getting the Union R.
38 SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
If
the
other
New
England
States
Capt. James Burns returned Fri- Hton of Caribou informed the House and Lieut Sflit ids’ ship was stationed aunt, Augusta Mank.
C R E E PfiS U PBS ULiO St
F. D. 1 line extended twro miles to act as indicated and make their lob
Telephone 323
36-tf
Mr. unti Mrs. George Vose. . on Wil this place. A jolly group was present ster regulations conform to those ot
r u mHajm a p e s tBor fi day from Silsby Hospital where a that a new draft of the three cent in California.
bad broken It g has been in process gasoline tax was to be presented and
Schools
will
commence
Monday.
lie
and
Xettie
Wilson
spent
Kund
y
Maine,
many
complications
will
lie
o"N
R k Q0R U E^JMe E
and the evening was spent with
of healing.
1 that a reP0I*t on the two cent tax bill
Mr and Mrs. Fred L. Lawry who at Lucy Boissonneault’s.
music, recitations and original poems avoided and benefit to the lobster
uBcJRs P A T T E rBOIw
,.lanfl l would be presented shortly.
have been spending the winter in
Everett Murphy is in IV>r
Florence
Starrett
spent
Tuesday
by Mrs. Maude Wentworth, and re fisheries along the New England coast |
P R u N E sI'A'It■ E A_S ES
These reports were presented and Rockland returned Saturday.
again having hit eyes treated.
with Sadie Feyier
freshments of candy, cocoa and cake will jesult-------Bangor Commercial.
accepted.
Henry Newbert visited in Rockport
Miss Madeline Philbrook was a
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
Verna
Orff
spent
a
day
last
yteek
were served. Mr. Tibbetts had u
Education: Bill providing for the and Camden Saturday.
Sunday guest at R. It. Thompson’s.
at
D..O.
Stahl's.
birthday and Mrs. Grace Higgins,
The Famcuz Sheet Mu,I, yeu eee adverIrritable
Husband
(to
w
’
ife
driving
use of English language in the State,
Mrs. Henry Newbert has received
tieed in all the leading maiazlaee.
Rev. Mabel Whitney is spending a Mrs. Maud Wentworth and Mrs. Nel a nail): How do *you expect to knock
Capt. Robert Lash is in the Marine ought not to pass.
news
•
f
the
safety
of
Mrs.
Reba
M.
Over 221 aalaetiana—atad far
few
days
at
X.
X.
Mallett's.
lie Drinkwater each made a fine birth
Hospital, Portland, where he was
nail in the wall with a clothesTaxation: Bill providing for an ex Graham who was on a lecture tour
aatalaaua
Joel Sidelinger is in poor health.
day cake which was greatly appre brush? For goodness’ sake use your
operated upon for appendicitis.
cise tax on hydro electric companies, through the state of Illinois during
MAINE MUSIC CO., Rockland, Me.
Geneva Robinson has employment ciated.
Caf>t. Herbert Simmons is in com ought not 'to pass. Wing of Auburn
head, dear !—Good Hardware.
-----—
d
John Fenwick has gone to Lewiston
mand of the Myra Wooster at pres substituted the bill for the report the recent tornado. Mrs. Graham is at Victor Burnheimer’.s at North
W.
A.
JOHNSTON.
REG.
PHO.
well
known
here,
having
spent
the
Waldoboro.
for a few days, visiting relatives and
ent.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
for the purpose of amendment and post four summers at “Bridgeeide”
Alice Hunt is caring for Mrs. I.c- friends.
Capt. Cleve Burns had the smack tabled the bill till Wednesday.
Whereas, Hosea B. Thorndike, formerly of JOHNSTON* S DRUG STORE
and "Camp Hilltop."
aiul Orff who remains in poor health
COMPLETE DRUG ANO SUNDRY
Otis Robbins drove a herd of beef Camden, County of Knox and State of Maine,
Speedwell towed to Rockland last
Ways and Bridges: Reported ought
but now deceased, by ids mortgage deed
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
M's. Frank Thlirber and grand- cattle to Belfast March 28 with the dated
week, where one of the engines is to not to pass on three bills relating to
June 3, 1877, and recorded in Knox
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS. DE
.aghter Ruth were callers at Lydia help of Arthur Sweetland and Ben Registry of Deeds. Book 49, Page 483. con
bo repaired.
VELOPING. PRINTING ANO EHa tax on gasoline. The tw’o remain
LARGING.
NORTH UNION
Cunningham.
veyed to Larkin Thorndike, formerly of said
L'. oner's Thursday.
PALERMO
Mrs. Roy Morton is in a IMrtland ing gasoline tax bills which have not
Camden,
but
nowr
deceased,
a
certain
parcel
Mr. and Mrs. X. X. Mallett nnd Rev.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Cunningham
Mrs. Amelia Bradstreet of East hospital for treatment.
370 Main Street, Rockland
Mrs- Daisy Luce who has been
yet been reported by the committee
of real estate situaUsl In Camden, in said
Palermo visited her sister Margie
Mrs- Fly of Thomaston has been are a two cent tax without ex sick for the past two weeks, ia gain Mabel Whitney called on relatives in visited his igirents, Mr. and Mrs. B. County of Knox, now the town of IbH-kixtrf.
E. Cunningham Sunday.
and bounded and described as follows : Be
Wurren recently.
Norton Friday.
caring for Mrs. Harold Allen and emptions and a three cent tax with a ing.
Not Medicine, Not Oateopathy
ginning at stake and stones at comer of wall
Etta Milber has employment, at W
Miss Clara Spear returned Friday infant daughter.
Mrs. John Luce, who has been very
at the southerly line of the road leading from
new draft.
E
blank's.
from a visit with friends in Gardiner.
C.M.
WHEELER,D.GPLG
the Hope road to (Tirlatopher Thorndike’s *
LINCOLNVILLE
Public Utilities: Legislation inex sick, is a very little better- Her
'Mr. and Mrs. Courtland Brackett
George Fey’ec was in Union Satur
north 71 deg. eatf fifteen rods to
Norman Belden was at Liberty of Monhegan are at B. A- Murphy’s pedient was reported on the act to children Leroy of Union, Merle of
Schools dn totvn will begin on Mon thence
Chiropractor
stake and stones; thetn-e soutfi 1 deg. east
Saturday.
day.
Waldoboro and Mrs. Sabr.i Morang day.
create the (Maine Power Authority.
for a few weeks.
sixty-one rods and fifteen links to stake and
400 Main Street, • - - Rockland
George Burns was in North Waldo
lkirrv Grady passed Saturday eve
• • • •
S. A. Nutt has gone to Camden stones on line of land of James Kales: ‘hence
of Appleton were called home by her
Maurice Morton and Will Hysler
Graduate Palmer Sabeel at Chlraaraatla
boro Saturday.
south 69 dug we*t on said Fales and Harvey
ning with friends in Liberty.
where he is employed as painter.
Otllee Haur«;
The House yesterday by a vote of illness.
swapped trotters recently.
Ames land to the Hope road; thence north
Lucy Boissonneauit
and
son
An all day meeting of the Farm
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Grey have erly by said road ftixty-eight rods and fifteen Maadaya, Wednaidays, Fridays, 10-12: 2-||
Miss Vena Simmons who has been
Nelson Lash has shipped as cook 111 to 29 gave final passage to the
7-0. Tueadays. Thuradaya, 10-12; 2-(:
Bureau was held at the Grange hall. of a large llounder (hedger which so called Maher resolve providing attending school at Uastine has been Lewis were in Union pn business Sat moved to 10 Brewster street, Rock links to first bounds mentioned, containing
Saturday,, 10-12. Tsl. Stt
East Palermo, Wednesday, March 25 has just been launched from Wilbur for a constitutional amendment pro at home for a week’s vacation, re urday.
seven acres Together with the buildings on
land, where he has employment.
the above described premises
And whereas
Maliel Mank has been spending a
and was well attended.
Fred Cole is in town this week.
hibiting the appropriating of public turning Monday.
Morse’s boat shop.
said mortgage was assigned by the said
Mrs. L. S. Russ is in Camden for a Larkin Thorndike irtk his lifetime to Jullna
Frances -Roy has been working for few days with Annie O. Welt at the
L. R. CAMPBELL
Mrs. Fez Wincapaw is in Bath, funds for any private institution ex
-village.
Thorndike, late of said Rockjwrt, de<*eascd, by
few
days,
guest
of
Mrs.
Madeline
W.
O.
Luce
of
Washington
cutting
cept
in
the
case
of
the
University
of
called there by the illness of her
i
deed of assignment dated August 7, 1886, an I
Frank Thurber was in Warren Allen.
Maine.
The
proponents
had
ten
wood.
daughter, Louise M,onroe.
recorded in Knox Registry of Deeds. Book 91.
village Friday evening on business.
Attorney
At Law
Congratulations
are
extended
to
more
votes
than
was
necessary
to
Waldo
Holt
of
Liberty,
who
has
Page
518;
and
whereas
the
said
Jullna
Mrs. Ranseolb and son of Massa
The many friends of Susan (Jor Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Morse who were Thorndike is now deceased nnd the under
chusetts are at their summer home insure the two-thirds required in been at J. C. Simmons’ for the past dan) Hunt were sorry to hear of
signed
Is
the
duly
appointed
and
qualified
married in Belfast March 20.
B7B MAIN ST. ROCKLAND. MB.
here, making plans for the coming cases of measures providing foi n week, returned home Monday.
at her estate; and whereas the con
She was 'he widow of
Ernest Young planted peas March executrix
The
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Esancy and her death.
constitutional
amendment,
dition of said mortgage lias been broken, now
season.
Her birthplace 17th.
therefore, hy reason of the breach of Hie con
children were guests at J. C. Sim the late Ben Hunt.
An
interesting
Farm
Bureau matter now goes to the Senate.
was Ash Point, but she came here
C. A. Stevens arrived Saturday dition thereof, the undersigned in her said E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
mons’ Sunday.
meeting was held at the home of
when a young girl and had always from a week’s visit lin Boston and capacity a« Executrix, claim* a foreclosure
of said mortgage.
Mrs. Josie Lajvry March IS. Miss
VINALHAVEN
made her home here.
It can.easily Brockton. Mass.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of March. 1925
keep
Railway Brakeman: Better
Offlaa Heurs: I to 3 aad 7 ta • P. M.
Claire Herrick.’Home Demonstration
i^ie said that she was an honest,
Rev. H. G. Kennedy of Augusta, your head inside the \yindow.
Our milliner. Mrs. May Scruton, will
IDA B. BOWLEY.
Agent, had charge of the meeting. In
Raaldaaaa until 9 A. M. aad ky Aeaalatatoe*
Executrix as aforesaid.
faithful
mother
and
a
Christian
hold
an
opening:
of
trimmed
hats
at
field secretary of Maine. The Lord’s
Passenger: I can look out of th?
49Tli46
Telethons ltd
the forenoon the blending of colors
New England, will
woman, always ready to lend a help her rooms on Saturday.
THOMASTON. ME.
was discussed. In the afternoon Day League of church, both morn- window if I want to.
ing
hand
in
time
of
sorrow
or
need.
Mis
Carrie
(Clarke)
Flagg
is
quite
preach
at
Union
CONN.
GENERAL
LIFE
INSURANCE
CO.
Brakeman: I know you can. But if
"Corsetry and Good Posture" was the
(Accident Dcpt.)
The subject of you damage any of the iron work of She is survived by four sons—Albert ill with bronchitis.
theme. The next meeting will be ing and evening.
Hartford. Connecticut
the evening meeting will lie, “Keep the bridges you’ll have to pay for it. of Rockport, Willie of Igtwrence
DR. T. L. McBEATH
with Mrs. Emma Morton itt the
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1921
Muss., Elden of Bangor. Everett of
SAVE TIME IRONING NAPKINS Real Estate
ing. America American."
There
.$1,149,521 89
afternoon of April 13. subject ‘‘Foot
this place, and one daughter Minnie
Mortgage Loans
Osteopathic
Physician
will
be
special
music.
..32.546,642
30
wear’’ Miss Herrick will be present.
Very good results arc possible when Collateral Loans .................. .. 6,606,493 80
The annual business meeting of
of Lowell. Mass.
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Stocks
and
Bonds
..............
.,17.503.121
Tfi
Clarence Hunt of Chicago. Ill., was napkins are ironed in following man Cash In Oftkte and Bank ..
Talaahana 136
Union Church Society will he held at
.. 993,9)3 75
PARSLEY SAUCE
36 UNION ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
In this place Saturday calling on ol'l ner. Do not sprinkle all the napkins, Agents’ Balances ................
the vestry Tuesday at 7 o’clock. /Ml
36.347 5.1
Graduate of American School of
but dip every third napkin into clear Interest and Rents .............. .. 1,421,841 71
those interested in the welfare of the
friends.
To the white sauce add one tahteOateopathy
Albert Hunt of* Rockport was in warm waiter. Place this between All other Assets .................. .. 3,031.464 so
churdh are cordially invited to at
espoon each of chopped paisley and
this place Saturday to attend the fu two dry napkins, fold and roll the
Gross A-'soLs ....................
.$63,289,340 54
lemon-juice, a dash of Cayenne, and tend.
three together tightly. In twenty Deduct ltema not admitted
neral of his mother. Susan Hunt.
A choir rehearsal was held Fri
40,027 63
you have an excellent sauce for
ARTHUR L. ORNE
Eugene Feyier was in the village minutes they will be ready to iron
day evening at the home of Mrs.
Admitted
.............................
One
of
the
most
annoying
and
.
.$63,243,312
91
boiled fish.
and will be evenly dampened from
Fred Greenlaw and was followed by
Saturday.
general complaints children
UABIILITIES DBG 31, 1924
Insurance
tO- V. Hassner of the village was hem to center. Next fold each nap
a social hour with refreshments of
suffer from is worms. Youknotv
Net Unpaid Losses .............. .
291,489 21
kin
right
side
out
with
the
hems
to

in
this
place
recently
on
business.
Successor to A. J. Krsklno A Co.
punch and cake.
Unearned Premiums .......... ... 1,156,856 87
the signs—constipation, de
(Mrs. Eva Cummings and daughter gether and iron double until dry. In All other'’ Liabilities .......... .. .55,414,690 07
Joseph Leopold and William Booth
ranged stomach, offensive
417 MAIN 8T............... ROCKLAND
Lulu spent a day recently with Mrs. this way the corners are easili’ kept Cash Capital ........................ ... 2.0041.090 00
of (New York were in town this week
breath, eyes heavy and dull,
Surplus orer all Liabilities ... 4.386,276 76
square.
If
the
napkins
awe
em

Cummings'
daughter,
Ethel
Winslow
on a business trip.
coated .tongue, grinding of the
broidered, that part of the napkin Total Xiehititles & Surplus . .$63,249,312 91 1 H. M. deROCHEMONT
Monday at the regular meeting of
at George Benner's.
teeth. Don’t let the child
DEAXE S. THOMAS, (i tneral Agent
;
Marguerite Chapter, O. E. S.. there
iMrs. Minnie Hunt and husband oi must be pressed on the wrong side
suffer. Promptly give him
1
609-619 Clapp Memorial Bid g., Portland, Me.
108 PLEASANT STREET
will be a rehearsal of the work, fol
Lowell were called here Saturday to first.—The Delineator.
40Tb4«
lowed by a box lunch. Coffee will
attend the funeral of her mother,
“SAFETY FIRST” PAYS
PLUMBING HEATING
lie served by the committee.
Susan Hunt.
RHODE ISLAND INSURANCE CO.,
Virgil Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs.
.School
began
Monday
wilh
Rachel
Providence, R. 1.
the pleasant and effective laxa
TEL. 244-W
The
Rockland
&
Rockport
Lime
ASSETS
DEC
31
1924
Llewellyn Smith arrived
Orff as teacher.
tive and worm c-xpellcr. A few
117-tf
Corporation has just rounded out a Stocks and Bonds .............. ...$3,098,649 60
after a week's Inspection trip in
iNewell
Nash
was
in
the
village
(
’
ash
In
Office
and
Bunk
...
doses and you ran note the
281,535 97
complete 12 months at its Rockport Agents' Balances .................. ...
Massachusetts of the Senior engi
Thursday.
... 488,118 30
improvement in the child’s
plant without a single accident- This Interest and Rents ..............
neers of the University of Maine. En
22,304 20
condition. Equally good for
is the first portion of the company’s AU other Assets....................
8.7,523 77
route he visited his brother, Neil
constipation in adults.
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
"Will
ye
he
lookin
’
here?"
demand
plant
to
establish
this
record,
and
Woodtords and sister, Mrs. Ralph O
Gross Assets ...................... . . .$3,976,131 81
ed
an
Irishman
of
the
waiter.
"This
the
Rockport
superintendent,
E.
E
Thompson of New London. Conn.
The True Family Laxative lobster do be afther havin’ only one Thorndike, is proud of the record Deduct itemu not admitted .... 34,134 99 Attorney and Counselor at
The evening meeting at Union
Law
Admitted Assets ............... . . .63.94 UM 85
claw."
his men 'have set.
Church was in charge of the Senior
nnd worm expcller
"Aha!"
ejaculated
the
waiter,
ex

ULLBILTTIES
DEC.
31,
1924
431
MAIN
ST.,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Christian Endeavor and was led by
Family size $1.20; other size3
pert through long practice in this
Small Nephew:That dime you gave Net Un|«ald Losses .............. . ...$ 339,975 57 Telepsones—Office 468; House 693-R
Max
Dyer.
There was
special
Unearned
Premiums
..........
60c. and 40c.
.... 2,311,416 47
sort of thing.
"You see, lobsters me slipped trough a hole in my
music with Miss Arlena Kossuth,
All other Liabilities .......... . ... 130,850 cl
often fight with each other and occa pocket.
Cash Capital ........................ .... dou.non no
soloist. Mrs. Helen Sanborn Arcy Successfully used over
ycar' sionally
A. C. MOORE
one loses a claw."
Uncle: Well, here’s another. Don’ Surplus oner all Liabblties .... 559,753 70
was at the organ.
"Aha, yerself!” replied Pat, push let it do the same.
Thad Creed has employment in
Piano Tuner
Total
Iilatallltiet
and
Surplus
.
.63,941,996
83
ing back his plate.
"That bein’ th?
Nephew: Perhaps half a dollar
ROCKLAND WHOLESALE
E. C. MOHAN A CO., A?ent«.
Guilboa, N. Y.
case,
bring
n»e
the
winner.
”
would
’
be
safer
wouldn
’
t
it,
uncle?
WITH
THE
MAINE MUSIC CO.
-37-Ht
13
Uockhuid.
The
Vinalhaven
High School

FOR

Castoria

p NEUMONIA

VICKS
wV R
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SHEET MUSIC 15c

Your Child’s Health
and Happiness

HITE

COFFE

The Flavor
is Roasted
In!

GROCERY CO.

Dr.TruesElixir

Every-Other-Day

CORNS
Lift Off-No Pain!
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EASY FOR MORSE

ODD

FELLOWS

Camden High Girls Find
' Shipping City Sextette Too Celebrate 42d Anniversary of Mt Battie Lodge—Grand
Master and Other Prominent Three-Linkers.
Much For Them.
The Bath Times published the fol
lowing report of last Saturday
night’s basketlxiM game in ithat- city
between the Camden High and
Morse High girls.

* ♦ * *

Morse High girls met little oppo
sition in Helen McCobb’s Camden
sextette and won 30 to 5.
Coach ’
Allan Spear of .the Morse team used
19 players and if there had been any
more Morse girls in uniform they
would undoubtedly have got a chance
to handle a basketball.
When the Morse team took the
floor the spectators got a surprise
when they saw Leola Ward in the
side center position- Leola, always
Doesn’t hurt one bit! Drop a little plays forward And then Capt. Wag
“Freezone” on an aching corn, in
ner did not appear on the floor. She
stantly that corn stops hurting, then
was crouched on the bench with
shortly you lift it right off with
ey< s snapping and evidently ready to
fingers.
eat up a few Camdenites. She got
Your druggist sells a tiny hottie of
her chance later. Shirley Mank was
“Freezone" for a few cents, sufficient
playing in Ward’s forward position
to remove.every hard corn, soft com,
or eorn between the toes, and the foot .otherwise the team was the* same.
Dot Donnell, spry as a cricket, tore
calluses, without soreness or irrita
around the Camden guards like a
tion.
irosquito on business bent anti drop
ped in four baskets the little time
SPRUCE HEAD
she was in the game. Eleanor Web
Fred I., Curtis d.etl at his home on ster connected with a basket and a
Spruce Head Island .'.larch 23. The foul goal before she was relieved by
funeral was held in I'nion cha-pcl the Goldie Harford. Eleanor Blake also
following
Wednesday
afternoon played the rig' : forward position and
Howes undertaker. Itev. II. It. Win- although she dal not score bothered
chenbaugh conducted the services. the (’an.(ten gi'ards considerably.
The floral tributes fr..m relatives,
Sh.’hy Mink made a basket be
friends and neighbor.* were many a’tl fore rb • v. i-c relieved by Beatrice
beautiful. He leaves a wife, Grac, Burges; , the s anllest player on the
Rivers and several sisters and broth •do: e : juad and Miss Burgess
ers.
Interment was In our little proved she did not have to have a
cemetery.
RelatU.es anil friends tea
pe ; » locate the loop for she
were present from Rockland and Ash tossed in three baskets before Coach
Point; Mr. Curtis hud been poorly, Sueai
• t in Dorothy Thompson
but the end came as a great shock who gavt the Camden guards a
to all, as he v. is off to the village a merry cha. e.
few days before
The,guard.r.g of Moore and Breton
Through the kindness of 1). W was the feature f the game, holding
Mann the correspondent
visited down the Camden team to two field
Raekliff's Island Thursday afternoon goals during the entire game.
lit company with Mrs. Mann, Mrs.
It was simply v a runaway game
Annie Burton and Fred Cook. J- J- with Morse leading all the<‘ime. At
Wlllette of Bangor has a crew of men the end of the first period Morse led
cutting the wood off for pulp. Where 8-2; at the half, 15-2; at the threethe old hoarding house stood years quarters mark 25 to 2 and in the last
ago there is a pile 20 feet high period Ixaeh got her second basket
containing 300 cords with piles of( of the game and Waterman one from
a few cords dotted over the island the foul line, the -best Camden could
and a large pile on the other side (lo. The stirrmary:
opposite the old Atlantic Quarry
Morse H igh
wharf. The party called on Mrs. .1. J.
Goals Fouls Pts.
Wlllette who has done the eohking
Donnell, rf .............
0
4
8
for the crew.
She showed some
2
Webster, rf..............
1
1
lovely crocheting she has done this
0
0
Harford, rf ............
0
winter, also at one time among the
Blake, i' .................
0
0
0
crew was a man who did beautiful
£
1
0
wood’ carving. A call was made on M ink. If ................
6
Burgess, If ............
3
0
Hrs. J. K. Low and a launching just
0
Thompson, If.........
0
0
missed as the Coast Guard crAv were
0
MacDonald, c ....
0
0
getting Mr. Low's boat off the bank
()’Bi ien.......................
0
0
0
Mrs. Leland Mann Is ill Jt Two
0
Allen, c ..................
0
0
Bush Light Station.
0
6
3
Claude and Carroll Dennison are \\a;<l. SC-lf..............
‘hoUoft, sc ..............
0
0
0
visiting their sister in Camden.
2.
1
5
Mrs. (1. M- Snow and daughter Wagner, sc-rf ....
0
<1
0
Katherine, spent the weekend in Breton, rg ..............
0
0
0
McElman, rg ........
Rockland the guests of Mrs. Flem
0
0
0
Moore, lg ................
ming.
0
0
0
A. J. Caddy was home from Wild Decker, lg ............
0
0
0
Holbrook, lg ........
Cat "over Sunday.
0 0
»
Mrs.
P. Morrill enteWMned L/ord. lg ..................
—
—
■ —
Mcsdames L. S. Godfrey, Randall
30
2
Totalt ................... . 14
Dyer, S. L. Simmons. J. A. Gilchrest
Camden High
and daughter and D. W. Mann Sun
Goals Fouls Pts.
day afternoon and evening.
2
4
0
Mrs. Frank Wall has-been in ltock- Leach, rf ................
1
0
1
Waterman, if........
latid a few days.
0
0
0
Mrs Freeman Elwell who lias been Holman, c ...............
0
0
0
111, is now aide to be up around the Stratton, sc ...........
0
0
0
loneflr sc ................
house but still very weak.
0
0
0
Earle Drinkwater has been ihome Quinn, rg ................
0
0
0
on 10 days furlough. He is sta Hobbs, te ........ • . ■
—
—» .
—
tioned at base 5, V. S. C. G , Boston.
2
5
}
Totals ...................
Miss Hester Connors is staying
Referee, Seavey, Portland; scorer.
with Mrs. Earle Drinkwater.
Mrs. .1. A. Gilchrest and daughter Oliver; timer. Wilson. Time of peri
Marrlanna of Kt. George spent the ods, four eights.
weekend with her sister. Mrs. D. W.
Mann.
Mrs. Susie Smith returned to
Evcrelt Hobbs left here Monday
South Thomaston Saturday after for Orono where he will represent
spending a few days at her home the executive committee of the Knox
and Lincoln Farm (Bureau duiing
here.
Farmers’ week.
Miss Julia Harwood is working at
SOMERVILLE
Gordon P. Marr, who has been very Green Gables. Camden
Ruth Wooster spent the weekend
ill at The Sinters Hospital in Water
with Olive True.
ville, is report cd better.
The young people held a dance In
,Lewis A. Turrter is . ill with the
the schoolhouse last Saturday even
mumps.
Fred A. Turner and son Fred L. ing.
Roy Hobbs, who lias been home on
Turner Hsited their relatives at E.
a vacation, returns to Colby College
M. Turner's In Palermo Sunday
Fred L ■Pd’ ner returned to Colby this week.
Mrs. Eugley of Lincolnville, is vis
^College Tuesday after the Faster va
iting her sister. Mrs. A. F. Dunton.
cation.

"hope

Fresh in Flavor

is remarkable for its rich
strength & delicious fragrance.
300 cups to the pound. Try it.

Pineapple was once a rich
man’s fruit« Today it is an
ordinary delicacy,
oAnd in any can of Hatchet
Brand Pineapplejou’II find all
the

CAMDEN

stored sweetness o£the
fitfobesiue otthe
best insist on.

HATCHET BRAND
CANNED KI0DS
Over 150 Kinds

Mt. Battle Isidge of Odd Fellows, afterwards proved so many times to
which was instituted March 27. 1883, be a veritable refuge, not only for
and which has as the sole survivor Mt. Battie Lodge, but all the other
of its 12 charter members ex-Post- secret organizations in the village on
master Frank J. Wiley, celebrated its the occasion of the several disastrous
42d anniversary Tuesday night with fires that destroyed the more preten
an ini cresting program, the occasion tious lodge rooms of these organiza
being graced by the presence of the tions.
After remaining in this hall
grand master. I)r. George A Ellin four years the lodge moved into the
wood of Gray and other-prominent new block on Mechanic street built
members of the order.
by Brother Henry Knight. Here Mt.
Before the meeting lunch was Battie had a beautiful and commo
served to the special guests of Mt. dious lodge room, banquet hall, ante
Battle Lodge nt Green Gables, an rooms, etc., elegantly furnished and
event which proved a most congenial fitted up with all desirable conven
one, favored by excellent service on iences.
It was dedicated by Grand
the part of Cumden's attractive tea Master Freeman T. Merrill and his
room. Covers were laid for the fol staff of Grand Officers April 12, 1887.
lowing members of the order: Dr. The dedicatory exercises were pre
George A. Ellinwood. Gray, Grand ceded by a parade and were followed
Master: lteuel Robinson, Camden; by a banquet, speech-making and a
Samuel Adams. Belfast and Frank H. ball in Megunticook hall.
Miller. Rockland, Past Grand Has
The lodge was temporarily halted
ten; Luke S. Davis. District Deputy in Its career of prosperity by the fire
md former Grand Guardian; Oliver of March 13, 1888, which totally de
P.. Lovejoy, former Grand Marshal; stroyed the block in which Mt. Bat
Frank .1. Wiley, John P. Leach, sec tle’s hall was located, together with
retary of the home lodge. E. M. the adjoining new block occupied by
the Masonic bodies.
The lodge lost
Crosby and Frank Thomas.
When the lodge convened the Initia everything it had in the hall but
tory degree was conferred on Frank L. had some insurance on its property
Kennedy by a degree staff composed so that it was able to purchase new
of Past Grands: John Johnson, X. paraphernalia and later on new fur
It went back into its origi
G. ; James V. Baynes, .V. (!.; L. L. niture.
Anderson, P. G.; John L. Stahl, nal quarters where it remained until
chaplain; Fred E. Hanson, conduc the following year when the second
tor: W. S. Richards, warden; George new ltall in the large block erected
C. Bowden, R. S. S.; iBert Fletcher, by Brother Johnson Knight was ded
L. S. S.: W B. Conant, Inside guard; icated May 1-5, 1889, .by D. G. M. Al
Emery Bracy, R. S. X. G.; Daniel fred S. Kimball (representing (1. M„
Yates. L. S. N. G.; F. P. Alexander, tHenry C. Bagley) and his staff of
Like the preceding
R. 8. V. G.; E. F. Stahl. L. S. V. G.; Grand Officers.
R. W. Johnson, conductor- George dedication the exercises on this oc
T. Hodgman, Fred T. Gould. Fred casion were most interesting and suc
Merchant and Ralph Richards, scene cessful.
This new lodge room wag equally
bearers; Charles C. Wood, F. H. Wil
bur. E. M. Crosby and C. "D. 'Wads commodiotfs, beautiful anti elegantly
furnished with the first, and the
worth, torch bearers.
Frank J. Wiley was presented with brothers hoped for a long aftd happy
a veteran's Jewel, the speech being e- Istence in these beautiful, new
i,t rters, that “Man proposed and
made by Charles C- Wood.
'Remarks were made by the visiting t. >1 disposes" was shortly again
Odd Fellows, and J, W. Bowers, now demonstrated, for but three years
in his, 84th year, for many years one elapsed before the great conflagra
tion of 1892, which swept away most
of the valued officers of the lodge.
Samuel Adams was the second of the business portion of the village,
youngest member to hold the office together with the block containing
of Grand Master, he being 32 years of the Odd Fellows and Masonic halls.
age at the lime of his elevation to Once more Mt. Battle lost all it had
the position. The youngest member in its hall and again, accompanied
was William E. Ilogan of Bath, elect by all the other secret organizations
ed a I the age of 28, In 1877, now liv in town, f£l to the little hall in the
Bank building, to remain there unt'l
ing at Bath, an attorney.
The present membership of Mt. May 27, 1896, when its present rooms
in the Opera House Block were ded
Hattie Lodge is 248.
The present elective officers of Mt. icated, Clarence M. Watson being G.
The present hall is beautiful in
Battle L«wlge are: Noble grand, Er M.
nest C. Fales; vice grand. Boy Alley: its finish and its appointments, but
secretary. John P. Leach; financial is rather small, especially since the
secretary, John J. Johnson; treas lodge has grown to its present size
and the Rebekah Lodge and Encamp
urer, Elbert M. Crosby.
And
The history of the lodge, written ment have been occupying it.
by Past Grand Master, Beuel Robin the lack of a banquet hall is one of
inconvenient
features.
son, was read by his valued and its most
lifelong friend Past Grand Master There has been much talk among the
Samuel Adams, and is here presented brethren during the past ten years
of building a new hull, but thus far
practically in full.
the only result has been the purchase
• • • .
*"
Although Odd Fellowship was In of a lot on Mechanic street, where
troduced Into the State of Maine in it was hoped that some time in the
1843, and the Grand Lodge of Maine not far distant future a temple
was instituted almost Immediately might be erected that would be a
afterward, showing a phenomenal credit to t'he order and an ornament
As time passed, hou growth, and although Maine has to the town
since been a fruitful field for the ever, various things prevented the
growth of the order, it did not, at consummation of so worthy a pur
first, flourish in Camden.
Two pose, and after leasing the lot for
early attempts were made in the several years, a good offer to pur
forties to permanently establish Odd chase the same was made and it was
Fellowship In what was then the sold and a garage is now erected up
In 1915 the Lodge purchased
town of Camden, both of which on it.
proved abortive.
The first attempt the T. R. 'Simonton homestead on
was made In 1845, when Lafayette- Chestnut street which it still owns.
Having followed the lodge in its
Lodge, Xo. 31, was instituted nt
Rockport village, then called Goose various wanderings during the past
River, which after a precarious ex third of a century we will now spend
istence of some five or six years, a moment In noticing some other
surrendered Its charter in 1851. The points of its history and what it has
second attempt was made in 1847, accomplished during that period. It
when on petition of Joseph Perry and has been presided over by 52 noble
others, Vesper Lodge, Xo. 47 was grands. Of the 51 past grands of the
Prior to 1892
instituted at Camden, or, as It was lodge 37 are living.
then called, The Harbor Village. the length of the term was six
This lodge also had an ephemeral months. Since that date it has been
This accounts for the large
existence, its life being even shorter a yearthan that of Lafayette Lodge, ns it number of pas: grands that the lodge
has had, nnd it speaks well for the
surrendered its charter in 1850.
The inability of these lodges to live intelligence and quality of the lodge
was doubtless in a large measure due membership that It has been able to
to the great interest at that time p-oduce so many members competent
taken in Freemasonry, whleh institu of filling the important ortiee of noble
W. F.
tion has always been particularly grand without repetition.
strong in litis section, and which iu Bisbee was elected in 1887 and again
(he late forties and early fifties, fol in 1890 b^ing the only one who served
lowing the then recent revival of more than one term.
The interest cf the brethren In the
Amity Lodge from Its slumber of
years, during the days of the famous great work of Odd Fellowship soon
Morgan excitement, was having one spread to the female members of
of the most remarkable periods of their families, resulting In the insti
prosperity in its whole history in tution on Sept. 24. 1896 of Megunti
cook Rebekah Lodge, No. 77.
This
Camden.
lodge, which is now a large and ex
From that time for many years no ceedingly piosperous one, and a help
further attempt was made to estab
ful auxiliary to the work of Mt. Bat
lish a lodge of Odd Fellows in this
tle Lodge, changed its name in 19.16
town, although the order was flour
to the more appropriate as well as
ishing elsewhere throughout
the
more euphonious one of Maiden Cliff
State and more than a hundred vig
Rebekah Imdge, Xo- 77.
Many of
orous lodges were in existence.
In
the members of Mt. Battie Lodve had
the early eighties, however, the mat
f .r a long time been solkT.'ous of
ter of instituting nn Odd Fellows
tnk.ng the highei degrees of the or
Lodge began to be agitated, and on a
der Without belt g obliged to go out
cold, winter night in February, 1883,
of town for them, and In June, 1905
several prominent Camden citizens
Megunticook Encampment, Xo. 11
went to Belfast and took,the subor
was instituted, and as M!'s Megunti
dinate I.odge Degrees in Waldo
cook and Battle and Maiden Cliff
Lodge, Xo. 12, for the purpose of In
tower above us in their excellence,
stituting a lodge in Camden, and mi
beauty and grandeur as features of
March 27, 1883, Mt. Btittie Lodge, Xo
our landscape, so do these three
102 was instituted by Grand Master
S. W. Cook, with 12 charter members. worthy organizations tower in our
midst ft the excellence of their work,
Viz; Thomas C. Atwlek, Leander M.
the beauty of their principles and
Kenniston, William
H.
Pascal,
George Burd. Fred D. Aldus, Isaac the grandeur of their achievements.
In 1912. Canton Molineaux Xo. 2 wa“
Coombs, Frank J. Wiley, Augustus
Instituted which is also a thriving
H. Knight, Edwin S. Bose, Edwin C.
organization, and thus all
the
Fletcher, J. 11. Carleton and Henry
branches of the order are here rep
Knight.
resented.
The first officers of the lodge in
In addition to the Past Grands the
stituted on this occasion were: lodge h is furnished one Grand Mas
Thomas C. Atwick, X. G; Leander ter of Maine who is also Past Grand
M. Kenniston, V. G.; William H. Pas Patriarch and has four times repre
cal, Sec.; George Burd, Treas.; F. sented the State in the councils of
D. Aldus, Warden; Isaac Coombs, the Sovereign Grand Lodge.
Con.; E. S. Rose. R. S. S.; F. J.
Wiley, L S. S.; E. C. Fletcher, R.
S. X. G.t A. H. Knight. L. S. X. G.;
J. II. Carleton, R. S. V. O.; Henry
Knight, L. 8. V. G
Of the charter members of the
lodge six have held the honorable
position of Noble Grand. Viz.:
Brothers Atwlek, Kenniston, Coombs.
Fletcher, Rose and Aldus.
Nine of
them have died, viz: Brothers At
wick, Kenniston, Coombs, A. H.
KnifJit, Carleton, Rose, Fletcher,
The best of comics
Burd and Aldus and Brother Henry
Knight is not now in membership.
in the Boston Globe
The lodge was instituted and in its
I early years continued to hold its
every day.
meetings in the little hall in the Cam1 den National Bank Building, which

“Mutt & Jeff”
“Dicky Dippy”
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Page Five
SUNSET

BIGGEST THING OF ITS
KIND EVER SEEN HERE

Miss Gladys Haskell is employed
as clerk in P- J. Eaton’s store.
Mrs. Rose V. Packard has gone to
Deer Isle to stay with Mrs. Julia
Spofford for an indefinite time.
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Philbrook
have moved from Vinalhaven to the
Sarah Small house on the cross road
which they will rent as Mr. Phil Everybody in Rockland Seems To Be Taking the Remark
brook has employment hereable New Medicine, Karnak, and Receiving Wonderful
Henry Haskell is employed byMrs. Rose Gray.
Benefits—AH Sales Records Broken.
Gerald Eaton, the 11-year-old son
of Mr. and Mrs. Prescott Eaton, is
After the most severe tests, by the people of Rockland
confined to the house with an ab
scess. Dr. Noyes is treating him.
themselves,
Karnak is producing such remarkable results in
Accept only genuine “Phillips,” the
Mrs. Lewis .Small spent a day with
original Milk of Magnesia prescribed Mrs. Lena Lufkin at Deer Isle re the way of restoring health, strength and energy, that the
by physicians for 50 years as an cently.
record breaking demand is growing daily.
antacid, laxative, corrective.
Norman Sellers was in Sedgwick
2o-cent bottles, also 50-cent bottles,
The sales here of the sensational medicine by The Corner
List week on business.
contain directions—any drug store.
Several young folks from here at Drug Store have been phenomenal—all records in Rockland
tended a dance at Oceanville Satur
have been broken—but with hardly an exception, people
day night.
CAMDEis'
A new feature of spring recently- have reported the most amazing and gratifying results from
appeared on the streets, which along
Misses Elizabeth and Caroline Barry with the robins assure one -that its use.
of Boston are in town for a few days spring is here—"the bike-"’
MEN AND WOMEN OF ALL AGES BENEFITED
looking after their summer property.
Mrs. S. li Sylvester has been with
Miss Harriet Gill, who, in company her daughter, Mrs. Miller Crosby
Men and women of all ages and
To say that Karnak has become
with her sister, Mrs- C. O. Perry
the past week as she has been 111 In all walks of life, afflicted with the sensation of the drug trade puts
anti daughter - Evelyn, of Rockland,
with a slight attack of the grippe.
stomach, liver and kidney troubles it mildly. It is true that Karnak
have been the guests of their sister,
Alfred Dunham bought a wagon of of every form, some of them of long has broken all sales records. Nothing
Mi s. Guy lllood in Roslindale, Mass.,
Stonington parties recently.
Hbanding and chronic nature, and like it haw ever been seen before. But
returned home Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Haskell are others severely cotnpEcated, have it is the remarkable results produced
The Picnic Club meets Thursday
entertaining Mr. Haskell’s brother, been completely restored to health by by the medicine itself that has cre
with Mrs. Z. iM. Dwlnal at her home
George Haskell of Lynn, Mass. This Karnak.
ated such an enormous demand. It
on Trim street with luncheon at 1
is the first visit to his old home that
is what the people who have actually
o'clock.
Some
of
these
people
were
he has made for several years. Ills
used Karnak have to say about it
A. V. Elmore has rented one of
weak,
thin
and
nervous,
appar

that has convinced tfte public that it
his summer cottages, Elsmere for many friends will be glad to give
ently
on
the
verge
of
collapse.
is the greatest medicine of all times.
the season of 1925 to Miss Godfrey of him a hearty handshake and renew
Others
seemed
,
fairly
well,
yet
Read what people say in this
Brookline Mass. Whitehall has al his acquaintance. He will also visit
complained
of
severe
pains
in
the
paper from time to time about
so had several improvements made his mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Haskell
stomach
or
in
the
back
and
sides,
their own experience with Kar
which include a number of new bath who is 82 years young and a very
headache, shortness of breath and
bright lady.
nak. Then if you are one of the
rooms.
dizzy spells. Many told of sour,
Nix
new
members
were
taken
into
thousands
suffering from stom
Friday evening, April 3, is the date
gassy
stomachs,
coated
tongues,
ach, kidney or liver disorders, go
of the benefit dance to be given by- the church Sunday, six on confession
foulness of breath, severe consti
to the Karnak drug agent in your
Joel Keyes Grant circle, Ladies of of faith anti one by letter. The
pation, loss of appetite, sleepless
town and get a bottle.
the G. A. R„ at K. of P. hall. Have names are as follows: Mrs. Lewis
ness at night and terribly deject
Sylvester, Miss Lillian Greenlaw,
Over 500,000 Imttles of Karnak sold
you bought a ticket?
ed, depressed feelings.
in four States in ten months.
The ladles of the Congregational Kenneth Greenlaw, Elwyn Sy-lvester,
In
every
case,
except
where
a
Karnak is sold In Rockland exclu
Sewing Circle held their regular Lawrence Picket ing and Miss Gladys critical complicated condition or con
supper Wednesday at 6 o’clock- Haskell. The service was very Im- tagious disease of some other organ sively by the Corner Drug Store; in
Thomastmi by McDonald’s Kexall
presstve and it
seems that the
“there was a large attendanceexisted, the sufferer was quickly re Store; In Union by Gordon-Lovejoy
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Kennedy are church is still gaining and growing | lieved and
restored
to
normal
Co.; and by the leading druggist In
enjoying a month's stay nt their in spirit. Communion was observed strength and energy.
every city.—adv.
adding to the solemnity of the serv
camp at Coleman's Pond.
At the regular meeting of Camden iceBoard of Trade to be held at the Y.
Mrs. Annie Eaton spent Saturday
M.C.A. this evening, Camden's new with Mr. and Mrs. P. J. !3atontown manager, Herbert E. Thomat
The sad news of the death of Mrs.
will lie the guest of honor. Follow Lettie Gray of Vinalhaven, was -re
ing the business meeting there will ceived Saturdtiy evening. Mrs. Gray
be a smoker and musical entertain was the sister of Joseph V. Gray of
: : Manufacturer of : :
ment.
this place.
News has been received of the
Miss Lillian Greenlaw returned to
death April 1 in Dorchester, Mass., Farmington on Tuesday after a short
: : And Dealer in : :
of Mrs. Israel Decrow who was for •vacation at home.
’
merly Miss Carrie Bussell, daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart DuBois ar
Native & Scotch Granite
of Mt. and Mrs. Dexter Russell, Fu rived from Boston on Saturday
ngal services will he held Sunday af morning to visit his mother, Mrs.
Marble Shelves, Etc.
ternoon at 2 o’clock from the home Annie Du Hois who is ill at the home
of Mrs, W- F. Bisbee, Mountain of her brother, Capt. George L
Telephone 911-M
street.
Beck.
Emery M. Heal died March 31 af
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
Miss Violet Stanley, who has been
ter a brief illness at his ihome on the guest of -her aunt, Mrs- Margaret
Cor.
Brick
and
Pleasant
Sts.
Llmeroek street. His age was 601 Coolen, returned to her home at I
years. He leaves fopr brothers. I Swan's Island on Saturday.
Funeral services were held Wednes
Miss Dorothy Sylvester after a
day afternoon, Rev. E. M. Holmat) short vacation at home, has resutped
officiating.
her duties at the academy at Ber
Dean's Orchestra plays for the
Lois Hay and “The Boy and the
wick.
WARREN
dance in K. of P. hall Saturday night.
Bird," Ullias Kenniston. At the Im
Miss Gladys Haskell is employed at
A car runs to Rockland after the
The Baptist Y. P. iS. C E- will provement League the same day the
P. J. Eaton's.
dance.
Walter E. Scott left on Friday for serve a public supper Saturday at members voted to purchase a dic
Bath Times:
Helen Holman of
The supper which Is tionary holder and a pencil sharpener.
New York, where he will command a 5.30 p. m.
Camden High School's girls basketboat for the season. He will be lo under the care of the social commit A series of spelling matches are be
bill teum which played here Satur
tee, will be followed by an entertain ing held between the boys led by Mil
cated at Norwalk, X. J.
day night is a daughter of Rev. Er
lard Thomas and the girls hv Chris
George Haskell of Saugus. Mass., ment by the young people.
nest M. Holman, former pastor of the
Mrs. Frank Tario of Auburn spent tine Brown. Both sides are very en
is the guest of relatives in town.
First Baptist church and lived here
the
weekend
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
thusiastic, hence much enjoyment as
Lewis Sylvester was pleased to
some time. While here she was a
Mrs. B. E. Watts.
well as profit is looked for.
guest of ’Althea Levya, Turner’s pick up on -the radio Thursday even
Funeral
services
were
held
for
the
Court. Saturday night and Sunday ing Matthew Fay, and daughter. Miss late Alice (Spear) wife of Edward
REACH—DEER ISLE
she and Miss Levya were guests of Ethel Fay. broadcasting from Quincy, Schwartz of Marlboro, Mass., at the
Mass.
Mrs. F. II. Annia left for Boston,
Miss Elizabeth Wright, Woolwich.
home of her brother A O. Spear on
Capt. Arthur B. Powers has recent
Tuesday afternoon, itev. C D. Paul Mtiss.. last week, Monday, to "vltiit
ly erected a liberty pole in Ills yard. officiating.
Iter daUKhter, Mrs. George MacKay.
WALDOBORO
Mrs. Gladys -Backus who has been
Mr. and Mrs. Bertie Morey and
J. S. Sidensparker, prop, of Central
visiting her parents, Capt. and Mrschildren who have been in Portland
Mrs. Frank Benner has been visit Oscar Eaton, returned to her home at Garage, ha.% had the telephone in since mid-winter, returned homo
stalled, call number 170-5.
ing relatives in Corinna.
last Saturday.
Cleveland, Ohio, Saturday.
Mrs. II. D. Sawyer returned Tues
Miss Elizabeth Newberger of New
Miss Vesta Joyce of North Deer day from Amherst, X. S., where she
Mr. and lilts. Arthur Annls left for
York City has been the guest of Mrs. Isle, spent the weekend with Mr- and
was called by the illness and death their home in East Boston last week
I :lllan Newberger.
Mrs Elmer B. Eaton.
lifter spending Ute wittier here.
of her sister, Mrs. Nellie Watts.
C. B. Thompson of New York ar
Miss Muriel Hardy was -the guest
Capt. Fred Eaton left Saturday for
Mrs. George Gardiner entertained
rived in town Monday enroute to his of her grandparents, Capt. and Mrs.
Glelleove, X. Y., to take command of
summer home “The End of the Leslie Hardy at North Deer Islo the Sewing Club of Thomaston at her the yacht Xkiutilus.
Main street home here last Thursday.
Road” in Nobleboro.
over Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Knight, who
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy iNorwood were
Harvey Lovell is spending his va
The Church Aid meeting which is pleasantly surprised Tuesday even have been guests of their children
cation from Fryeburg Academy always an enjoyable occasion war
living in Boston anti Rockland the
where he is instructor, with his par made more so on Wednesday even ing by a group of 18 friends who past winter, arrived home Saturday.
came
to
spend
the
evening
and
pre

ents, Mr. nnd Mrs. J, II. Lovell.
ing by a surprise luncheon furnished sented them with a console set.
Dan Torrey ot the U. of M„ Is
A
ITof. A. R. Benner of Andover by two of its members.
.spending his Easier vacation with
lunch
of
sandwiches,
cake,
cookies
Mass., has been the guest of his
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. 1). \V. Tor
Miss Minnie Brown is visiting and cocoa was served
mother, Mrs- E. R. Benner.
rey.
friends at Sunshine.
Mrs.
I.ee
Walker
and
Mrs.
George
Mrs. Susan Benner was at home
Friends here of Mrs. Lizzie Gross
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Rooney
Ptiilbrook
Gardiner
entertained
the
Thomaston
from Thomaston Jast weekwere sorry Io hear of her death which
“Gentlemen’s Night" was obsened have moved their household goods Bridge Club at the former’s home on
occurred at Atlantic Saturday. Much
by the Whist Club at the las- ban from Vinalhaven t-o the house for Georges River Terrace Tuesday af
sympathy is extended tq her fatherquet of tlie season, held nt Bend s merly owned I)}’ Amos T. Smal! ternoon.
Waldo Lowe left for Rockland
Mr. and Mi’s. L. B. Randall were
-t-s.aurant.
Twenty-two members where they will spend the summer.
Master Gerald Eaton is confined tyeekend guests of 'Mns. Eusehia Tuesday where he will he the guest
and guests set down at 7 o clock Io
Grierson, returning home late Sun of Capt. anti Mrs. S. T. Lowe.
ope of Mr. Turner's famous turkey to the house with an abscess.
Georgs Brown of Eagle is visiting day.
dinners. >Th? table was el.iburutely
WEST APPLETON
The King’s Daughters met Monday
deci rated in shades of p>i.-pD and at Lewis W. Sylvester’s.
Holt A. Whitney was in town Wed afternoon at the ’Congregational
yellow and tile Easter effects wer;
\Y. II. McLain died March 15 after
nesday
representing
the
Xcway
church parlors and enjoyed one of an, illness of six weeks.
can ted out by an unique centerpiece
in the same colors. The plnee cards Brush Co- and his wares met with their usual delicious 6 o’clock sup
Mi’s. Carrie Wellman of Searsmttnt
great
approval
with
the
housewives
is- keeping house for William McLain.
were also odd and pretty nnd tlie in
pers.
ot
the
community.
A surprise supper party in honor
Born March 19, to Mr. and Mt-s.
scriptions when read by the guests
George C. (Hardy is putting his of Mi’s. James T. Robinson was given Pearl Moody of Skowhegan, a son—•
caused great metriment. 1 in menu
launch
in
order
for
the
summer
fish

was served as follows: Grape fruit
Tuesday afternoon at the home of Roger Franklin.
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Harriman were
cocktail, Lexington olives, consomme, ingMr. and Mrs. M. S. Ilahn, where Mrs.
People of this place were saddened Kobinson had been coaxed to “conic Sunday guests of Tracy Harriman
roast turkey, mashed potato, tur
and family in Liberty.
nip, Jelly, banana fritters, pineapple to hear of the sudden death of Mi r. over and spend the afternoon.”
Charles Fuller of Augusta Is home
and pimento cheese salad, rolls, har Augustus O. Gross of Deer Isle- Al
Miss iSusan Stevens has returned
lequin lee cream, maeearoons, cake, though not In good health tor some from Washington, D <?., where she on a vacation and shingling his house.
Sunday callers at WRIiam Mt luiin’s
coffee.
A,fter the banquet the parly- time, Mrs. Gross had bravely kept spent the winter months.
adjourned to the home of Mrs. C. B. on with her duties in her private ma
There will be a union vesper ser were George McLain, Mrs. Arthur
Stahl, who was hostess of the even ternity hospital until she was forced vice at 4 p. ni. next Sunday in the Esancy and son Eriand.
She was taken to her Baptist church at which ltev. C. J).
M. E. Harriman spent a few days
ing, and passed the time at cards- to give up.
The prizes went to H. IH. Kuhn, Mrs. former home at Swan’s Island for Paul will speak on “Faith and Idfe's last week in Rockland, the guest of
B. G. Miller, M. H. Kuhn and Mrs- W. treatment the first (of the week and Adventure.”
Chester Wyllie and his son Merle.
Mrs. Carrie Fogg anti J. S. Brvant
C. Flint. The committee having tlie although friends knew that her con Lee Walker will be soloists at this
affair In charge were Mrs. J. W San dition was serious, her death was a service.
Music will also be sung were married March 28 by Rev. Frank.
born, Mrs. Maynard Kuhn. Mrs. B. shock to everyone.
by the male quartet and men’s chorus Hooper.
G. Miller and Mrs. Stahl.
of 30 voices.
Schools began Monday with the
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Waltz have |
---------------------------- ----------------SOUTH WALDOBORO been
following corps of teachers: Center
recent guests of Mr. and IMrs.
Primary, Annie O. Welt; North Pri
Alice Geyer and daughter Ruth Vesper Boakes.
DRESSED CALVES
mary, Carrie Perry; Kaler's Cornet- have been at Alfred Davis' the past
High School Notes
Primary, Lillian Boggs; Grammar, week.
The High School reopened March
Agnes L. Creamer; West Waldoboro,
LIVE AND DRESSED
tMrs. Ralph Wallace of Union spent 23 for a twelve week term.
Verna L. Creamer; Dutch X'eek. Thursday at the home of Martin ColThe Senior Class are planning to
Theresa K- Burnes; Gross Neck, Al- lamore.
repeat their play “T'he Second Punc
POULTRY
ureda Vlles; Winslow's Mills, Er
X'ewH was- received In this section ture,” tomorrow night. Snappy mu
nest Boggs; Orff's Corner, Percy of the death of Mrs. Alfreda Brews sic will he furnished by Marsh’s Or
Ludwig; Hahn School, Mamie Ben ter Wallace who died in Roxbury. chestra.
EGGS, APPLES, ETC
ner; Feyler's Corner, Arolyn Feyier: March 15.
The boys and girls track team be
Mrs. Wallace, who was
North Waldoboro, Arlene Creamer; Miss Alfreda Brewster, has spoken gan practice the past week
Eliza
Levensaler School, Hazel Heyer: from the local pulpit when she held beth Hines was absent this week on
PROMPT RETURNS
Goshen School, Ethel Hanna; Red the pastorate at the Friendship Ad account of illness.
Milne Maki was
School, Jennie Smith; Ledge School, ventist church.
She was a very also absent from classes last week.
Annie Packard; Back Cove. Leroy- gifted and forceful speaker.
After
Temperance Day was observed at
Miller; Chapel, Rachel Orff.
The leaving Friendship she went to Port he grammar school,>March 27.
The
T. H. WHEELERCO.
II Wh School is under A. Russell Grif land where she was married to Mr. Governor’s proclamation was read by
fin, principal and Mrs. Ida Mallett Wallace.
She was pastor of the Ad Ralph Norwood and short essays
and Miss Alice Mason, assistants.
vent church In Middleboro. Mass, for were read: on the life of Neal Dow
_____________
A RELIABLE
several years and her lust pastorale b.v Christine Brown, Alice Miller and
was at Roxbury where she died sud Arlene Davis; on the life of Frances
TENANT'S HARBOR
denly. Her remains were brought lo Willard by Esther Wiley, Eunice Lib
COMMISSION HOUSE
Moving pictures, Odd I-'ellows hall, Portland for interment.
by and Lilly Manner; “Why We Ob
Friday evening.
Feature picture,
George Simmons, the local agent serve Temperance Day,” by Annie
“Galloping Ace;” also two-reel com- for the Strout firm, has recently sold Starrett; while Millard Thomas and
93-101 Clinton St.
j edy and Chapter No. 3 of Serial “The two farms one in Jefferson, and one Joseph Connell spoke on “Obedience •
Iron Man."—adv.
at Winslow’s Mills.
•to the Law.” These were followed by
BOSTON
IMrs. Gertrude French who has a reading, “Our Heroes,” Tauno Man -1
Try’ Three Croyv Mace In the new spent the past winter in Boston, ner; “American's Ci*ee<l,’’
Robert I
100-tf-Th
patent sifter top can.—adv.
will arrive home Saturday.
Connell; “A Legend of the Birds,"

“PHILLIPS” MILK
OF MAGNESIA

SIMON K. HART

Cemetery Work

THOMASTON

MARY B. HATTER
OF OLD KENTUCKY

WEST ROCKPORT
Mrs. Geneva Collamore left Wed
nesday morning for Augusta.
II.eman Oxton has started his
spring sawing in the mill
Lowell
Hawley is in charge.
Mrs. Lowell l'dwley is helping Mrs.

A dispatch from New York Wed
nesday to the Elliot brothers in
formed them of the death of their
brother John Elliot.
No particulars
were stated.
The remains will be
brought to Thomaston for burial. Tells a
Wonderful Little
Richard O. and Erank D. Elliot went
Story of How She Got
on at once.
Among the many young people who
Back To 198 Pounds.
have been having the prevailing cold
are several of the Mossman girls.
In one of the lower grades only
Mary rs. ll.itter. Toseinito, Ken
ten pupils were able to attend school
tucky. writes the Priest Drug Co..
Tuesday.
i
Edgar Linekin will spend the week Bangor, Me.:
end at home.
‘For the past two years I have
Mr. and Mrs. Levi G. Copeland used no other medicine for my stom
have arrived home from Florida ach and kidneys than Priest's Indi
where they spent the winter
gestion Powder. Before I began tak
Vinal Killeran is building an ad ing I had Indigestion so bad that 1
dition to the ell of htis house on eauld only take liquid nourishment.
Wadsworth street.
Now I can eat anything without hurt
Carpenters have resumed work on ing me. I cannot sty too much f r
I have
Capt. Archibald’s new house.
The the benefits of this remedy.
re«mmended it to my neighbors and
frame is being erected.
Barkentine Cecil P. Stewart which passed around a number of doses to
has been at the Dunn & Elliot wharf sufferers.
"I have gained in flesh and now i
through the winter is being made
weigh 19S pounds. I thank you fori
ready for a change of berth.
A fisherman named the Clinton, your wonderful remedy."
built by C. A. Morse and Son. sailed
Priest's Powder for Indigestion.
Saturday for New Bedford. She was
built for the Hathaway Machine Co.. ' Sour. Sick Stomach, Car Sickness.
and is commanded by a Capt. Wil- ■ Heartburn and General Hyperacidity
liams. A visit to the shop showed of the Stomach.
All druggists, 50c and $1.50. The
three yachts nearing completion.
At the office the information was $1.50 size holds five (5) times as
given of three reoent contracts. Twc much as the 50c size.
Priest's Regulators, the ideal tonic
fisherman for the Hatchaway Co., one
80 feet and the other 69 fee*, and one laxative for chronic constipation 25c
61 feet for Peter Schoper of New and 75c. If your dealer does not
carry them in stock have him order
York.
The W. C. T. U* will have a roll for you or send direct to Priest Drug
Co.. Bangor, Me. Parcel post pre
call at the Baptist vestry April 10.
No extra
Mrs. Myrtle Strong is at home after paid to any address.
quite an extended absence in Wa charge.—advt.
terville and Boston.
• * * •
ROCKPORT
Mrs. Sarah I.evensaler who has
Miss Lizzie Tobie who has been
visiting in Massachusetts, is at home. been spending several weeks in town
'Mrs. A. C. StrouC who has spent has returned to her home in Waldo,
part of the winter in Boston and vi boro.
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Simmons of
cinity, returned Tuesday.
George Marshall is showing a mod Glenmere. Lou Gifford and Adelbert
el of the old fashioned pinky which Simmons of the General Rlectric
basket ball team. Lynn. Mass., wer?
were common 60 years ago.
The services at the Baptist church recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lou
next Sunday which will be Palm Sun Morrill.
Mrs. Jennie Harkness fell Tuesday
day, will be in keeping with the day.
The subject in the morning will be afternoon at her home on West
She
“The Triumphal Entry.” In the eve street and fractured her hip.
ning “Song of All Souls. ’
Holy was taken to Knox Hospital, and is
Week will be observed at the church as comfortable as cai\ be expected.
by service on Monday, Tuesday. Her many friends regret to leant of
Thursday and Friday.
Members cf her serious accident.
'•Cheer up. Chad.” will be presented
the'church are urged to attend these
meetings and participate in them. tomorrow night in Union hall by
The curtain will
This evening the meeting will be in tine local cast.
rise-at 8 o’clock sharp.
charge of the Bible Study Class.
Mr. and Mrs ; Albert Coates of
Quite a company of citizen? with
D.
C..
entertained
a sprinkling of interested citzens Washington.
from neighboring places were given friends at a dinner party in honor
an exhibition of the qualit’»s of the Mrs. Mildred Hooper Holmes who
make of a combination pump and has been playing as leading lady a
chemical engine motor driven which weeWs engagement at Gayety Thea
•the town voted to purchase *at its tre. Washington. Mrs. Holmes is a
annual meeting.
The Waldoboro niece of Mrs. Ellen Bohndell.
• * » *
engine had been in Rockland for re
Fickett- Huntley
pairs and in passing through town
was held by a sales agent of the FoaThe home of Mr. and Mrs. George
mite-Chllds Corporation of Utica, N. Huntley on Main street was the
Y. The size of the stream and the scene of a very pretty wedding Tues
height were quite satisfactory. Fire , day evening when their daughter
Chief Donald Whitney was in charge Marion whs united in marriage to
of the home forces.
Leon, Fickett In the presence of the
Capt. Verge has sold his boat to immediate family and a few lytend
John Alden of Boston and will build The parlor where the ceremony wa
performed was very prettily deco
or buy a larger one.
Mrs. George E. Cross attended the rated in green and while and the
meeting of the Sewing Club at Mrs. bridal party stood beneath an arch of
Marie Singer’s Wednesday.
It had evergreen, from which was suspended
Mendelssohn'
been eight months since Mrs. Cross the wedding bell.
wedding march was pleasingly ren
had been out.
dered by Mrs. Wesley Thurston. The
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
Manager Prescott is surely a good bride entered on the arm of her
picker of moving pictures. For Fri father and the double ring service
day night in Watts hall he will pre was impressively performed by Rev.
sent “Racing Luck,” a cyclone of fun ii .). N. Palmer of the Methodjpt church.
and adventure with Monty Banks and The bride was becomingly gowned
Helen Ferguson showing some of the in white georgette crepe with lace
trimmings, and carried bride roses
liveliest scenes.
There’s a thrill
and a gasp in every foot of the film Little Miss Edith Riley acted as flow
The bride is a graduate ol
’ Mrs. Dora Comery who has spent er girl.
the winter in Belmont, Mass., is at Rockport High School, class of 1923
and one of Rockport’s most attrachome' tive young women.
The groom
Friends of Mrs. Theron Payson the son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Flckwho formerly lived on Beech woods elt of Etr.a and -has for about seven
street received news of her death in years been employed by the Central
Portland yesterday.
Maine Power Co., and is a young
Mrs. Robert Andrews of Warren man highly respected.
The dining
visited Mrs. Mary Waldo Tuesday. room where refreshments of ice
Mrs. Avis Saunders of Warren vis cream and cake were served was at
ited her sister Mrs. Ernest Gray tractively decorated in pink and
Wednesday.
white.
The bride cut her cake and
Mrs. John Jianly and daughter the wish bone fell to her, the thimble
Margaret who have been visiting in to Clifford Allen, ring to Mrs. Her
Boston have returned to their home. bert Fales and the button to Alvin
On Wednesday evening the Metho Hutchinson. Those who served were
dist church celebrated its annual Old Miss Lucy Piper and Miss Winnie
Home Night.
Invitations were sent Huntley A vocal duet by Mrs. Wes
to its entire constituency to attend a ley Thurston and Herbert Maxey
banquet which was served at 6.30. was enjoyed.
Mr. and Mrs. Fickett
A program followed, in the main mu will reside on Suffolk street, Rock
sical.
The church orchestra played land where a furnished apartment
several numbers and a reading was awaits them.
They were the re
given by Miss Jessie Stewart.
The cipients of many gifts and the best
address of the occasion was by Chap wishes of tjicir many friends will
lain Clifford.
Other musical num follow them to their new home.
bers by the children and by the
male quartette of the church com
pleted the program. Sunday will be NORTH BURKETTVILLE
-Stanley Jones and family of River
observed as Palm Sunday. The sac
rament of the Lord’s Supper will be side were weekend guests at F. J.
observed at the morning service, and Esancy’s.
Herbert Esancy and son Ralph and
a Palm STinday address will be de
livered in the evening by the pastor Earl Millay motored to Rockland
Special music is planned for these Tuesday.
Clarence Esancy, who has had em
services. The annual spring can
vass for the yearly budget is set for ployment at the Abbott Farm, Au
April 4-10.
The date is ,one month gusta, has returned to his home hei“.
Mrs. G. A. Miller lias a nice assort
earlier than .last year, but it is de
sired to have this work completed ment in millinery again this spring.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Light were re
before the annual conference which
cent callers at Mrs. Blanche Rokes'.
is to meet in Augusta, April 22-27.

COMEDY LIGHTNING STRIKES THE SCREEN

a
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RACING LUCK”
—With—

MONTY BANKS and HELEN FERGUSON
In a Cyclone of Fun and Adventure
THRILL, at the Fight in the Cafe, the Panoramic Scenes in the
Racing Pits, Monty's Mad Rid-. Locked in a Racing Car, and His
Desperate Attempts to Stop It. GASP at the Horrific Plunge
Over the Yawning Chasm, the Wild Dash Before^the Cannon
Ball Express Train, ar.d the Italian Wedding. You Won't Need
a Tonic After You See This Picture.

Leman Oxton.
Chauncey Stuart ami Mr. I liner *of
the Boston Bible School had charge
$ 1 the service at the church last Sun
day.
Mrs. Robert Healil not returned
from Silsby Hospital.
Her cousin

Miss Leila St. Clair of South Warren
is with her for a short time.
rMs. Alnion Varney is still con
fined to the house by illness.
Mrs. Perley Merrifield who lias
been ill, is able to be out again.
Mrs. S. Joseph Andrews is ill.

HEAVY DOUBLE BUCKLE OVERALLS................................................... $1.69

FRANK 0. HASKELL
ROCKLAND

41 OCEAN STREET

CASH GROCERY

TELEPHONE AND MAIL ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED

CASH PRICES FOR FRIDAY, SATURDAY AND MONDAY
TELEPHONES

316 AND

Best AH Round Flour, bag.......... $1.40 Potatoes,, peck .. 30c; bushel. ..$1.00
Occident Bread Flour, bag............ $1.60 Turnips, peck .... 25c; bushel .... 90c
14 lbs. Fine Granulated Sugar . .. $1.00 Hubbard Squash, lb.................................... 5c
15 lbs. Brown Sugar'........................... $1.00 Parsnips and Carrots, 3 lbs............... 25c
Confectioner's Sugar, lb. 10c; 3 lbs. 25c Onions, 6 lbs........................................ 25c
Coined Eeef, newly corned, lb........... 10c New Cabbage, lb.............................................. 5c
Smoked Shoulders, lb............................ 20c Apples, peck....................................... 35c
Corr.ed Spare Ribs, lb............................ 18c Beets, lb..................... 5c; 6 lbs................... 25c
Liver, ib..................................................... 10c -------- ,
- ----------------------------Baccn, sliced, Ib.......................................... 45c Campbell s Tomato Soup, can.......... 10c
Hams, whole, lb. .. 28c; half, lb. .. 30c • 3 ca?’ • • • • • • •' ’’............................. ^5c
.Sliced Ib............................................. 38c Canned Corn, Peas, Tomatoes, can . . 18c
Tod Round Steak, lb.................................38c • 3 c®n* .................................................
Bottom Round Steak, lb..........................28c Frult SaU°’
........................................30c
Best Cut of Rump Steak, lb.................. 50c Evaporated Milk can . ........................... 12c
Face Rump for roasting or Steak, lb. 25c PumPkin, Squash, Apples,can .... 18c
Five Rib Cut of Beef for roasting, lb. 30c • •3 ?:&n8,...................................................
Chuck Roast, lb 20c. Sirloin Roasts, lb 35c Peaches, heavy syrup, can..................... 25c
Porterhouse Roasts, lb.............................. 40c P*neiFPle, sliced, can .......................... ,38c
Pork Roasts, Ib............................................ 32c Salmon, Red, can..................................... 25c
Pork Chops, lb.............................................35c Salmon, Pnik, can................................ 14c
Hamburg Steak, 2 lbs............... ?........... 25c K”°
Wue’ can •
• ................. 12c
--------------------------------------------------------------- .Green............... 15c; Red................. 25c
ALL WESTERN BEEF
Pancake Flour, pkg.. . 15c; 2 pkgs.. . 25c

LAMB
LAMB
LAMB

Legs, lb....................................35c
Fores, lb..................................25c
Stew, Ib................................... 20c
Chops, lb................................. 40c __________

VEAL
VEAL
VEAL

Roasts, lb.................. 25c, 30c
Stew, lb................................. 15c
Chops, lb................ ->........... 40c
Steak, lb.............................. ^50c

Heavy Salt Pork, lb.................................25c String Beans, can.................................. \ . 15c
Pure Latd, lb............................................... 22c Spinach, can .... 25c; 3 cans .... 65c
Compound Lard, lb....................................17c Mince Meat, can .................................. 30c
Fancy Creamery Butter, lb.................. 54c Shrimp, can...........................
25c
Fresh Eggs, dozen.................................. 38c -------------------------------------------------- ------Gem Nut Butterine, lb............................ 24c Raisins, Seeded, pkg. . ,10c; 3 for . .25c
__________ ,____________________________ Raisins, Seedless, pkg............................ 12c
Cheese, lb.................................................... 35c 3 Minute Rolla! Oats, large pkg. ea. 25c
Fimento Cheese, % lb* pkg., each . . 25cKellogg’s Com Flakes, pkg......................10c
Hcney Comb Tripe, 2 lbs..................... 25c Shredded Wheat, pkg............................ 11c
------------------------------------------------------------ C-rapenut, pkg. .. 18c; 2 pkgs. .. 35c
Pea Beans, qt.......... 20c; peck .... $1.45
$155 Macaroni or Spaghetti, 3 pkgs........... 25c
Y. E. Beans, qt. ... 22c; peck
Jello, assorted flavors, each................. 10c
Gieen Peas, qt. ... 18c; peck
$1.40
15c;
2
qts.
25c
Zwieback, pkg. ... 15c; 2 pkgs. ... 25c
Cianbcrry Beans, qt.
Pettijohns, pkg........................................ 18c
Formosa Oolong Tea, lb. 35c; 3 lbs. $1.00 Fumes, 2 lbs
....................................... 25c
Splendid Brand Coffee, lb..................... 45c Dates, 2 lbs.................................................... 25c
White House, Matchless, Hatchet Brand. Cream of Wheat, pkg................................ 21c
. . Three Crow, La Touraine Coffee, lb 50c Jelly Monge, assorted flavors, each . . 5c
6 pkgs. . . .T........................................ 25c
Excelsior Coffee, lb................................... 47c
Bulk Cccca, 4 !bs..................................... 25c Shredded Cocoanut pkg. 15c; 2 pkgs. 25c
Baker’s Chocolate, cake........................ 15c
Matches, 6 boxes....................................... 35c Baker’s Cocoa, can............................... 18c
7 rolls Toilet Paper.................................. 25c Runkles Cocoa, can.................................... 5c
Cream Tartar, pkg. 10c; 1 lb. pkg. 35c
Baking Seda, 5 pkgs.................................. 25c Salada Tea, % H>« P^g............................ 45c
Cassia, Ginger, Black Pepper, White. . Ammonia, bottle . . 15c; 2 bottles . . 25c
. .Pepper, Allspice, Poultry Seasoning,.. Laundry Soap,. 7 cakes...................... 25c
. .pkg................ 10c; 3 pfegs................... 25c
Brooms, each............... ?....................... 69c
Mustard, Cloves, Nutmeg, can.......... 15c Clothes Pins, 8 dozen...........................25c
. .2 cans......................................................25c Clothes Lines, 50 feet, each............... 40c
Corn Starch, pkg. . . 10c; 3 pkgs. . . 25c 12 qt. Galvanized Pails, each............. 29c
Pearl
Barley, pkg........................................ 12c
_____________________________________
_ No. 9 Wash Boilers, copper bottom $2.50

Kippered Herring, each 10c; 3 for 25c GalvanizedI Wash Tubs, each........... $1.00
Smoked Bloaters, each............................. 5c , 8*“ „ ”“•» c®c«i.............................. 90c
Finnan Haddies, lb.................................... 15c Wash Boards, each ................................. 50c
Ccd Bits, lb............. 15c; 2 lbs................ 25c WW Rin8° 25c/ and 1sm- Pk§- 1c
1 lb. boxes Codfish, each........................ 22c Lux Toilet Soap, 4 cakes....................... 25c
---------------------------------------- ■——------------ Sunbnte Cleaner, 3 cans........................ 10c
Large bags Salt, each..............................25c Borax Chips, large pkg. each............. 19c
Small bags Salt, each . . 8c; 4 for . . 25c Soapine, 4 pkgs..............
25c
Soda Crackers, Pilot Bread, Common. . Dust-Bane, can......................................... 20c
. .Crackers, lb.......... 15c; 2 lbs.............. 25c Quart Jars Olives, each........................ 50c
Miik Ci ackers, lb. ... 17c; 3 lbs. .
50c Large bottles Heinz Ketchup, each
Molasses Cookies, lb..........................
20c Large Jars Preserves, each
25c Pure Apple Jelly, 2 jars ....
Cocoanut Cookies, lb........................
20c Quart Bottles Vinegar, each
Saltires, lb.............................................
25c Quart Bottles Syrup, each .
Nabisccs, pkg. ... 10c; 3 pkgs. .
iVmrQrtroAilnwR IS
.
35c Maine-Maid
m
£ MeaUb .7 15c; 2 ibs. ..‘.’ .....
fce Crust, pkg. .. .
25c Maine-Maid Mince Meat, large cans.
Peanut Butter, lb................................
40c . . Small cans..........................................
Butter Scotch Patties, lb.................. .
Needhams, lb............................................... 20c
Sour Pickles, lb. . . 15c; 2 lbs.
Lowney’s Chocolate Covered Cream. .
Sweet Pickles, mixed or plain, lb.
. . Cakes, 7 for........................................... 25c
..2 lbs.................................................
Oranges, dozen ........................................40c
Lemons, 6 for......................................... 25c Cando Silver or Brass Polish, jar .... 15c
Grape Fruit, 3 for.................................. 25c Walnuts, lb. .... 35c; 3 lbs..............$1.00
Bananas, 2 lbs............................................. 25c —— ■
----—-------------------------------------------------------- Crab Meat, or Lobster, can . ...........45c
Liquid Veneer, bottle............................. 25c Tuna Fish, can.........................................25c
Pimentos, can ... 18c; 3 cans
50c
35c
Home Made Doughnuts, dozen
3 Loaves Starlight Bread
25c
Nissen’s Cakes, each............................. 17c
Plum Pudding, can................................ 25c Electric Irons, each............................. $1.98

ALL ORDERS

GIVEN

PROMPT

ATTENTION

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON, FR1., APR. 3

FREE

DELIVERY

IN

CUT PRICES

OWL’S
ON

HEAD WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY

EVERYTHING SALE

COMING
“BARBARA

FRIETCHIE”

AT HASKELL’S

Khaki Pants ... $1.69, $1.95, $2.50

English Broadcloth Shirts .... $2.50

Swan-Russell Caps . . $1.25 to $2.00

Men’s Moccasins..........................$3.50

Silk Lined Hats......................... $3.95

McElwain Oxfords....................... $4.50

Arrow Shirts............... $1.50 to $3.50

New Easter Neckwear................. $1.00

Everwear Hosiery .... 30c to $1.00

Work Shirts....................................... 79c

MEN’S HAND TAILORED SUITS........................ ..... $25.00, $27.50, $30.00

317

TOWN HALL, UNION, THURSDAY, APR. 2

GLOVER HALL, WARREN, SAT., APR. 4

friday=Saturday Specials

DAYS

GUARANTEE CLOTHING & SHOE CO.
360 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
(Money Refunded If Not Satisfied)

20 PER CENT
We give regularly until
further notice 20 PER
CENT OFF the marked
selling price on every
article in our store, includ
ing Stoves.

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
L. MARCUS
313-319 MAIN ST.

TEL. 745-J
130-tt

NOTICE OF FIRST MEETING OF CREOiTOBS
In the District Court of the United States
(or the District si Maine in Bankruptcy.
In the matter of Virertl F Hoffses. Bank
rupt, in Bankruptcy, Xo. 15327.
To the Creditors of Virgil F. Huffses of
ensiling in the Counts of Knox '.it tile dis
tclct aforesaid, a bankrupt.
iXotiee Is ltcrcbv given that on lit-’ T.trd .lev
of Itlarrh. A I). 1925. the said Vircil F
Hoffses was duly adjudicated Bankrupt: end
that the first meeting of his' creditors will
be held at the County Court House a:
Kockland on May 12. 1925, at 2 lilt o'clock in
the afternoon, at which time the said credi
tors may attend, prove their claim-., appoint
a trustee, examine the bankrupt and trans
act such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
WILLIAM T HA1.L.
Referee in Bankruptcy
_Bath. Muine.JkprilJ. 1925.____ 401l_

In Everybody’s Column

Summer Cottages and Board

WANTED—Boat about 2S feet over all.
with or without en<1n«.
H. D. CRhE Tel.
744 or 449 M_______
4U«43
"WANTED—Kttrhcn girl at the WINDSOR
HOl SE. Myrtle St
10-tf

IF YOU hare a cottage to let or desre
summer boarders, advertise the fact In this
paper where thousands will read of It
SUMMER BQARDERS—Accomwodations for
eight, on fine shore privilege in Cushing.
Maine.
Address EMERY B HART. Thosuuton, Me
-io-tf
TO LET—Two cottages at Crescent Beach
for the season.
Also a garage on Grove
Street.
Apply <o R. U COLLINS. Real Es
tate, 373 Main St., Rockland. Telephone 77.
38 fit

For Sale
FOR SALE—Double tenement house nt 5
Usle St.
Apply to MRS F H. SANBORN,
80 Pleasant St.
Tel 903-W
5-tf
FOR SALE—Residence of the late Capt
Charles E. Hall. Middle St Heights.
AB
TUCK L. ORNE. 417 Main St.. Rockland.

27-tf

Eggs and Chicks

Advertisements In this column not to ex
ceed three lines inserted once for 25 cento,
3 times for 50 cents*. Additional lines 5
cents each for one time, 10 cents for three
times. Six words make a line.

Lost and Found
L0ST-r«Black hag containing apparel and
insurance papers between Damariscotta and
Rockland
Finder notify THE COrRlERGAZBTTE, Rockland
39*41

LOST—Two young hound dogs, black and
white.
Ran away last Wednesday.
JAiMES
DOHERTY.
Tel. 633-1.
tt-41

Wanted

WANTED We will mai; you »l fur full
sets of old false teeth, any condition.
Par
tial sets in proportion; send by mall
KATtlX LABORATORY. Dorchester, 24 Mass.

IU-I2

WANTED—Will all persons having in their
possession pieces of the inside ftnisli of the
Knox Mansion—moulding, cornice, pilasters,
etc, or any other details of flnisli—4dndl.v
cfinmunicnte with the SPERETARY G'FWKV9X CH.UTER. D A. R., Thomaston. Me.
It is desired to examine these details with
view to the architect’s exact reproduction of
them in the proposed Knox Memorial. 4ffif

EGGS AND CHICKS—Barred Plymouth Rock
baby chicks and hatching i*g^s for sale.
WANTED—Position as chauffeur by care
From trap-nested stock
E A. WOTTOX.
JOHN PAULSEN, Thomaston.
175 Rankin St.
40-42 ful driver.

38*41

EGGS AND CHICKS—Barred P!vni-»utli Ko k
WANTED—Partner to go into business in
Gall THK COl’RIEU GAZETTE
FOR SALE—9-room nouse; hot watar heat of money.
Groceries, fruit, ice cream, .ci
,40-It Rockland.
•ement cellar; modern Improvements; lartf'
gars. etc
$490 capital is all that will he re
garden.
New grocery business well stocked
BABY CHIX at the Libby H >me;tead Farm quired
Wan or woman.
Address C. H. L ,
M. G. GITIN EY. 3 Park St.. Camden.
37-tf
Order now for the months of April and May. care of Courier-Gazette.
39**41
FOR SALE—Mouse at Atlantic. (SwaaY Phlcks arc from State tested stock
Call
WANTED
—
Girl
at
73
BROAD
ST.
Tel.
Island.) 6 rooms, oak Oolah. well-built; alghtl? ar.d see the breeding stock
We arc located
•
38-tf
location close by shore.
Garage and out on State ruad.
Tel.
173-3. O. B LIBB>. 669-M.
buildings, water In house
Acre and halt Warren Hf I). 2.
39*44
Prefer men familiar
WANTED—Salesmen
of land.
Fine place for aummer home. A
S-tate experience
BABY CHICKS 8 (’ R. I REDS from frith gasolene engines,
a bargain.
Address DR. I. B. GAGE, At
Answer to BOX C,
had
and
wages
wanted.
heavy
laying
strain.
April,
22c
each,
Mav
lantic. Me
care
Courier-Gazette.
Rockland,
Maine.
and June 26c
Hashing eggs $s per lfui
37 n
BITtTHA TEAGI E. Warren. Me
Tf »0
WANTED—40 to 36 foot power pleasure
BABY CHIX—W.vilie’t* 3. C. Reds raised
J L CHAPIN. Stonington. Me 35*40
on free range, trap nested and bred for type boat
and color*-k Slate accredited for white diarr
WANTED—Row boat or yacht tonder 9 to
hoea.
Price May 22 cents each. June 29 12 feet. Must be first das3 condition and
A Perfect Closed Car. New Oct.
cents each. po<:paid
Safe arrival guaran cheap. JOHN O STEVHNS. Burpee Furni
24 last. Only used a part of 5
teed.
F H WYLLLE. Tiiomaston. Me . Rt. ture Co., Rockland.
22*tf
1. Tel !»-«.
...........
38 79
'months! only run 2500 miles.

DODGE COUPE

Every
Equipment,
Haliday
Bumpers front and rear; double
leek Motometer; Allen Shuttle and
Radiator; Clock in dash: Step
Plates. Extra Tire and Tube; in
absolutely Perfect Condition. Big
sacrifice on price. Speak quick !

R. IfRED BABY CHICKS for sale.
MILFor Sale
TON rillLBROOK, Headof-the Bay
Tel.
58-rt
38-40
FOR SALE—House, modem improvements;
HATCHING EGGS—WHkv l^ghurn. large Also pipe fitting and farming tools and furni
size Barrun Strain, egg machines
$5 per ture
FRXEST L. MEARS. Camden St.»
imt: also geese eggs. 75c for 5.
LhWARtl Rockland. Me_________________________ 40*42
BLOM. Ash l'uint.____________________
FOR SALE—Indian motorcycle and side
“HATCHING EGGS—Thoroughbred s ( I! car
Price $175.
BOYDEN' S GAR-MiE.
I. Red. pedigreed male. $2 mt per setting; 70 Till? on Ave._______________________ BP42
F. H. THOMAS, Camden others same strain. $1 00 per setting. V F.
FOR SALE—Large barn to be tom down
HALL. Rockland. Me.
•
39-41
In >i ire of L. S. HENDERSON, 67 Camden
BABY CHIX—Wyllle's S. C Reds raised
, T<i 165-A1.________________________10_tf
on free range, trap nested and bred for type
FOR SALE—Mossman place in West Rock
and color
State accredited for white diarr
Apply to
hoea
Price 22 rents each, postpaid. Safe port, 5 room house and barn.
SELKCTMIEN S OFFICE. Bockport, Me
arrival guaranteed F H. WYLLIE. Thom
______________________________________
H 42
avion. Me.. Rt. I Tel. 199-fi
t4»29-79
FOR SALE—Shetland pony, wagon, har
ness and saddle; a good buy.
A. M.
BABY CHICK3
EXPERIENCED
SPROWL, 34 Thomaston St., Rockland.
Pure bred, inspected and culled.
______________________________________
39*44
Varieties
23
f»0
100
STITCHERS
Rhode Ulr.nd Reds.......... $4 73 $8 75 $16
FOR SALE—Turkey, geese and duck’s oggs;
Barred Rocks . ...Y........ 4.50 8 50
16.00 also cows
J L. B MdMANUS, Warren.
On Shirt Work
Wh . Brn.. B’ff L’gh’ns . 4 00 7 50
11 0" Me _TeL 173-6._____________________ 39-41
White Wyandotcs .......... 3.00 9.50
18 on
J. A. BREWSTER •
FOR SALE—Dining room set: also a baby
Get catalog.
Prices on 500 and 1,000 lots,
MRS C E. (4ROTTON. Rockport.
postpaid.
Consult us before ordering else carriage.
SHIRT MANUFACTURER
Tel Camden 14-3
.3Ji-41
where.
CAMDEN, MAINE
H II. STOVER & CO .
FOR SALE—House at 8 Knox St.. Thom
1169 Forest Ave, Portland
39-41
formerly known as the Dr Crockett
34-69 aston,
house.
Fitted for two apartments If so de
sired.
Hot water heat, hard wood floors and
Miscellaneous
large garage
Apply to owner.
Hz M
38*46
BOWES. Union. Tel. 7-4 Union.
DIVER—Submarine work of all khids
FOR SALE—The Peaseley estate at Soutuwharfs and piling special
Prices or terms
A two-story house wktli modern im
<41 request.
P. A WOOD. South Brewer, end.
provements connected witti stable that can
Me
Tel 3299-R.
40**51
he used for garage or made over Into a nvo
FORD OWNERS—Bring your car hew and family house.
Poultry bouse and yard In
save money on rei»a’r work
Grind valves the rear; also a cozy 3-room cottage adjoin
and clean carbon, $3; transmission Ihvs, ing with water and electric lights.
JENNIE
fwiliout starter! $3.50; (with starter) $4 50- C MITCHELL. Adnu.. Nahant. Mass., or W.
take up connecting rods $3 ; overhaul motor A CLEVELAND, 33 Pacific St , Rockland.
and replace In car $15; overhaul rear cud as __________________
38-40
sembly $6
Expert repairing and all work
FOR SALE—Top carriage, used very little.
guaranteed satisfactory.
Also two good
DR. C F. FRENXMI. Rockland.
used Ford touring cars for sale cheap FORD Bargain.
REI’AIR SHOP, 151 Pleasant Si . Rockland. ______________________________________ 38-0
1. BUSINESS FOR SALE: Sma’l capital __________ ___________________________ 40- 42
FOR SALE—Cut flowers, hardy plants,
required - Will produce good income.
JONQUILS $1.25 a doz.: hyacinths 23c buSbs. hardy lillles, floral sprays, pillows,
2. BUSINESS BLOCK FOR SALE: The each ; gladioli bulbs, mixed colors 50c a wreaths made up at very reasonable prices.
northern quarter of Rankin Block consisting dozen ; dahlia bulbs, mixed colors $1 a dozen Expert workmanship.
Free delivery any
C„ M. THDM.VJ6. Tel 223-tM.
39-41 where in Knox County.
of store and two tenements
CLARK'S FLOWER
3. RESIDENCE MIDDLE STREET: The
SHOP. 382 Main St. opposite Thorndike Ho
BUILDINGS BUILT, altered or repaired. tel, Rockland
Glover House
In first class repair, fine
Tel. 1036-W.
38-tf
Palming and paper hanging, ceilings whitened
garage.
Double lot.
A bargain.
FOR SALE—12-ft. maple flodr counter in
L. C. FIELDS.--------------------19 McLOUD ST
---------------4. RESIDENCE MIDDLE STREET: .The Teli. 5SB-‘
0. G. PERRY, Ingraham
Daniels House
Two family.
Newly ren ______________________________________ 39-tf best of condition.
Hill.
Tel 27? W
_______ 38*40
ovated throughout.
NOTICE —If Hie jierson who was seen tak
5. RESIDENCE LIMEROCK STREET: The ing the Calabash pipe from the smakir.g stand
FOR SALE—One good little all round car
Stover House
First class condition.
TVoj in Dr Harvey’s home will return- It at once riage hone, price $50.
J. A. GOTT. Stonbathrooms.
Cyuld easily be made a two- no further steps will be taken.
______________
38-tf
DIt A \ Ir.gton, Me.
family fcoiHe
P. 1LLRVEY.
38*40
FOR SALE—16 tons nice pressed hay. W.
6. RESIDENCE-OCEAN STREET: Ten
I DO ANYTHING In the cleaning line. O. YATE8, Warteu. Maine, R F D I.
room house
Large lot of land.
$2801).
7. WEST MEADOW ROAD: One large Offices, windows, barns, carpets, cell irs and
ARTHUR SULLIVAN. 24 Holmes
house and one small house.
Both good garages
FOrf SALE—8 lota suitable fot business,
ST
Tel 833-J______ -y
38*40
trades
within 5 minutes walk from PoMofflcc.
P.
8. GOOD HOUSE CORNER LOT: Bath
PIANO LESSONS—Teacher
of piano. <>. BOX 227, Rockland. Me.__________ :W-41
room, electric lights, hot water heat, garage. MISS ALICE FULLER. 23 Linden St.
Tel
Price $
FOR SALE—Two lots with buildings there
_
37-18
9. SOUTH END: Two family housc’ln good
on /or business purposes.
minutes from Post
LOBSTER FISHERMEN. LOOK! Funnel Office
repair.
$26<)0.
P, O. BOX 227. Rocklatid, Me 36 41
10. CAMDEN STREET: Two and one-halt hoops for pot heads $1,75 a hundred or $13
FOR SALE—Stanley House—Has 16 rooms,
A W. GRAY, Matlnlcus, Me.
story house.
Hot water heat.
Bath room, per M.
garage.
A bargain.
____________________________ 36-41 2 bath rooms, hot water heat and all modern
Improvement*
; one of the best locations In
I have other city property for sale, also
TRUCKING. MOVING AND ERRAND8 the city; in first class condition throughout.
cottages and farms
done
promptly.
Go
anywhere.
C.
0.
HARCall or TKLHPHONB 237-J, 28 SPRING 8T.
Il I GOIJJNS. REAL ESTATE
kDRN.
Tel. 156-M or 629-J.
Rockland, 'Me
36-tf
375 Main St, Rockland
Telephone 77
________
38-40
PAPERHANGIhG AND PAINTING. For
FOR SALE—Farm near Rockland, in good
such work phone 349-M or cal at Hi Pleasant cultivation, re^J money maker.
L
F.
street, Kockland. C. C. IOHXSTOX
CHASE. 45 Middle St.
Tel 663-2
33-tf
Io Let
28*40
FOR SALE—Residence of the late Nathan
LET ME ttUOTE~PRICEs3rO_YOU~,m Dla~TO LET—Itoomy garage, central location ntond Tires and Tithes, Meed Chains and- , B. Allen at the corner of Lfinerock and Lin
coln
streets.
Bungalow style, all modern
low rental.
Apply to It. U. COLLINS, 375 Spark Pltius; blso live used ears from
and perfect condition.
Apply on premises.
Main Street, Rockland.________________ 40-42 up o $300
JOSEPH E. CLOUGH, 174 A. B. ALLEN, Admv., Rockland. Tel. 423-M.
ll-tt _______________________________ ______ 33-tf
TO LEJ.—Rooms for light housekeeping and Pleasant St.. Kockland
"MACHINE HEMSTlfCIIING. ptco “edge
rooms h’. day or weeks; hoard if desired
FOR SALE—Strawberry, rhubarb and horse
ANNIE F FLINT, 2 Summer St., corner Main covered buttons, plaiting PHYLLIS TOL- radish plants
Order novF.
LUFKIN'S,
MAN MORSE. 359 Main St Tel. 8G8 M
Tel. 665-11________________ 3:» 41
R. F D . City.________________________ 33 Jf
________ _______________________________ btf
FOR SALE—House and lot 36 Grace street;
TO LET—Furnished tenement, all modern,
LADIES—Reliable Block of hair (tooda at House and •% acre of land, 186 Camden St.,
situated on North Main St
Apply to
FLOYD L. SHAW. 47 North Main St. ‘ Tel. the Rockland Hair Store. Hl'S Main St Mall Rofkland : 5X4 atre field directly across the
HELEN C. RHODES
street from 186 Camden street running
422-12_______ _________________________36uf order* solicited.
1-lf to Waldo Avenue. Nice house lots in
through
both streets TEL 289-W, Rockland; 238-11,
TO LET—3 rooms and bath, hot and cold
Camden.
28-tf
wafer and steam heat
TEL 760 after 6
Used Cars
o’clock.
38-’l
FOR SALE—To settle an estate, several
BIG SIX STUDEBAKER—Seven passenger; used upright pianos, good condition. L. F.
TO LET—8-room tenement over New York
Ctfn be CHASE, 45 Middle street. Tel. 665-2.
Bakery
All modern
D. RUBENSTBN1 fine condition, new tires last fall
seen
at ARTHUR L. PERRY’S. Warren. Me
63 Park St. Tel. 961 -W.
• 38-tf
Tel 174-42. ________________________ :ri*)3, __________________________ .__________ 23-tf i
TO LET—Furnished room.
DR REUTER.
FOR SALE—Player Plano Q. R. S. music
STUDEBAKER LIGHT SIX TOURING M» t- rolls, wide range of choice.
1 38 Summer St
While they last
37-tf
el 1922.
For further information see DR only 25 cents each. V. F. STUDLEY, INC..
TO LET—Rooms with bath at 14 MAA- F. E FOLLETT at Dr Bickford’s, 420 Main I Music Department.
9-tf
NOXK- ST.
36-tf St.. 9 to 5, 8ft Broad St., evenings Tel 805-W.
______________________ 36-U
SNOWMAN,
TEL.
$72R
does
all
kinds
of
TO LET—Office, steam heated. Inquire of
Trucking and Mori ng
VESPER A LEACH
1921 AMERICAN SIX, just overhauled and
33-tf
In first class condition—tires practically netf |
TO LET—Tenement at 194 North Main St., —A bargain If sold at once. BERT AN0ELr
Know the tremendous pullall modern conrealgncta.
p. L. HAVENER Gr
---------

WANTED

Every-Other-Day
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THE ROBINS’ HOME

Announcing
The Spring Exhibition
of the complete and
Interesting Fashions
of the Hour

1925 APRIL'1925
s

M T W T F i S

I 2 ’5
10 11
5 6__1 8
U15I4 15 16 17 18
1920 21 22 23 24 25
262728 2930

THURSDAY
, FRIDAY

SATURDAY
APRIL 2, 3, 4

Social Circles
In addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, this departure es
pecially desires information of social Hap
penings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent
by mall or telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ........................................ 770
APRIL’S EYES
There’s beauty In the fall winds,
And In the wintry sides;
And yet where IS there beauty
To match young April’s eyes?

for

>

—Le Baron Cooke in ’Hie Spur.

Miss Rose Adams is home from
University of Maine for the spring
recess.
•

Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Wilson have
returned to Portland, after being
guests of Mr. and Mrs Henry Col
burn, 20 Jefferson street.

Miss Susan Yeaton of Millbridge Is
making a visit of several weeks with
her uncle E. M. Brewster at Ingra
ham HiU.
*
E. W. Clark of Cambridge is spend
ing a few days at his summer home,
Ashmere.

The Southend Club met with Mrs.
Ethel Clark, Ocean street Monday
evening. Miss Elizabeth Parmelee
and Miss Gertrude Saville won the
auction prizes.
Rev. W. M. Brewster, who has been
confined to the house for nearly two
weeks with grippe, is able to be down
town again.

William Freeman of Camden street
is on the mending hand, after a siege
of illness.

LARGER
WOMEN

These are the days which have been set apart for
our annual Spring Opening and exhibit of the best,
^nd fashion’s latest and smartest styles for spring
and summer v^ar. It includes:

COATS, SUITS, DRESSES
BLOUSES, SKIRTS, SWEATERS
FREE CARNATIONS

Spring Coats
Youthfully Styled

CUTLER-COOK CO.
346 MAIN STREET

fCp the many coats we
I
show, the model illus
trated is but one example
of the modes which are
so graciously becoming
to women of full figure.

ROCKLAND

EASTER FLOWERS
: : Fcr s :

CHURCH

Sizes 38 to 54

SEND

AND

GREETINGS

HOME %
BY

WIRE

MEMBER FLORISTS’ TELEGRAPH DELIVERY ASSOCIATION

Prices:
$20, $25, $35 up to $59.50

«

Miss Constance Fiiield has resumed
her duties with ’the telephone staff,
after spending her annual vacation in
New York and Boston.

Mail and Telephone Orders
Promptly Filled

Ernest Crle returned to Wentworth
Institute, Boston, Sunday and Hiram
trie to Colby this morning after
• pending the Easter recess with tlieir
parents. Mr. and Mrs. K. B. Crle,
Middle street hili.
*

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

GIAENTZEL,

THE FLORIST

STRAND THEATRE BUILDING '
341 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
Greenhouses—CAMDEN, ME.

Rockland

At the meeting of Lady Knew
Edgar Ellis and Hosea Benouf of
Stockton Springs were !□ the city Chapter. D. A. It, which will lie held
over the weekend, called by the deatlj, witty Mrs. Harry Buffum, Grove
street,.Monday afternoon, a report of
of Elmer Dyer.
the Conference will be given by the
The Wawenock Club held its an Regent, Mrs. J. F. Cooper, and a
nual meeting at the home ot Mrs. travel talk by the hostess, Mrs. H. A.
Bertha Staples, Monday evening, Buffum.
preceded by a banquet at the Thorn
Mr. and Mrs. Henry G- Wall are
dike Hotel. "The Holy Land” was
chosen for next year's study and on a trip tp Washington D. C.
these officers were elected: Presi
dent. Mrs. Cora Smith: vice presi
Eugene Tripp is in Dover, N. H.
dent, Mrs. Adelaide Snow; secretary on a visit.
and treasurer. Mrs. Lelia Benner;
Mrs.
F. Young and son Thomas,
chairman of the executive commit
tee, Mrs. Susie Davis: chairman of of WaterviHe, arc visiting at J. F.
social committee, Mrs. Cora Snow.
Cooper's, l.interock street. She was
called here by the illness of her
The Browne Club will meet with father. Thomas H. Benner. Despite
Miss Christol Cameron, 33 Pleasant his illness Mr. Benner observed his
Sflth birthday Man t 31.
A large
street Friday night.
shower ( f birthday g.ectings, flowers
The Methebesec Club holds its an and messages were received for
nual meeting tomorrow afternoon at which he was very grateful.
the Country Club.
Dr. L. M. Richardson, who lias
Miss Leola Robinson and mother been attending the x-ray clinic and
•were in Portland Tuesday to attend demonstration given by the Ritter
the graduating exercises at Saint Manufacturing Co., in Portland, re
Barnabas Hospital. Miss Robinson's turned home lust night.
sister, Faustina was a member of
Mrs. L. E. Foss is on a trip to
the graduating class.
Boston and New York.
Mrs. -Harold B- Burgess who has
Three-minute palters of exceptional
been the guest of Miss Mildred Gil
lette in Jamaica Plain, has returned interest were presented at the last
meeting of the Woman’s Educational
holhe.
Club by Miss Hope Greenhalg'h, Min
. Capt. A. J. Smalley of the V.S.C.G. nie Smith, iMiss Emma Parsons Mrs.
boat 130 spent the weekend with bis Rae Dane and Mrs. Carlton F. Snow.
^parents, Mr. and Mrs. Shepherd These brief reports are invaluable
Smalley. Capt. Smalley- came to helping members to keep abreast of
Port Clyde as a guest of Capt. How the nows while the intelligence of the
ard Seavey. His boat is in dry dock world is considering such questions
of the hour and next Friday others
for repairs.
of a similar import have been prom
After the members of the Pro ised. Mrs. Dane's was a synopsis of
gressive Literary Club had taken Washington News. Mrs- Parsons of
luncheon at the Narragansett Hotel the Direct Primary Law, Miss
they adjourned to the home of Mrs. Smith's of the latest about the Ken
A. C. Mather, to continue the pro nebec Bridge. Miss. Greenhalgh’s as
gram prepared for the final session to the Anti-Daylight Saving Bill,
of the season on Tuesday. Miss while Mrs. Snow related the story of
Kitty Coburn, ■with the flowers the deadlock between President Cool
mentioned in "Midsummer Night's idge and the U. S. Senate about
Dream." weaved a very pretty story Charles B- Warren’s fitness for At
around the characters of tli s play. torney General appointment in the
Mrs. Annie Simmons in a delightful President's Cabinet.
ly Interesting manner presented
Miss Marguerite Morey, who has
“Shakespeare in Music." She told her
been having a severe siege of illness,
hearers that “Light o’ Love” was
favorite ditty ot Shakespeare, as it is again attending High School.
appears in ills plays, "Much Ado
All Fools Day was hilariously celAlibut Nothing,” The Two Noble
Kihsmea," and "The Merchant of brated at the Country Club by 115
Venice." This was played on the happy guests last night. The festiv
•piano by Mrs. Mary Littlehale. giv ities were pleasingly introduced by
ing tihe slow, expressive movement a line turkey supper and ihe evening
of the plaintive air. “Heart's Ease.' devoted to an uproarious brant of
“How Should 1 Your True Love Be auction in which every prize was a
Known." and "Good Morrow To My riot and the lowest score took first
Valentine," were known as favorites choice.
Imagine the surprise of
of Queen Elizabeth. The words of Mrs. II. I’. Blodgett to find that her
"Hark, Hark, the Lark!” were writ
first prize was a live rooster. Other
teii by Shakespeare and the air com trophies were in keeping including
posed by Shubert. These songs as yeast cake, dry mop. rolled oats. etc-,
played by Mrs
Littlehale added with tlie requirement that each prize
mijeh to the charm of the quaint should he opened before the company.
melodics. The concluding feature of These were the prize winners: Mrs.
the program was a lively Shakes H. P. Blodgett. Miss Charlotte Buf
peare quotation match. The elec fum. Mrs. H E. Lamb, Miss Eliza
tion of officers resulted' thus: Mrs beth McDougall. Mrs. George B.
Hattie Keating, president; Mrs. Lu Wood and Mrs. Ralph L. Wiggin. B.
cie Walsh, vice president: Mrs- An F. Mathews of Camden won first
nie Silsby, secretary; Miss Kitty gentleman's prize, a yeast cake.
Coburn, treasurer; Mrs. Jennie Bird Others were E. L. Brown, W. C. ijttdd.
WiBS Lois Keene and Mrs. Gather Ensign Otis, M. R. Pillsbury, and
ing Mather, entertainment commit Judge A. L. Miles.
iMr. and Mrs.
lee; Mr>. Annie Slmmdns, program Walter II. Spear were chairmen of

The engagement of Mrs. Edith
O'Neill of Bar Harbor and Cushing
and T. J. Maker of Cushing is an
nounced. They are planning 'to be
married in the near future.
The Sunshine Society will cele
brate its 20th anniversary Monday
at the home of the president, Mrs.
Minnie Miles. 31 Ocean street. A
special invitation is given to all the
old members who belonged while
«a rs. Laura Bird was president. Re
freshments will be served.
Dr. W. II. Sanborn is at Knox
Hospital for surgical treatment.

Hugh Snow is home from llowdoin College for the Easter recess
having as his ghest Leland Hovey of
Houlton who won distinction as
quarterback on the Bowdoin foot
ball team.
.
Fred S. Rhodes has arrived back
from a little spring visit to hi,s for
mer business haunts in Boston and
returned to Criehayen, accompanied
by Mrs- Rhodes, who visited Rock
land friends while herJiusliand was
»way. Mr. and Mrs. Rhodes have
passed the winter on their island es
tate and will continue their stay
through the summer. “And that is
enough." says Fred. "No more
winters there for lye.”
HALL FOR CONGRESS

According to reports received in
Augusta, the Fourth Congressional
district of Maine is going to see the
first Republican primary fight it has
known since Congressman Hersey
was nominated in 1316, when pri
mary time arrives in 1326.
Already one candidate has been
announced as opposing Congressman
Hersey for a renomination. This is
Judge Benjamin Blanchard of Ban
gor. former judge of the municipal
court of that city and for many years
active in the Republican politics of
Penobscot County. It is row said
that Oliver L. Hall, of Hampden,
editor of the Bangor Commercial, is
to enter the contest. No official an
nouncement has -been made by Mr.
Hail but his friends say that he will
go Into the fight. It has been known
for some time that prominent Re
publicans of eastern Maine have
been urging Mr. Hall to take this
step.

CELERY SAUCE

Mix together two tablespoons of
flour and one-half a eup of butter.
When well blended, stir the mixture
into a pint of boiling milk. Chop
very fine three heads of celery and
boil for a few minutes in water;
strain and add the celery to the
sauce, stirring over the fire five min
utes. Season to taste with salt and
pepper; and a Hit of mace may lie
added if desired Serve with boiled
or roast fowl. It is a thin, very rich
sauce. It brings out the flavor of

JIMMY EVANS REVUE C(%ITINUES TO PLEASE
An entirely different rfiR>w was
presented-, Wednesday evening- by
limmy Evans and his Revue com
pany- New songs, new costumes and
new jokes—side splitters—were of
fered and accepted with greatest en
thusiasm by a crowded house. There
was a Spanish influence in the open
ing number and the show went off
!ike a toreador—hitting on all eight,
if a toreador has that many. Vir;inia Bannon sang and danced and
Bettey Shaw -was just as charmig as
ever. Evelyn I’arr was there too
with the harmony that is good for
the ears. A bad bold pirate was Eve
lyn Breen, who sang and danced.
Little Miss Murphy is a now one
to do her lrit and site apjieai-ed -with
Sam Ford in a duet clog. Her nim
ble little feet kept close follow to
those of her more experienced part
ner and she never faltered once in
going through the steps. She has a
swing and an air all her own and a
freshness that is appealingly sweet.
When Ray Marr sang "Just the
Kind cf a Girl that Men Forget” in
two parts and two sets of make-up,
he was a knockout.
The fact that little Kitty Frasei
hasn't any sweetie is a sad story and
she told the audience all about it, in
a manner most appealing. In her
billowy georgette dress of peach'she
was a -peach as well. Her tiny white
dad toes twinkled in and out as she
went through her steps.
Miss Evelyn .Breen does a clever
solo dance. She wears a prettyfluffy blue dress and presents a
charming picture in her long black
curls. The tune is peppy and so is
Miss Breen.
And like all pretty stories, the end
ing was a happy one. The finale was
Get yourself a broom and sweep.
adv.

[By Edith Crasto Pitcher]
“My dear,” sang Mr. Robin, shortly
after arrival in Rockland, “I’m really
discouraged at the high cos: of la
bor and building material.
If we
are to have a home at all this sum
mer we shall have to build it ourselves
and what’s more. I fear, gather the
materials as well,” and Mr. Robin
heaved a longf chirp of a sigh as he
cocked his head on one side and
looked at Mrs. Robin as though he I
thought she would give up at that
altogether. But she did nothing of
the Kind.
“Cheer-up, cheer-up!” sang Mis
tress Itobin in her most cheery
tones. ‘‘It takes more than that to
discourage me, Sir Robin.
While
God gives us each a strong hill and
two good pairs of wings, with plenty
of fat worm-steak I see no reason to
be in the least discouraged.”
‘Well, there’s another difficulty,”
sang the despondent bird.
“I can’t |
seem to think of a suitable location. !
Where would you like to live this
year?”
“I’ve been thinking of that too, hut it
doesn’t worry me any,” gaily chirped
the little Redbreast.
“I would sug
gest that we search for some Nice
doorvard where there is a raised
drinking dish or a tiny brook
I do |
enjoy a morning plunge so much.
1
think that little Bettygirl put out a
drinking dish last year, but it was '
much too near the ground for safety. 1
I’ve no desire to make a choice morsel
for her great grey cat.
Speaking ol
cats, that is one thing I draw the
line on.
You know, dear, that the
cat is our greatest enemy, specially
the stray ones.
But I do want to
choose a place near people.
tomehow or other I love to sing for hu
mans. S’pose we take a look at the
old cherry tree in the, yard at the
rectory.”
In a twink they were off and it was ,
quickly decided that the crotch in the
old cherry tree would he just the
place. Little Lady Robin had spied
a brook at the foot of the garden.
Then the building began in good
earnest. Such a carrying of straws?,
strings, weed stalks and finally of ■
mud-mortar.
No, there was no
bucket, pail, nor hod but there was
mud in plenty, such an excellent
thing, you know, for keeping the walls
of a straw house together.
Though, j
alas, when the nest was completed it
was not as neat as we could wish.
One morning little Sue, who*lived
at the rectory, came running in.
“Mother, mother, what do you
think! A pair of robins have built a
nest in the old cherry tree! Do you
.think they will eat up all the cher
ries?”
“No doubt they’ll eat a good many,
dear, but what of it? They're welcome
to what they want, for they’ll surelv
pay for them in the grubs they eat
from Daddy’s garden.
Why. I’ve
been told by one who knows that a
single robin will eat sixty-eight
wodnis a day.’’
‘'Oh. mother hear him singing now*
I’m so glad they’ve come to nest in
our yard.
What kind of eggs does
the jnamnm robin lay?’J»
/
“£pu know your favorite dress ot
robiff’h-egg blue?”
I see! So that’s the color is it9
Wish I could get a glimpse of them.”
‘‘When the birdies are fiown we
may find some bits of broken shell
in the old nest and that will show
you just how beautiful the eggs are.”

Three BIG Leaders
Baby Carriages and
Strollers

Bill • BARBER

Refrigerator Season

r

In our stock we carry a bine of

20% Discount

all types and styles of Refriger

On our remarkable line of
High Grade

BABY CARRIAGES
STROLLERS
GO-CARTS

ators, so complete in fact that
Our Line of Oil Stoves and
Ranges

there is not a better array in

New England.

NEW PERFECTION
NESCO

$11.50 up

Strollers with and without Tops

All New Goods

£

"Chirrup! chirrup!” sang Sir Robin
as lie poured forth a perfect stream
of song.
“Run and get your book. Bird
\’eighl>ors, dear, and see what Neltje
Dlanchnn says about our democratic
little friend She quotes a Mr. Park
hurst, who says no other bird is able
io give so many shades of meaning to
a single note.”
“If the wrens and orioles come this
year we shall have a concert every
day. Oh, I know—tl shall ask Daddy
tr. get me a pair of field glasses for
my birthday, to study the birds with,
Won’t it be fun?”

TELEPHONE 745-J

ROCKLAND

SOMETHING SPECIAL ABOUT

Spring Coats
With the coming of the unsettled blow-warm,
blow-cold weather of April you need a spring coat
—not heavy enough to be uncomfortable, yet
warm enough for health and comfort.

Ruth Mayhew Tent will hold a
meeting next Monday evening in G.
A. IL hall with supper at 6 o'clock.

u

Before you make a
purchase see the hand
some line of Guaran
teed Coats in my store
for

MINSTRELS

$23.50

Benefit Parent-Teacher's
Association for High School in

Watts Hall
THOMASTON

Cantilever

APRIL 14-15

/or men

IjHV W ami women

EMPIRE
THE THEATRE AROUND
THE CORNEP

who is reminded of her feet,
could fi.rget them all day by
wearing properly fitting shoes,
the sum of human happiness
would increase !

TODAY

“Frivolous Sal”
—-With—

EUGENE O’BRIEN ..
—Also—

AGNES AYRES

Sport Sweaters in
handsome designs for
spring comfort—
$3.50 to $7.00
Caps of all the new
styles and the late
greys and plaids—
$1.00 to $1.95
I parted this store
with but 25 suits.
Now I have 150 in
stock and would take
a larger store if I could
get it. My success has been due to Square Deal
ing and a Money Back Guarantee.
Kingston Pants are a special of mine—fair price
and if they don’t suit you in wearing qualities,
come in and get a new pair. No arguments here.
Golf Stockings—popular styles and plaids

—In—

’

‘HER MARKET VALUE’

These new styles of CANTI
LEVER pumps are good to
look at and easy Io wear. The
CANTILEVER oxfords arc
just "perfect comfort."
Sold only by

20% Discount

L MARCUS
313-319 MAIN STREET

j

If every woman—

(

is comprehensive with all new
improvements

STONINGTON FURNITURE COMPANY

!

PERFECT COMFORT

75c'to $3.50

Friday-Saturday

Mike Armata

REGINALD DENNY

EVERYTHING IN MEN’S WEARING APPAREL
CORNER PARK AND MAIN STREETS

ROCKLAND

“OH DOCTOR”

L. E. BLACKINGTON

A Fast Moving Comedy Drama
—Also—
The Tenth Chapter of

Boots, Shoes,
Clothing, Furnishings
ROCKLAND,
MAINE

“THE RIDDLE RIDER”
MON.-TUES. NEXT WEEK

“CONTRABAND”
With
LOIS WILSON
NOAH BEERY
A Paramount Picture

The Strand
FRIDAY

AND

of
Course

SATURDAY

YOU CAN’T SOLVE IT!
«

2:00

LAST

THREE

DAYS

7:30

JIMMIE EVANS
IN HIS MUSICAL REVUE
PROGRAM FOR TODAY

“THE

GIRL”

RITZ

Incomparable Music, Merry Coricdians, Many Novelties, Plenty
of Pep
: : FEATURE PICTURE : :

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN in
“ONE
GLORIOUS
NIGHT”

•SAYS
SOME people!
GET GJJEAT
SATISFACTI
THINKING Of'
THE THINGS
THEY WOULD
DO IF THEY
ONLY HAD
THE COURAGE

This is the

We are offering

TO SELECT GOOD FISH

In selecting fish, make sure that it
is fresh arid of good quality- Here
are Ihe points to look for; the eyes
should he bright, bulging and clear;
Ihe gills should he bright red in
color; the flesh firm and elastic: the
skin should be bright and shiny; the
mouth and gills of the fish should be
closed and practically free from
sllrfte; and the fish should sink when
put in water.—The Delineator.

Oil Stoves
Special

The Year's Great Mystery Film will keep you
guessing and gasping to the end
There was writing on the wall .... traps at every turn in
the road .... mystery in a sinister garb .... doers that would
not give up their secrets .... Then a Boy and a Girl who were
brave, with romance in their hearts, set out to fight the hidden
Menace. Here is a picture that will thrill you from beginning to
end. It has suspense, comedy, love, chills—it has everything !

&>e MONSTER
—With—

NEW PROGRAM FRIDAY-SATURDAY

JIMMIE

REVUE

EVANS
-IN

“SCHOOL
*

DAYS”

LON CHANEY and JOHNNY ARTHUR
From the famous stage success by Crane Wilbur

NO

ADVANCE

IN

PRICES

PICTURE PROGRAM-

“THE LOST LADY” with IRENE RICH
TWO SHOWS SATURDAY NIGHT—6 00. 8:30

Secure Seals N«w

HI*
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FROM THE EXCITER

MEMORIES OF AN ACTIVE LIFE
t T1

famsotrJfiibhard
HAT S

>

DISTINGUISHED STYLE • SUPREME QUALITY

TN Lamson-Hubbard
-*• Hats you will find the
perfect combination —
irreproachably correct
style and unapproachable
Value.

■Hibbard
,HATS «»CAPS7>j

Look for thia
mark in the
Hat you buy

SoLDBY
BURPEE

&

LAMB

ROCKLAND, MAINE

LAND OF LAND BOOMS
Daniel Munro, Back From Florida, Paints Graphic Picture
of the Live State in the Southeastern Comer.
The selling and reselling of Flor
ida real estate is making some folks
wealthy over night: the winter tour
ist business has been so large that
the transportation lines have had
difficulty in taking care of it; the
fruit and vegetable crops have
shared in the general prosperity—
all these things and more are com
bined in the tale that Daniel Mun
ro brings from his winter sojourn
in I^ake Worth, yet he sings daily a
refrain which sounds like “Home
Sweet Home, there is no place like
Maine for me.”
The three .Munro families arrived
in Lake Worth, Fla., Dec. 14. select
ing that town for their winter home
because West Palm Beach—their
original destination was full up—
and families with children were not
welcome in such tenements as were
for let.
in Lake Worth they found
a very attractive rent on Lake
Worth avenue—a stucco dwelling
well arranged.
The cheapest rents in this land of
sunshine and real estate agents, is
$500 a season, and it is impossible
to get in without hiring for the sea
son (November to May) whether
you intend to stay six months or six
weeks.

♦ ♦

•

Mr. Munro was interested in fruit
growing, visualizing grape fruit and
oranges as the essential crops in
Florida.
He was consequently sur
prised to learn that some of the
farmers are making the most money
on string beans
Acres upon acres
of them he saw, the crop being
packed later for shipment to the
North.
He also found that cab
bages and potatoes are extensively
grown in this State, with 1 wonder
ful acreage of bananas and pine-’
apples.
From Plant City to Tampa
enough strawberries are grown to
supply the whole country, Mr. Mun
ro thinks.
From West Pa'.m Beach
to St. Petersburg are enormous
groves of oranges and grape fruit.
Miami has so far outgrown itself
that its present garments do not
begin to lit, and the traffic proposi
tion is the despair of those who un
dertake to handle it.
The East
CoAst Railway has found it neces
sary to double track its lines, for the
patrons were being obliged to wait
days and weeks in order to obtain
reservations.
The Chamber
of
Commerce is now doing its best to
induce the Seaboard Railroad to en
ter Miami.
Direct steamboat lines
from New York are helping take care
of the congestion, and a new corpor
ation. the Diamond Line, with two
new ships, will begin operations
May 1st.
It is said that people by
the hundreds have been turned away
from Miami this season, and ditto
on the West Coast.

Land prices did not begin their
real acrobatic stunts until last June,
but have been making up for lost
time ever since, and it is almost im
possible for a Hying machine to
reach some of the prices according
to Mr. Munro.
A lot 75x100 which
sold for $4000 in the old days is now
quoted at $100,000.
In Like Worth
a store 45x25 sold for $7.5,000 and net
ted $125,000 on a resale.
A lot 100
feet square brought $165,000 and a
week later was resold for $190,000.
The prices for food and clothing
are much the same as in Maine, but
rents are exorbitant.
Contractors
who have formerly been engaged
winters in construction . work, have
ceased building and arc buying land
and reselling.
April 1st they would
begin on their building contracts
and have the structures completed
upon the tourists’ return
The win
ter residence of an ordinary tourist

■os|r from $10,000 to $12,000.
Tamim Is the headquarters of the
cigar trade and has factories which
turn out millions of cigars a month.
The cigar-makers are Cubans, Span
iards and Americans.
Tampa has
grown very rapidly and the residention sections are much more beauti
ful than the old city.
-Mr. Munro waxed enthusiastic
over the Gandy Bridge, which has so
greatly minimized the distance from
Tampa lo St. Petersburg.
A beau
tiful IS-mile lioulevard marks the ap
proach to St. Petersburg.
It was the great pleasure of the
Rockland visitors to inspect that
wonderful section of Florida known
as the Pasadena Estates, made pos
sible by the enterprise and fore
sight of Jack Taylor.
Mr. Taylor's
private secretary, who for 15 years
had similar duties with the Asrtors,
was placed at the disposal of the
Munros, and with widening eyes,
they saw the (innermost details of the
modern paradise which man has
created.
The Pasadena Country
Club i? a wonderful establishment,
and there is being constructed a ho
tel whicli will hear the name of Rolyat (Mr. Taylor's name spelled back
ward) and which will have 500
rooms at the start.
The boulevard
from Pasadena to St. Petersburg,
several times the width of Rock
land's Main street, and lighted by a
wiiite way. is perfectly straight add
makes a handsome picture.
Mr.
Taylor has a beautiful home and a
lavish suite of private offices.

• * ♦ »
Mr Munro dined with John L.
Donohue, who, as manager of the
Taylor sales force is one of the busi
est men in Florida, 4|uitting only
when some friend comes from “up
home” or the mail brings The Cou
rier-Gazette.
In West Palm Beach Mr. Munro
found another busy real estate broker
who is well known in Rockland—
Walter M. Tibbetts. Mr. Tibl>etts’
sales one week reached the grand to
tal of $1,400,000.
He owns a beauti
ful home which cost $100,000, and
rumor has it that he intends to sell,
with a view to building one twice
as expensive.
In that neighborhood the Munroes
had the pleasure of meeting Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Wilson, Capt. and Mrs.
Charles Rich and Mr. and Mrs. Har
old Thomas.
The arrival of the Seaboard Air
Line’s first train into West Palm
Beach was made the occasion of a
public holiday, with the Governor
and <^ther prominent officials aboard.
The president of the road had 500
guests, and the train was in three
sections known as the “Orange Blos
som Special.” The St. Petersburg
Bend was aboard, accompanied by
Bobby Brawler, a vocalist who is
pronounced a second Harry Lauder.
“Hollywood” near Lauderdale-bvthe-Sea, and “Chiral Gables,” near
Miami are two beautiful develop
ments which interested and pleased
the Munroes.
Tourism are taken
thither from Jacksonville without
charge.

♦ • » *

The Munroes left Lake Worth two
weeks ago in their motor car and
found the roads in much better con
dition than on the journey South.
The weather remained perfect until
Springfield, Mass., was reached, when
it commenced to rain, and continued
stormy until home was reached last
Saturday.
On the second day out a stop was
made at White Springs, a resort
town where the mineivl springs are
said to be the finest in the South,
flowing 32,000 gallons a minute.
The party stopped at the Florida
Hotel on the banks of the Suwanee
River. The familiar tune was there
played, Daniel Munro manipulating
his accordeon and Ernest his whistle.
The proprietor was delighted and
the tourists will always remember it
as one of their most pleasing experi
ences.
Ashburn, Ga., they found to be a
large peanut growing center.
The
farmers raise around 900 pounds to
Seed
the acre, and get from $90 to $100
a ton.
Athens. Ga., boasts the sec
and
ond lowest death rate in the United
States and is famed as an intellect
ual center.
The tourists dined on King Moun
tain after mastering the 17 curves
which are negotiated in reaching
the summi,t.
In 1780 British troops
to the number of 1200 fought an
1X4 pages-profusely .illustrated.
equal number of hunters, farmers,
Sent FREE, by return parcel pest mountaineers end Indians and lost
itli name of yuur local dealer sell- 450 men before they surrendered
ig K A- W Goods lUted In Catalog. I Duly 28 Americans were killed.
endall & Whitney, Portland, Maine
•Charlotte, the metropolis of North
Carolina, center of the cotton belt

lot Your.

Agricnb
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Every-Other-Day
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Benoit
Men’s Shops

News and Gossip Dealing
“Men and Ships and Sealing Wax”—The Story of a
With C. M. P. Activities In
Thomaston Boy Who Made Good.
This District.
From F. G. Maher's Rockland col
umn in tlie Exciter—the Central
Maine Power Co.'s newspaper—the
following items are lifted:
. • . •

The Rockland city line crew has
changed the location of 2-25 KVA
power transformers for the l.ime
Company and also installed 115 KVA
capacity at Booth Brothers, Long
Cove. Maine, due to Increase in load.
The transformer
capacity
of
Pearson’s factory in Thomaston has
been increased to take care of the
additional load.
Due to an increase in load on I*ark
street, 4-25 KVA transformers have
been installed.
The location of the transformers
which served the west side of Main
street with light and power has been
changed, increasing the capacity ot
the bank.
The only serious interruptions for
the month were due lo a willow cane
found across the Camden A. C.. cir
cuit.
Three of the Linemen Prevention
meetings have been held since Feb
ruary.
Safe methods of doing work
were talked over and a review of
first aid held.
All three meetings
were well attended.
The road crew on the Damariscotta
and Boothbay transmission line
doubled up with the Rockland city
crew and set 15 poles, changed two
11.000 volt A C circuits, one 2,200 volt
A C circuit from old to new, includ
ing new No. 0 stranded copper on
two 11.000 circuits over the M? C. It.
R. tracks at Damariscotta Mills.
LOST—On the Highland car one
perfectly good moustache. If found,
return to Frank Sherer; no reward is
offered—he says it is gone forever.
Murray Whalen says between the
cut-ins and cut-outs, that he seems
to be creeping instead of the meters
The "wind" has changed from the
direction of the Highlands, and Is
now following along the Maine Line.
L. E. Jones. Store Manager for the
Rockland Division, has already land
ed a Kelvinator sale.
He says that
Kelvinators are going strong this
year, in fact that soles in general
look favorable.
How about thLs. George O.? Do
many of your salesmen receive the
first payment on their washing-ma
chines as EASY as this? Before the
demonstration was over, our sales
man. Richardson, was receiving
money in one hand and putting th»
clothes through with the other. They
won’t even wait for a demonstration;
they look at 'em. that's alii
liie summer is getting to be a 12montiis affair at Boothbay.
Last
week they connected their first sum
mer customer.
We have just closed a contract
with the Government on the installa
tion of lights at Owl's Head light
house. The light In the tower will
burn on an average of 12 hours out
of 24 hours a calendar year.
and a great distributing point, was
reached after a run of 320 miles.
This is the home of a former Rock
land boy, Fred W. Glover and is
growing rapidly.
On through High Point, N. C., the
great furniture manufacturing cen
ter; Durham, the home of BuH Dur
ham tobacco and the largest ^hosiery
factory in the world;’Oxford, where
400 children are well trained in a
Masonic orphanage; Petersburg, a
large commercial center; Baltimore,
where groceries, meats and clothing
sell at half the prices charged in
other parts of the country; and
Richmond to Washington, D. C.
The tourists passed through Capitol
and White House grounds, viewed the
homes of Congressmen and Ambassa
dors* and after a good sleep started for
New York.
At the Theresa Hotel
they met Kenneth Hughes, formerly
Press Herald correspondent in this
city; now making good on the Hemp
stead Dally Review. They also had
the pleasure of meeting the domestic
partner he has taken since leaving
Rockland.
In Springfield. Mass., the tourists
spent an evening with Mr. Munro's
mother and Mrs. Jennie Cloutier
(formerly Jennie Russell of Rock
land) and daughter. And then back
home in Rockland at midnight next
day.
Mr Munro while in St. Peters
burg saw the championship Wash
ington team lose two games to the
New York Giants.
He saw 12
planes in war formation and was an
eye witness of the burning of the
Breakers and Palm Beach Hotel in
Palm Beach.
During this confla
gration martial law was declared and
the soldiers had orders to shoot to
kill. In spite of this much valuable
property was stolen.
Muny of the
guests not only lost jewels and cash
but their tickets for the North.
Mr. Munro does not discuss the
matter hut it Is understood that he
has acquired interests which will
call for another Florida trip In 1926.

truths embraced in the traditions
of the past.
"As an instance of the above. I
will mention the article on Rosicrucianiem, signed -Hiraf.'
This
ably written essay, notwithstanding
some fundamental errors. which.1
though there are such, would hardly
he noticed except by those who had
devoted their lives to tlie study of
occultism in its various branches
of
practical
leaching—indicates I
with certainty to the practical
reader that, for theoretical knowl-1
edge at least, the author needs fearj
few livals. still less superiors. Hls
modesty, which I cannot too much |
appreciate in his case—thougli he is
safe liehiml the mask of hls fancied j
pietuloynm—need not give him any
apprehensions.
There are fewcritics |-i this country of Positivism
who would willingly risk themselves in uny encounter witli such
a powerful disputant, on his own
ground. The weapons lie seems to hold
in reserve, in tlie arsenals of hiswonderful memory, his learning and his
readiness to give any further informatlon that Inquirers may wish for,
will undoubtedly scare off every theorlst, unless he is perfectly sure of
himself, which few are.”
• . « . .
, ■ ,
. *'*’’*
his talk to the Miltonians.
" referring to Madame Blavatsky s
“’Aments on the "Hiraf" article
l so alluded to meeting Mrs. Besant
in I-Ond°n wdiere Madame Rlavatsk-v had Piously established her
headquarters, and to his discussing
theosophy with this lady.
In the
°u*irse of conversation with Mrs.
f’-esant. she, to the intense interest
<d 1'ir.s. quoted from tlie Hiraf
:u'llcle as authority, to strengthen
her position in an argument which
they were having as to occult.sm.
mysticism and theological doctrines.
Although the “Hiraf” article was
written by young men upon the
threshold of their careers, partly as
:,n exercise in mental gymnastics, or
even as a literary hoax, neverthe
less we must be struck by the fact
that recent advances in science and
some of the arts make us believe
that the time is not far distant
when some of the dreams and visi°ns which have been entertained
by theologians, philosophers, and
prophets in the past may be realIzed.
Reference previously has been
made to Mrs- Besant s quoting
from “Hiraf” as an authority, in a
conversation with Mr. Ivins. It is
interesting to note that “Hiraf’ is
also quoted by theoeophists in the
Fnlted States and elsewhere- Surprising though it maly seen) to some,
the attitude of t'ae leaders in the
theosophical movement apparently
offers a Complete answer to those
who may regard it as astonishing
that such a document as the one
whose inception I have described
should receive respectful consideration from them for they say
that Madame Blavatsky herself Invariably asserted that what she
wrote and uttered was not always
her own creation, but something
that was whispered to her from
"the beyond." And, in harmony
with that statement, parties interested ly the theosophic movement have insisted that whatever
the origin of the “Hiraf" utteremnee?
may have l»ee:i, the authors were
without their' knowledge, inspired,
by a power over and beyond them,
to utter words of weight and pos
sibly prophecy.
• <e , «

Whatever adverse opinions may
still lie entertained as to Madame
Blavatsky and her cult, it cannot
lie denied that her teachings con
tain much that is interesting, ever,
elevating, and that she has man
aged to affect many, many thou
sands. from India in the east to
• « ♦ »
California in the west.
“Fales would move to substitute.
Two score years ago, when theoamend and strike out, and out she fiophic movement was in its infan"
Whole chapters were [n tpe United States, it was spoken
would
and chapters were 0( lightly by some and positively
wiped o
elided, ai id alterations were made eondemnwl by others. < >ne Sunday
until you would not have known an entire page in the New York
thd thing ! We had lota of sport.
, gun, was devoted to Madame Bla
"I sat on the sofa with the vatsky and her cult- This article
Madame. who smoked cigarettes was embellished with her portrait
iravagantly."
I things that were written about her
When Madame Blavatsky pub- there were incredible on their face;
lished the “Hiraf" article in the others, as ’ investigation showed.
Spiritual Scientist she wrote two were
without
any
basis of
learned and detailed editorials, from fact. Hinriohs tells me that he was
which I give the following quota- retained by cable from London,
tions as illustrations of the esteem sent direct toy Madame Blavatsky
in which she held the mysterious t(j sue Charles A. Dana of the Sun
“Hiraf.”
j for libel. After looking into the
•Ridicule is the deadliest weapon facts. Hinrichs brought an action in
of the age, and while we read in the the New York Supreme Court for
recoids of history ot thousands of $50,000 damages. The action was
martyrs
who
^Joyfully
braved defended by Colonel Bartlett, the
flames and fagots in support of brother of the subsequent Chief
their mystic doctrines of |>ast cen Judge of the Court of Appeals, who
turies. we would scarcely lie likely was counsel for the Sun. The case
to find one individual in the pres- dragged its length along in the
ent lime who would lie brave, courts for some little time. Mrs
enough to defy ridicule by seriously Besant was summoned from Lonundertaking to prove the great! don, and came to New York, whet 2
I
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Displaying
Correct Apparel for Men
—AT—

Hotel Rockland

•

WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY,
APRIL 1st, 2nd,

SUITS, TOPCOATS, HATS, SHOES,
SHIRTS,
NECKWEAR,
HOSIERY
In Newest Spring Styles
H. E. ELIASON, Representative

PORTLAND, MAINE

Shop* (or Men and Boys—Maine and Massachusetts

she was examined as a witness be
fore trial.
At last, apparently
through the intervention of Mr.
Paul lXma. u recantation and apology
were written in the form of an edi
torial and published Jn the Sun.
Madame Blavatsky sent word to
Hinrichs that she was perfectly sat
isfied, and the easy was dismissed.
[T6 Be Continued)

STRAND THEATRE
If you saw Iain Chaney in “The
Hunchback of Notre Dame" or “He
Who Gets Slapped,” you know his
wonderful qualifications—yet he is
even more wonderful In "The Mon
ster." the great picture wlhich is
coming for Friday and Saturday,
without advance in prices.
"The Monster” is a surgeon whose
twitted brain delights in performing
strange operations upon victims he
lure3 to his sanitarium. Johnny
Arthur, who is featured with Chaney,
is a stage comedian new to the
screen. He plays an amateur de
tective who blunders upon the solu
tion of the mystery of the horrors
of the sanitarium. Gertrude Olm
stead, who started her picture career
by winning the Elks-Herald-Exam
iner Beauty Contest, is the leading
woman. She playa a small town
belle who gets into as many dangers
as Pearl White did in "The Perils of
Pauline."
The
story
of
"The
Monster" begins with the strange
dis-appearance ot a wealthy citizen of
a small town and the resulting exc.tement- Johnny Arthur, as the de
tective, decides to solve the mystery,
and. while working on a clue, Is shot
down a chute into a strange house,
where skeletons appear in closets,
ghostly hands ore extended wher
ever he turns, and terrifying shadow s
fall on the walls. The girl and an
other suitor of hers also arrive in
this sanitarium, where a series of
harrowing experiences pursuit them.
The climax i6 surprising, and is dis
closed only at tlie end of the picture
when Johnny solves the mystery and
wins the heroine—adv.

OWLS HEAD
Elmer I. Dyer

The death of Elmer I- Dyer which
occurred on March 25, came as a
great loss to a wide circle of reiu-1
tives and friends
He was a life
long resident of Owl's Head, the
younger eon cf the late Charles G.
and Sarah F- Dyer. Mr. Dyer was a
carpenter by trade and was last em
ployed by John Frost of Rockland
but increasing weakness due to heart j
trouble compelled him to give up his,
work several months ago. The higli
eateem in which Mr. Dyer was held
in the community whs shown by the
many- acts of kindness and sympathy
extended to him during his illness.
He is survived by his wife. Florence.'
and five children, Richard B.. Ellis
S., Harriet A.. George G. and Mary
Fr. one brother Charles E. Dyer of j
Haddonfield. N. J., and a sister. Mrs.
N. B. Clensay of New York City.1
Funeral services were held at his late
residence Friday afternoon. Rev. C
A. Knickerbocker officiating. Inter
ment was in Evergreen cemetery.
Bearers were: Emery St- Clair, Eu
gene Emery. Clyde Whicher and Fred 1
E. Maddocks.

YOU'Ll, be delighted with
a dinner eaten here
Food of proven purity served
in tlie style that will please
you. Appetizing salads and
desserts that will cause you
to talk about us.
Get acquainted with eur
“Bill O’Fare”

Newberfs Cafeteria
Rockland'e Finest Eating Place

SOUTH BELFAST
Miss Ruth Wright spent the week- j
end with her grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Herrick.
Miss Lydia Herrick and Mrs.
Maude Colpitis have been confined to
their home with the grippe.
A public supper will tie held at the
West Northport community house
April 6 under the auspices of the '
Ladies Farm Bureau.
The public schools opened Monday
after the Easter vacation.
Mrs. Percy Herrick gave an April i
Fool’s party at her home Wednesday
evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Chapman
motored to Monroe SaturdayRoy Wight is visiting hls brother j
Hugh Wight in Madison.

RADIO
SERVICE
TESTING
REPAIRING
ASSEMBLING
TROUBLE SHOOTING
ANY CIRCUIT BUILTTO ORDER

TUBES REVITALIZED

Single Circuits Rebuilt Into
Know the tremendous pulling power
of Courier-Gazette ads.

Selective Non-re-radiating Seta

t

Telephone

Secretaries Mellon And Davis A
Optimistic About Business On
look.

Cabinet members at Tuesday’s
session with President Coolidge were
asked to give him a summary of
their views on the business situa
tlon and they agreed generally in
predicting a continuance of business
prosperity.
Secretary Mellon told the Presi
dent that the indices of the prices
and the ratio of operation to capaci
ty In all of the key industries, indi
cated a high rate of production and
consumption would lie maintained in
the United States for an indefinite
period.
There has been some recession of
speculative activities in the stock
market and on the grain exchange,
hut the fact is not regarded by the
administration as Important to the
conduct of average business.
Secretary Davis of the Labor De
partment reported that while there
is some unemployment, it is not
above normal for the season. Em
ployers and employes are regularly
settling disputes as to wages and
working conditions, the Secretary
said, giving the Impression that there
is no danger in that field.
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(By Charles R. Flint)

[Continued—Began Feb. 26)
Chapter IX—Continued
The "Hiraf." despite its almost
superhuman ability, was not making
mucn progress until a brilliant wo
man witli brains ami money In
prospect, came to the office of Ivins
to rgtain him as her counsel, to bring
about the reformation of a deed to
certain lands on Long Island which
stood in the name of another woman,
in which the lady elaimen half In
terest. The suit was tried nt River
head, the court reserving its de
cision.
The circumstances of the trial
wire interesting, for Madame, who
was her own principal witness, testitled quite contrary to the way In
which her attorneys assumed she
would testify. Ivins had associated
with him in the trial Fales, who
was then a law student. As cautious
lawyer!. they had gone over the testimony with Madame before tne
trial, and had advised her as to what
polnts she should emphasize; but. to
their great discomfiture, on the
witness stand she took the bit in her
teeth and galloped along lines of
evidence quite opposed to their insirUptions. giving as a reason, when
they complained of her testimony
that her "familiar." whom she called
Tom King, stood at her side (invisible to everyone but her), and
prompted her in her testimony.
After the court had taken the matter under advisement. Madame left
the city, but wrote several letters to
Ivina asking him as to the progress
of the suit, and finally astonished
him by a letter giving an outline of
an opinion which she said tne cour:
would render in the course of a few
days, in connection with a decision
in her favor, in accordance with he.
prediction. the court handed down a
decision sustaining her claim upon
grounds similar to those which she
had outlined in her letter.
» « • »
I
In Ivins’ disclosure of the “Hiraf"
he stated that Madame had surprised
him by her remarkable intellectual
powers and apparent second sight;
that she was engaged at the time
of the suit in translating such works
as Buckles’ History of Civilization
and Darwin's Origin of Species, into
Russian; and that she asserted that
she could tell the contents of a book
without reading it. and could specify
material which appeared on any
given page.
This lady’ was Madame Blavatsky.
who obtained control of the Spiritual
Scientist and who became mainly
ir.slrumental in the o.ganization ot
the theosophical movemen’ in New
York City. The part that was taken
by four members of the ’Hiraf" In
connection with the organization of
the Theosophical Society is described
by a letter dated New York. Novemher 2. 1875, addressed by Robinson
to Hinrichs who was then studying
civil law at the University of Goetttngen.
"Last
Saturday. Ivins,
Fales.
Adams and myself took a carriage
and went over to the preliminary
meetings of the Theosophical Society
at the house in 38th Street of Mrs.
Harding Britton, a well known spiritualist and preacher. At the meetirg were Colonel Olcott. Madame
Blavatsky and li host of th« most
‘pecolliar’ people 1 have seen for
many a day.
"At that time the constitution and
by-laws were adopted. rt was a
sight to make a corpse laugh, (to hear
and see Fades as he stood there,
stolid as a (phinx externally, and in
ternally a laughing harlequin, as he
made suggestions and amendments.
Poor Olcotti He evidently loved
those tine phrases, those mysterious
and meaningless clauses, hut the
boys were pitiless.
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Directory

PARTS TESTED AND
REPAIRED

RADIO
REPAIR SHOP
P. 0. Box 359
Over Express Office
ROCKLAND,..................... MAINE

39tf

CALL LIVE BUSINESS HOUSES WHOSE WATCHWORD IS SERVICE
LAUNDRY WORK
Call 170

People’s Laundry
17 Limarock Street
We do all kinds of Laundry
Work. Family Washing a
Specialty. Wet Wash. Rough
Dry.
Finish Flat Work.
Shirts, Collars.
,

HARDWARE AND PAINTS

With JIMMIE EVANS Now Playing at the
PARK THEATRE

OILS AND GREASES
Call ir
THURSTON OIL CO.
Wholesale and Retail

Oils for All Purpoeot
GARGOYLE MOBILOIL
• Corner Park and Broad Ste.
MONUMENTS

Telephone 205

Telephone Connection

GRAFTING WAX
BEES WAX
ROSIN

Gilchrest
Monumental Works

H. H. Crie & Co.
454 Main Street, Rockland

Main Street
Thomaston, Mains
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

NEW
BATTERY
$14.50
In Exchange For Your Old
Battery

Dodge Battery $24.50
SEA~VIEW
BATTERY SERVICE
Tel. 837-W
689 Main Street
ROCKLAND, ME.

